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Preface
Welcome to QuoVadis
Thank you for your interest in “QuoVadis” (QV). QV stands for “Quo Vadis”, i.e. the latin expression for
“Where do you go?”
We have done our best to provide you with a software which makes orientation, GPS navigation and
route planning a lot easier! You will soon discover the extraordinary features and the high degree of
functionality this software can provide, and we are pretty conﬁdent that QV will soon become an
irreplacable tool for your GPS, travel and outdoor adventures. Still, the fundamental question “where
do you go?” is left to be answered by you but we provide the perfect tool to solve your navigational
challenges.

Important Remarks
Please note that you should be familiar with basic priciples of cartography and navigation when using
GPS technologies and corresponding PC software. Without such knowledge, the use of GPS and
navigation software might be dangerous, especially in remote areas. QuoVadis Software GmbH
cannot be made responsible for consequences which may result from a wrong application of this
software.
GPS devices and PC software are certainly a great help in navigation. They can save time and eﬀort
when planning a trip and make navigation much more comfortable. However, you should never forget
that technology can fail. So we strongly recommend to acquire basic knowledge in ﬁnding your way
using a conventional map and a magnetic compass. Your GPS unit or PC may fail and even QuoVadis
may produce errors despite the fact that we have taken the greatest care when programming this
software.
Please interpret the results you get from QuoVadis and your GPS unit with a healthy dose of
skepticism. Please also bear in mind that the coordinates that QV gives you, always refer to a speciﬁc
coordinate system, map projection and map datum and can never be more accurate than the map
you are using. Also note that even sophisticated GPS receivers can produce inaccurate or wrong
positions under poor reception conditions.

What is QuoVadis ?
Basically, QuoVadis is a windows-software for navigation and trip-planning with a GPS using digital
maps.
QV will run on any MS Windows® XP (with SP3)/Vista/Win7/Win8 PC or laptop with a Direct X compatible graphic adapter with min. 256 MB video RAM. Due to the 3D capabilities of QuoVadis, we
strongly recommend an up-to-date PC with a powerful 3D graphic adapter.
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In Version 6, a couple of highly sophisticated features have been implemented. Here is a feature list
for the QV Standard version:
Huge variety of calibrated own and third party digital maps available for all continents, which
are ready-to-use in QV (see www.quovadis-gps.com > Shop).
Choose from various map types such as street or highly accurate topo maps, satellite images or
elevation data.
Optional NAVTEQ® map upgrades for routing and dynamic autorouting functionality available
for Europe, Northern America, Latin America, New Zealand, Australia and Southern Africa.
“NAVTEQ® Navi” maps will allow for voice guided navigation according to various priorities:
shortest and quickest route, route with smallest fuel consumption and individual route.
Use your own scanned maps.
Integration of public map sources like Open Street Maps® (OSM), Google maps®, satellite
images like Google Satellite® and ECWP and WMS map servers.
Drag and drop any installed map simply on the globe and rotate and pan it to your desired
orientation and position.
Full 3D functionality: View any map in real 3D! Just udjust the perspective and work in a
continuous 2D-3D environment!
Real light and shading simulations with regard to day and time of the year. Alternatively, you
can specify the azimuth and elevation of the sun manually.
Raster and vector overlay: Use as many maps in your map window as you like!
Choose from various sky animation options.
Real starﬁeled simulation: See the stars which are visible from any point of the earth at a given
date/time at their real places and in the true perspective!
Create or edit your waypoints, geocaches, tracks and routes by simple mouse clicks in 2D or
3D.
Store your geodata (e.g. waypoints, geocaches, trainings, tracks, routes) and maps along with
the selected map layout in project tables.
Store and organise all your geodata (waypoints, geocaches, trainings, tracks, routes), maps and
projects in the “QV X-Plorer”. This is a highly capable integrated database which allows you
managing even very huge amounts of geodata with a perfect overview.
Fully compatible with the queries of www.geocaching.com®: Import your geocache queries to
QV and ﬁlter directly in the QV database (all parameters selectable)!
Compatible with some sporting GPS units featuring training parameters (e.g. heart rate or
cadence)
Upload all your geodata to compatible GPS receivers of leading brands with few mouse-clicks
and start your trip.
Upload the maps to compatible GPS receivers of Garmin® (IMG vector or custom raster maps),
compeTwoNav®, PathAway® and ape@map platforms and Giove/MyNav® GPS units (not
available for all map products due to copyright restrictions).
GPS online mode with connected, compatible GPS receivers: view your location and watch your
track in 2D or 3D on any map of your choice! Of course your track will be logged automatically
in the database including position, speed, course and altitude.
Virtually unlimited storage capacity for tracklogs or other geodata. You will always know when
and where you have been!
Sophisticated track analyses and track editor functions including physiological parameters for
ambitioned sportsmen like heart rate or cadence frequency (with compatible GPS devices only).
X/Y-diagrams for clear and attractive viewing of the data (speed-, heart rate or elevation plots
over distance or time).
Colorcoding of such parameters in the track plot for a georeferenced visualisation of these
parameters in the map in 2D or 3D.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Geocoding of digital photos along a tracklog through time stamp or geocoding information in
the bitmap ﬁle header, icluding reverse geocoding.
Integrated worldwide geographic database: This is a powerful tool in order to locate places
within a radius of 10 km even if they are not marked in your map!
Print any section of a map including your geodata and overlays in the scale of your choice and
optionally with a grid overlay of your choice.
QV supports all relevant coordinate systems, projections and almost any map datum.
At any point on earth, QV will calculate the magnetic declination from geographic North.
Additionally the poweruser version support the following features:
Support of popular GIS formats (reading and writing of DXF- and SHAPE ﬁles) and sophisticated
3D analyzing tools.
Professional remote- and multitracking features with various GSM- and satellite based GPStrackers.
Implementation of APRS® and AIS®.
Tracklog analysis of remotely tracked objects and automatic reporting in a spreadsheet format.
Integrated roadbook editor.
Multiuser databases with optional Valentina Server
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New in QuoVadis 7
QuoVadis 7 is a moderate upgrade to QV6 with many small and also some major improvements and
new features. Many innovations have been built to customer requests. QV6 users can quickly and
easily upgrade while retaining all data and settings.
Here is an overview of the main changes. By clicking on the green words you can switch to the related
chapters to get the details.
GPS Online Mode
Automatic backup of the GPS Online Logs-Database
Support of integrated GPS-receiver, which are in the system as Sensors under win7/8
New, powerful dialog to choose a Destination
Conﬁgurable dashboard
Multitracking (Poweruser)
More devices in Multitracking, GpsGate, special SMS, File- and Ftp-polling
Positions received in multitracking, and also own position in GPS-Online, can be forwarded to a
Server.
Routing
Routing and Navigation for Trucks with optional Navteq-Truck-data
Additional options in Routing
Calculate Route to and from Home-Point
Maps
New Options for Cache-ﬁlling of online-maps
Import online-maps in Web-Tile-Format
Calibrate a map by copying the calibration of other map
Overlay calibration
New map export Tiled Tiﬀ (Poweruser)
Garmin-Typ-ﬁles
Better performance with zoom - whole map with QBR-maps
Better performance with Tiled-Tifs with pyramide
Better performance and display of Navteq, no cut-oﬀ or duplicate labels any more
Backcolors of Navteq 2013 map conﬁgurable in map-style
3D
Trackdisplay improved in 3D
Elevation-shader with user selectable color palette, see 3D-Options
Marks
The style of an object can be assigned to another object.
(I)-Symbol for Trackpoint-infos
Easy moving along the points of tracks and routes in map
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Creation of corridors from tracks and polylines (Poweruser)
QV-XPlorer
Import of not directly supported formats with GpsBabel
Also videos can be assigned automatically to trackpoints
Filter of the list is extended
Searching in a corridor around routes and tracks
Sending Streetroutes into the GPS: Option only to send start and stops
Database
Support for multiuser in the network with the optional Valentina Server (Poweruser)
Misc
Improvements in Simulation
A couple of extensions in Project-Manager and with Links
The internal picture-viewer now also shows videos
Save tracksegments separately on GPS-Download with Garmin devices
Gpx-Extension Garmin-Temperatur on Import of tracks and trainings
Calculation of tides
Deactivate serialnnumbers
Teamviewer for remote-support integrated in help-menue
On problems the start of QV can be interrupted to reset some critical settings
Shift + Remove from map deletes this object from database
and much more…
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Product line
In principle QuoVadis is starting now as freeware with a limited functionality. This freeware can be
downloaded from our website and used without activation. When you install QuoVadis for the ﬁrst
time, you can test the demo-modus with full functions of the poweruser-version for 25 days without
entering a serial number. After the demo-period you can continue using the freeware without a serial
number but with limited range of functions.
Other extension modules may be purchased:
Extension standard - this corresponds to the previous version TTQV-Standard
Extension poweruser - this corresponds to the previous version TTQV-Poweruser
The versions Basic, Light and Professional are not oﬀered any more.
All versions of QuoVadis can be installed with the same setup, which can be downloaded here. If you
are installing QuoVadis for the ﬁrst time, you can test the range of functions of the PowerUser-version
without entering a serial number for 25 days. After the demo-period you can continue using the
freeware without a serial number but with limited range of functions.
Here you will ﬁnd a detailed list of the functions:
function / feature
maps

freeware

standard

poweruser

QV-vector maps Navteq 2012, 2013
QV-vektor maps Navteq 2009
QV-raster maps Typ QBR
QV-raster maps Typ QV5DB, PNY
online maps Google, Yahoo, Bing, OSM (Internetconnection necessary)
Garmin-IMG/TDB (not NT)
raster maps type compass, Magic-Maps, Dav
raster maps type Ecw, Tif, Jpg, Bmp, Png
marine maps type Bsb, NV
marine maps Typ S57
online maps type Ecwp, Wms (Internet-connection
necessary)
GIS-Karten Shp, Dxf

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+

+

-

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+

-

-

+

-

-

+

several map screens
further maps loading as overlay
calibration
map sections printing true to scale
export as bitmap ﬁle
export as tiled tiﬀ
export to mobile device

+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

+

+

elevation models
real terrain display with 3D
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freeware
-

standard
+

poweruser
+

3
+
-

unlimited
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

unlimited
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
-

+
+

+
+

-

+

+

-

+
-

+
+
+

+
+
only to GPX
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

can not be
switched oﬀ

+
+
+
can be
switched oﬀ

+
+
+
+
+
can be
switched oﬀ

database
number of databases for own data
Multiuser with VServer
worldwide location database
projects, projectmanager
easy search of names and addresses
complex search, search in regions
individual additional columns
ﬁltering of list
management of photos and documents
geotagging of photos
adapting chart data and grids
routing, Navi
creation of road maps from addresses and existing points
Display GPS position and save tracklogs
comfortable drawing and editing from road routes in the
map
navigation with voice announcement
route optimization (only with Navteq 2012, 2013)
Forward of own position to a server or gpsgate
GPS-data, wps, routes, tracks, trainings, geocaches
comfortable creation and editing in the map
sending to GPS
downloading from GPS
importing from various data versions
exporting in various data versions
calculating of statistics
XY-diagram
track- und route- prozessor
advanced editing in QV-Xplorer
further functions
simulation
astronomie
creating and editing of drawings
multi-tracking
roadbook editor
automatic note, when new updates are available (internet
connection necessary)

Please note, that changes of the range of functions are possible anytime and
without notice, also from technical or licensing reasons.
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Manual Conventions
In this manual used conventions:
Bold written passages refers to menue items or elements in dialogues. Example: options - settings
Keyboard-shortcuts or buttons in the dialogues are illustrated as follows: Completing , Ctrl +F
Bold or Italics is used to highlight important aspects within a textblock.
Italics is also used for ﬁle- or pathname and for comments, which can be shown as a mouse-overeﬀekt.
Important instructions and notices were shown in a textbox to highlight the importance. These
textboxes are also coloured for intensive highlighting. There are some more textpassages formatted
with boxes accordingly:
This textbox contains important information.|
This textbox contains very important information.
If you ignore this, important dates can be lost!
With this textbox valuable tips are characterised,
which can maybe facilitate the work.
Some parts of the text are supplemented with
comments. These can be recognized by this
formatting.
Helps are shown at these boxes.
When a theme contains a short video, you ﬁnd the
link in these boxes.
Within text blocks relevant information is emphasized with underline. Underlines can be combined
with italics.
A button of a symbol bar is illustrated with the belonging icon. Example:
Screenshots mostly are illustrated by reduced size; click on the graphic to see it in full size:
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In individual cases screenshots have been created with older QV-versions. In these cases the
underlying function has generally not changed.
In this handbook the functions of the actual [QV]-version are described.
Please notice, that a previous version eventually does not support all
described functions!
If necessary, you can purchase an upgrade for the next QV-version any time. You pay only the pricediﬀerence of the corresponding full versions.
You can ﬁnd an overview of by QV-versions supported functions in the chapter New productline.
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Updates and Support (d)
Updates
Updates within the QV main release version are free of charge (in this case 7.x). These will include
bug ﬁxes and also some minor functional improvements.
These updates can be downloaded from our support forum at http://forum.quovadis-gps.com.
In QV, an automatic check for updates is integrated. This will check our webserver for available
upgrades through an internet connection, and in case of available upgrades, an info pop-up box will
open from which you can directly download the ﬁle. If you have deactivated the automatic upgrade
function, you can trigger this upgrade check using the function ? - Check QV.DE for a new Update
from the main menue. After ﬁnishing the download, close QV and run the downloaded ﬁle to install
the new version. All data and QV settings will remain!
QuoVadis is steadily being developed. Please check from time to time our
support forum if new updates are available or use the automatic update
check function in order to work with the latest version. Also, the PDF manual
is subject of a continuous updating process. The actual version of the
manual can be found in Wikipedia at http://wiki07.quovadis-gps.com

Support
Support concerning product spectrum, updates, related prices, delivery and distribution of QV will be
provided by your QV dealer.
All technical questions concerning installation and operation of QV should be addressed to our support
forum at http://forum.quovadis-gps.com. There you can contact the specialists concerning technical
support, programming, distribution and marketing. The forum is open 7 days a week day and night.
Through this forum, QV users also interact and exchange their experiences. So the forum is a very
valuable source of knowledge concerning all aspects of QV. Place a new question or start search
query for contributions to your subject of interest. Usually you will get a competent answer very soon.
You will ﬁnd a list of frequently asked questions here:
FAQ
In case you encounter problems, unexpected behaviour or even crashs of
QuoVadis, please check ﬁrst if you are using the latest update.
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Homepage
The address of our website is http://www.quovadis-gps.com. There you will ﬁnd details on our
products and maps, and you can also download a demo-version, additional content and various
manuals. A color scan service for paper maps (up to the size DIN A0) is also available there.
QV can only further evolve if we know your requirements and suggestions. We are always grateful for
any hint concerning errors or for ideas for new functions. QV has emerged to such renowned
navigation software only by the input of our customers and we would like to thank you for your
contributions!
You can reach the QV author and head of support through e-mail at service@quovadis-gps.com.

Please always specify the software release number of your QV version when posting an inquiry. You
ﬁnd this under “? - About…” and also in the titlebar of the QV main-window.

Remote Support
In case of diﬃcult problems with our software we oﬀer billable remote support. Therefore we use the
tool TeamViewer. Please contact us ﬁrst to make an appointment. At the agreed time you can start
Teamviewer easily by choosing Teamviewer of ? - Menue.
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Licence agreements
Preliminary remark:
The information in this documentation is published regardless of any patent protection. Trade names
are used with no guarantee that they can be used freely.
The following contractual conditions describe a legal contract (hereinafter referred to as the
“Contract”) between the end user (a natural or legal entity) and QuoVadis Software GmbH. The
provisions refer to our navigation software range with the products “QuoVadis”.
In the same way these provisions also apply to sales or contractual partners who sell or resell our
software or software versions with special functions derived from it to third parties. Regulations
arising in this context from special functionalities or the passing on of use rights to third parties are
dealt with separately under clause 11.
These contractual conditions not only refer to all the software products listed above but also include
the following:
(i) all software updates or upgrades that you may buy for it or that you receive from time to time as
part of a subscription service or another support agreement.
(ii) all additional QV software applications that you may order and install from time to time.
If you do not possess a QV version licence this software may not be loaded onto a computer or
copied. Here the type of software version deﬁnes the type of licence and the range of functions that
can be used. Excluded from this is our free downloadable demo version that is installed for a period of
25 days and can be tested with the full range of functions.
It is advisable to read the contractual conditions carefully before you install and use the software. By
installing this software you conﬁrm that you accept these contractual conditions. If you do not accept
these conditions please return the whole software package with licence data and documentation
immediately. If the software package is returned with unbroken software label, QuoVadis Software
GmbH can oﬀer a refund of the purchase price. The same applies if the software is returned with a
plausible reason and a statutory declaration conﬁrming that you have destroyed your licence data,
did not make any copies and have uninstalled the software from your PC(s). In no way you can claim
any right to refund.
This is a licence contract and not a sales contract.
1. Granting the licence
QuoVadis Software GmbH grants you a single, non-transferable licence for using the software and the
printed and/ or electronic user documentation (the “Documentation”) supplied with this in accordance
with this contract. If you have paid the licence fee for a single user licence in accordance with this
contract you may install a copy of the software on a desk top and a laptop computer provided that the
software is only used on one computer at a time. An exception to this is planning a route on both a
ﬁxed and laptop PC to prepare journeys and to download tracklog data with a laptop from vehicles or
other monitored objects. If you have paid the licence fees for multiple software licences then you may
use as many copies of the software as you have licences for at any time. The software is “used” on a
computer when it is loaded into the tempo-rary memory (RAM) or installed in the permanent memory
(e.g. onto a hard disc, a CD ROM or another storage medium) on this computer. If the possible
number of users of the software exceeds the number of licences you have bought, then you must
ensure appropriately that the number of computers on which the software is installed at the same
time is not greater than the number of licences you have bought. This ruling includes special modules
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that have been developed to the customer's speciﬁcations for speciﬁc tasks.
The number and locations of all copies of the software in a company must be recor-ded, regularly
updated and monitored. On request QuoVadis Software GmbH has the right to see copies of these
documents.
In the case of a server application the number of clients to be used must be the same as the number
of corresponding program licences required.
QuoVadis Software GmbH reserves the right to integrate a software security mechanism into the software in order to monitor the use of the software and check that the licence conditions are being
observed. This applies both to local installations and to client server applications. In this context
QuoVadis Software GmbH reserves the right to use a hardware blocking device, software for licence
management and/or a licence authorisation key to control access to the software. You may not take
any action to get round the purpose of these mechanisms or to put them out of action.
2. Reservation of proprietary rights
QuoVadis Software GmbH remains the owner of all copyright, trademark, business secrets and other
proprietary rights for the software and documentation. The software and the docu-mentation are
protected by copyright just like all QuoVadis Software GmbH products. You will only have such rights
as are particularly speciﬁed in this contract. You may copy the software in machine readable form and
in accordance with the restrictions in Clause 1 for backup purposes. You may, however, not remove
any instructions or disclaimers regarding copyright or any other proprietary rights for the software or
documentation and you must reproduce these instructions or disclaimers of liability on all copies of
the software that have been made in accordance with this contract. Unauthorised copying and use of
the software on other computers and passing the software or the licence code on to a third party is
illegal and will be pursued under criminal law.
3. Other restrictions of use
This contract includes your licence certiﬁcate that allows you to take advantage of the rights granted
in this document. This certiﬁcate must be kept safely.
The licence conditions relate to the software as a whole. Parts of the software may not be used
separately and also it may only be used for your normal business pur-poses. You may also not grant
access to the software or its use to third parties. The software or the licence granted by this contract
may not be leased or lent (this also applies to any application service provider (ASP) or timeshare
agreement). Clause 1 deals with special regulations for transferring use rights.
You are not authorised to modify the software. Analysing, decoding, decompiling or back developing
the software source codes is forbidden under all circumstances.
4. Support and services
QuoVadis Software GmbH oﬀers all licensees a free, usable web presence with Internet download and
support forum. With this you have the right to download the latest software updates at any time of
the day or night. Also all software updates within a main release range are free. Software that is
supplied as an upgrade or an update to an earlier licensed version replaces the previous version. No
additional licence is granted. The number of installed updates may not exceed the number of original
licences.
Support queries are dealt with by the support forum. QuoVadis Software GmbH will make every eﬀort
to answer such queries quickly and competently. There is no right for the service to be provided
within a speciﬁc period.
Further services can be obtained from QuoVadis Software GmbH on payment of a fee. These must be
negotiated individually and must be in writing.
5. Term
QuoVadis Software GmbH may cancel this licence agreement for one of the following reasons:
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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(i) Without notice should the conditions set out in Clauses 1 – 4, 6, 11 and 12 be infringed.
(ii) Should one of the other provisions of this contract not be observed if the infringement is not
remedied within 14 days of notiﬁcation.
If the licence is cancelled all copies of the software including the licence code and associated
documentation must be returned or destroyed immediately. In this case you are obliged to uninstall
the software. The provisions of Clauses 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11 and 12 of this contract remain in force even
after this contract is cancelled.
Cancellation must be in writing. The licence granted under this contract remains in force for as long
as the conditions in this Clause are met and are not cancelled.
6. Responsibility when using the software
You are responsible for monitoring, adminstering and using the software in your com-pany and are
also obliged to control this in your sphere of inﬂuence. In particular it is your responsibility to ensure
that
(1) The software is suitable for the intended use.
(2) The software is used in accordance with these licence conditions.
(3) The necessary accuracy for your application in connection with the hardware components used
can also be achieved.
(4) Suitable measures will be taken to prevent data losses in system crashes.
(5) The software is not used for ethically reprehensible purposes. This includes in particular military
use if this cannot clearly be classiﬁed as peacekeeping measures or humanitarian purposes and all
forms of human trade or transportation.
The software is a tool that is designed exclusively for use by trained personnel. It should not be used
under any circumstances as a replacement for a professional assessment by appropriately trained
personnel. In navigation applications we cannot guarantee for the accuracy of maps, GPS positions or
coordinate and route calcula-tions. You navigate only under your own responsibility!
You bear sole responsibility for any results obtained from using the software.
7. Lemited warranty, exceptions and liability disclaimers
7 a Lemited warranty
QuoVadis Software GmbH guarantees that the software is free from material errors and will work
essentially as stated in the documentation. QuoVadis Software GmbH also guarantees that all services that the company provides from time to time will be carried out professionnally and according to
the rules of reasonable business practice. QuoVadis Software GmbH does not guarantee that the
software corresponds with your requirements or that the use of the software is free from interruptions
or errors in all areas of use. With services that are performed on customer's order our wuarranty is
limited to that range of functions that has been agreed previously in writing.
QuoVadis Software GmbH's sole obligation and your only claim under the provisions of this guarantee
are to repair or replace the defective medium or the defective software if it has been used properly or
to put the service right accordingly. Should these eﬀorts not be successful QuoVadis Software GmbH
is obliged
(i) to refund the price that you paid for the software or the service or
(ii) if prescribed in law, to oﬀer another solution.
7 b Exceptions
QuoVadis Software GmbH's limited warranty is null and void if a warranty claim arises from one of the
following points:
(i) Accidents, damage, misuse or negligent handling of the software.
(ii) Actions or omissions that cannot be attributed to QuoVadis Software GmbH.
(iii) Combining the software with products, materials or software not oﬀered by QuoVadis Software
GmbH or which are not intended for use with the software.
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(iv) A failure on your part to incorporate and use all the updates to the software that QuoVadis
Software GmbH provides.
7 c Warranty limitations
The explicit warranty described in this Clause 7 is the only warranty that QuoVadis Software GmbH
gives relating to the software and documentation hereby transferred and any services provided.
QuoVadis Software GmbH disclaims any further warranty, explicit or implicit or derived from
commercial usage. In connection with the warranty described in this Clause 7 all claims arising from
the warranty must be registered within 2 years of their occur-rence.
7 d Restrictions to and exclusions from liability
You acknowledge that the price that is paid for the licence rights may be out of all proportion to the
value of the products or services that may be provided in connection with the software. In recognition
of this fact you therefore declare yourself in agreement with the fact that liability on QuoVadis
Software GmbH's part shall be restricted to the amount paid for the use licence. The same applies to
software modiﬁcations carried out for the customer. Under no circumstances will QuoVadis Software
GmbH assume liability for indirect, accidental, punitive or consequential damage (including damage
arising from unusability, data loss, loss of income, loss of goodwill or loss or orders) that may arise
from or in connection with the use or the inability to use the software or documenttation supplied.
This also applies if QuoVadis Software GmbH has previously been informed of the possibility of such
damage. The same applies to software modiﬁcations carried out for the customer or services
provided.
8. European software directive
We would like to point out that the provisions of the European Parliament Directive of 14th May 1991
on the legal protection of computer programs (the Software Directive) may apply to your use of the
software. All users are responsible for observing these provisions. The same applies to reselling our
software.
9. General conditions
We would like to point out that exporting the software including documentation may be subject to
corresponding export control laws. If our software products are not exported by QuoVadis Software
GmbH you declare that you agree that you are solely responsible for observing the corresponding
legal regulations.
Should a part of this licence agreement be legally unworkable for whatever reason, all other
provisions of this contract remain in force without any limitations or as far as this is possible.
Additional provisions must be in writing and are only valid insofar as they do not contradict this
licence agreement or if a diﬀerent ruling has been made explicitly.
10. Serialnumber
You obtain your serialnumber automatically with your software licence and are bound to keep this
carefully. Replacement licence papers can only be obtained on payment of a fee.
11. Transferring use rights to a third party
It is basically only possible to transfer use rights to a third party if software licences can be sold by
the corresponding sales or contractual partners to their end custommers. If there is no separate
written regulation for this the sales prices should be based on our licence fees. The licence conditions
of this licence agreement are also binding for use rights transferred. Software licences that are sold
by particular sales or contractual partners must be managed by QuoVadis Software GmbH. Here
QuoVadis Software GmbH is bound to keep the data secret (the relevant data protection provisions
apply). At the explicit wish of a sales or contractual partner public relations with the end customer
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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may be organised exclusively under their own responsibility.
12. Map material
Map material is subject exclusively to the licence conditions of the respective map publisher. Even if
the map material is part of the delivery schedule of the relevant QV version the map publisher's
corresponding licence conditions are binding and must be observed.
The corresponding map publisher's licence conditions apply to all maps that have been obtained from
QV as an optional extra. Under licensing law these must be regarded as separate from the use
conditions of this licence agreement.
13. Functionality
Changes of the functionality are possible due to technical or licensing reasons at any time and without
notice.
14. Virtual machines Virtual machine (VM) licensing laws are treated as “real” computer. Each VM
requires its own serial number and activation, and it is unimportant what physical platform it is
running on. In general, no guarantee can be given that QuoVadis is running properly in a VM and also
no support can be given.
© 1996-2013 Thomas Flemming
QuoVadis Software GmbH
Odenwaldstr. 9
DE-63533 Mainhausen
Web: http://www.quovadis-gps.com
Mail: info@quovadis-gps.com
Tel: +49 (0)6182 84925-90
Fax: +49 (0)6182 84925-92
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System requirements
It is a great diﬀerence, if QV is “running” under special system requirements or if “ﬂuent working” is
possible. Therefore the system requirements are divided into “minimum standards” and
“recommended conﬁguration”. More diﬀerences exist naturally because of size and ﬁle format of the
maps and data you are using.
Please notice, that we are not able to guarantee or support a faultlessly function of QV under virtual
machines (Parallels, VMWare, VirtualPC, VirtualBox).
QuoVadis is running under Win-64 as 32-bit programm. A special 64-bit of QuoVadis does not exist.
Minimum software requirements
QuoVadis up to version 7.0.0.39 is running under Windows® XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 (32 or 64bit).
From QuoVadis 7.1.0.0 Windows XP is no longer supported.
The following Windows installations are at least necessary:
up to QuoVadis 7.0.0.39 Windows XP + Servicepack 3 (SP3) and higher
from QuoVadis 7.1.0.0 Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1
.NET Framework 3.5 and 4.0
Internet Explorer 6
DirectX 9
Watch out!! from QuoVadis Version 7.1.0.0, Windows XP is no longer supported! Anyway
we will additionally oﬀer the last XP-capable Version QuoVadis 7.0.0.39 for download in
the future!
Minimum hardware requirements
Prozessor minimum 1.6 GHz, 1 GB RAM
256 MB Video-RAM
DirectX-compatibel
Screen resolution 1024×600 pixels
The installation of the software (including location database) requires approximately 1 GB hard disk
space.
Recommended pc-conﬁguration
Dual-Core Prozessor mit 2 x 1.6 GHz
2 GB RAM
512 MB dedicated video-RAM
screen resolution 1024×768 pixels or higher
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Installation and activation (d)
Please select a topic from the table of content
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Installation
Requirements
QuoVadis up to Version 7.0.0.39 needs at least Windows XP Servicepack 3, DirectX 9 and the .Net 3.5
and .Net 4.0 runtime libraries. In Windows XP SP 3 the .NET 3.5 framework is installed as part of the
operating system. In Windows 8 the .NET 3.5 is not installed anymore. If for what ever reason .net 3.5
or .net 4.0 is missing on your computer installation, you will get a message and in most cases a
download-link to the Microsoft-homepage.
Watch out!! From QuoVadis 7.1.0.0 Windows XP is no longer supported. Windows Vista, 7,
8, 8.1 is required.
Download of .NET 3.5 SP1 Installation:
- the Web Installer .net3.5 SP1
- the complete setup .net3.5 SP1
- the complete setup .net4.0
- - tips for installing the .NET 3.5 under Windows 8
For Windows 10 .net3.5 und .net4 can be activated in “control panel” using “programs and
features”> „Activating and deactivating Windows features“ (this is a free translation of the required
menu items, if someone knows the exact terms, please send info!). Whereas this activation was not
required with the Windows 10 installations and upgrades I did, these items were always already
activated and QV7 could simply be installed. Several reruns of windows update may be required after
activating these items, until windows update does not oﬀer any new updates any more. Then rerun
QuoVadis7 installation and try again.
Download DirectX 9 installer:
- DirectX 9 web installer, which will retrieve all required components from www
Graphics-Card, proper drivers:
For the graphics-card of your PC it is required to have the proper drivers installed. On OS Installation,
Windows may have installed some kind of generic drivers, which will deﬁnitely not ﬁt the needs of
QuoVadis 6. In this case, trying to load a map will usually end up with a black screen. In this case,
install the proper driver for your chipset!
Data-transfer from previous versions
Per Default QuoVadis 7 will be installed so, that the previous QV5/6 data-list, which contains your
data, maps and activations, can be used furthermore. You can also make an optional new installation
for a new data-list under common documents\QuoVadis 7_Data.In this case you have to copy your
data on your own.
Upgrade from TTQV4
If you have QV4 already installed on your PC, please make a backup of your data before continuing.
Therefore it is suﬃcient to make a copy of the QU4 folder, i.e. just copy the all ﬁles from C:\Program
ﬁles\QV4\QU4 to a directory of your choice, e.g. to C:\Program ﬁles\QV4\QU4_backup. It is also
recommended to compress your QV4 databases before you continue. QuoVadis 6 will optionally
migrate all your existing data to QuoVadis 6. QV4 stays untouched and can be used parallel to
QuoVadis 6. The map ﬁles will not be duplicated, they stay in their original directories.
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Upgrade from TTQV5/QV6
If you had installed TTQV5 already, we recommend a backup of your data before you will start the
installation. Therefore you can copy the complete content of the TTQV5_Data-folder and all in QVXplorer connected lists.
By default QV7 will continue using your existing QV-Data folder. So you keep all your data, licenses
and settings. Optional you can choose to use a new QV-Data-folder in Common Documents\QV7_data.
In this case you must copy your data manually. It is recommended to de-install the previous version.
Installation:
To install QuoVadis you need to be logged in as an administrator (with administrator
rights).
Start QV7_SETUP.EXE, either form your installation-cd or directly from your hard drive, if you have
downloaded it from our website! Please follow the instructions of the setup.
Online Activation:
After the ﬁrst installation QuoVadis 6 will run for 25 days in the demo-mode. This means, that you can
test all features as if you were using the “QuoVadis 6 Poweruser” licence.
After the end of demo-time, QuoVadis 6 will reduce the range of the features to the “QuoVadis 6
Freeware” Licence.
If you had purchased an extended licence then you have received a serial number(SN). Please enter
this SN at the online Activation window at ? - Aktivierung and follow the instructions of th activation
wizzard for online activation.
You will ﬁnd detailed instructions at the chapter Activation (d).
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Program Start (d)
Doppelklicken Sie auf das QuoVadis-Icon auf dem Desktop, um QV zu starten:

Das Startlogo erscheint und ein grüner Fortschrittsbalken zeigt den Verlauf des Startvorgangs an:

Commandline parameters starting QuoVadis
QV can be started with additional commandlline paramerers. Simply add the parameter behind the
…exe in the link for the software:
online
will start GPS-Online mode at once wit the recent settings
lang=XY
will start QV with the respective language where “XY” can be “de” or “en”.
ini=datei.ini load alternative conﬁguration ﬁle instead of qv6.ini

Startvorgang unterbrechen
QV bietet Möglichkeiten beim Start bereits automatisch verschiedene Aktionen zu starten. Z.B. den
GPS-Online-Mous, oder Multitracking oder Karten und Projekte zu laden etc. Sollte es hierbei zu
Fehlern kommen und QV sich beenden können Sie den Start beim nächsten Mal unterbrechen.
Klicken Sie dazu einfach mit der Maus in das Startlogo oder drücken Sie die Escape-Taste. Dann wird
der Start sofort abgebrochen und der folgende Dialog angezeigt:
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Hier haben Sie drei Möglichkeiten:
Der Startvorgang wird ganz normal weiter fortgeführt, wählen Sie diese Option, wenn Sie
die Unterbrechung aus Versehen ausgelöst haben.
Jetzt werden diverse Parameter zurück gesetzt:
- Autostart GPS-Online, Multitracking
Nein
- Autoload Karten oder Projekte
- Xplorer Anzeige letzter Datenbank
QV sollte jetzt normal ohne weitere Aktionen starten.
Abbrechen QuoVadis wird beendet
Ja
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Activation (d)
With QuoVadis 6 we are using a system of serial numbers with product activation for QV versions and
also for our maps and elevation data. The scope of QV and also every map of QV-MAP-series contains
a 35-digit serial number like this:
Serialnumber for map Top1123-X:
Sabse-Ddef5-c123x-1ghji8-R456M-5XyZ8
You may ﬁnd this number on a separate card inside the product box or you will ﬁnd it printed at the
bottom of your invoice, whether you receive it by e-mail or in paper form.
Please keep this serial number printed and at a safe place. It is your proof of
purchhase and you will need it for reinstallation and possible upgrades!
Two steps are neccessary to activate your software and corresponding maps:
entering the serial number
activation through our webserver

QV Software
When you start QuoVadis for the ﬁrst time, a window will automatically pop up asking you to enter
your serial number. Please enter your 35-digit serial number and click Ok to start the activation
assistant.
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If you want to try the demo-version of QV, just click Cancel and test QuoVadis for 25 days with
unlimited functionality.

Maps
For the maps and the elevation data of our QV-MAP series the display for entering your serial number
will be starting automatically after the ﬁrst opening of the map. When you have bought the new map
for QuoVadis 7, please enter your 35-digit serial number in the enter-ﬁeld and click Ok to start the
activation assistant.
If you have bought such maps for your QV4 version, please enter your 10-digit map-key and your
QV4-serial number, because you can use these maps also in QuoVadis7. In this case please select I
would like to activate a QV4 map and enter the 10-digit map-key and also the 4 to 5-digit serial
number of your QV4 licence into the corresponding ﬁelds. You will ﬁnd your map-key of QV4 in your
invoice(s), which you received when buying the maps. Your QV4 serial-number can be found at the
licence document of QV4 or QV4-main-menue under ? > About../Enter licence…
In this case please click the button I like to activate my QV4-map and enter these data in the
separated ﬁelds:
The QV4-serial number contains always a 4-5-digit number and can also
have (dependend on the version) a -L, -ST, -QB, -PU or -PROF. Examples are
0001-PU or 12345.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Click Ok when done to start the activation assistant.

Activation assistant
Please proceed as follows:
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In the ﬁrst window you have to select if you want to unlock the map or if you only want to test it
for 4 days.
Proceed with Continue.
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In the second window choose the activation mode - You have two options:
Online-activation - lasts only a few seconds, but needs an internet connection.
Manual activation - in this case a document will be printed, which you can fax or mail.
Following we describe the online activation mode. Click Continue to skip to the next window of the
asssitant:
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You have to specify at least your name and your e-mail address. We guarantee to keep this
information safe and conﬁdential and will only use them internally in a support case if required.
Please complete the ﬁelds and proceed with Continue. In the next window you can register to
our newsletter to be informed about any product news on a regular basis. In this case you will
get always in this case a newsletter to your mail-address, when we have important information
about QV, maps or compatible hardware. Skip to the next window by clicking Continue:
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A message box will inform you that an internet connection is required for the online registration
and the online activation mode is going to start after clicking Continue:
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You will ﬁnally receive a conﬁrmation message to inform you that the map has been activated
successfully. Please enter by clicking Continue:
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Thereafter, you can use the map as any other installed map.
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In case you have requested an activation code via e-mail or through fax you will have to enter it in the
QV main menu under ? > Activating QV and maps.
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Just enter your 35-digits activation code and click Ok.

Manual Activation
If you executed the manual activation using e-mail or fax mode, then you have to enter the activation
key you received by e-mail in QuoVadis 6 main menu, exactly under:
? > Activation, QuoVadis Software and maps…..

enter the 35-digit activation code you received by e-mail and click Proceed/ok .
once the activation was successfull you receive a conﬁrmation message and you quit the
activation assistant clicking Proceed/ok

Installed modules
If you want to know which modules are activated in your QV installation, just choose ? > About…
from the QuoVadis 6 main menu. You will ﬁnd your entered user data and also a list of all activated
moudules including the corresponding serial numbers.
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Backup of licence data
All module activations are documented in a ﬁle named lp_QuoVadis 6b.lic which is located in the
folder QuoVadis 6_Data\_Lic.
After every activation you should produce a security copy of your ﬁle and
yould store it in a safe place (extern drive, USB-stick, burned CD-Rom)!
If it should be required to reinstall QV due to whatever reason, you can copy this lp_QuoVadis 6b.lic
ﬁle back to your PC and overwrite the empty lic ﬁle which is generated during program installation.
Thus you have reactivated all module at a glance. It is also a good idea to carry a copy of this ﬁle with
you when travelling, especially in countries where internet access might be diﬃcult.
The Lic-ﬁle is not portable to another PC. When you install QV on a second
PC, you have to release QV again with your serial number.

Administrate activations

On the last tab Administration you can deactivate your licences. You should do it, if you plan to
remove QuoVadis permanently from your PC. In this way the activations on the activation-server will
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be released. Then the serial numbers can be activated on another PC.
Please mark the serial numbers in the list, which you like to deactivate and click on Deactivate.
Every serial number will be deactivated online after your conﬁrmation. Therefore you need a internet
connection.
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Migration of TTQV 2/3/4 data
QuoVadis can automatically import all your data and maps from an older TTQV3 or TTQV4 installation.
Important note: You should compress your databases in QV4 before importing them into
QuoVadis to ﬁx possible problems with database integrity. You ﬁnd an instruction on how
to do this at the end of this chapter.
After the installation of QuoVadis7, a data migration assistant will automatically start if older versions
of QV3 or QV4 are detected on your PC.
However, you can also start the assistant from the database menu of the X-Plorer through the
function Import QV3/4 Databases.

The assistant will detect older QV installations automatically and will provide the option to import all
databases. Additionally, you can import existing databases through the software switch Import
GNDB. The worldwide Geographic Database will not be imported to QuoVadis because this has bee
recompiled for Version 6 and is delivered with your QuoVadis version. So, this function is limited to
your own geographic databases and to geographic databases of some topomaps which may be
compatible with QV. The scope of supply of QuoVadis 7 contains a location database with nearly 5
million entries. You can download them from the download page of the QuoVadis-shops. You can also
import digital elevation models (DEMs) which may be part of your QV4 installation and user-deﬁned
grids or map datums. If you would like to do so, activate the Import own dems, map data, grids.
If you would like to selectively import a single database, choose Manually select QU4-database on
harddisk and select the ﬁle(s) of your choice after clicking …
Proceed by clicking Continue.
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To the upper right, QV will indicate to which database element the selected data will be imported. If
you start the assistant manually from the database menu, the actual database which is marked in the
X-Plorer will be used as default destination.
Thereafter, please click Done to start the import. According to the amount of data, the impoprt
process can last quite a while. However, you can abort the data import at any time and continue later
on. Data which have already been imported will be detected and will not be imported once again.
At the end of the import process you will ﬁnd a summary which might also include error messages
which occured.
Remark: If maps are imported from older QV versions, map ﬁles will not be duplicated but stay in their
original directories. So there is no need to worry about waste of hard disk space.
Important note: You should compress your databases in QV4 before importing them into
QuoVadis 7 to ﬁx possible problems with database integrity.
This short clip (with German user interface) shows, how to compress databases:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSjCsoG6zLQ
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Storage location of data
All user-speciﬁc data, QV conﬁguration settings, licence data, databases etc. are stored in a central
folder of your harddisk. By default, during a new program installation, the following destination will be
appointed:
Common Documents\QV7_Data
If you were upgrading from QV6, this folder will remain:
Common Documents\QV6_Data
or even, if you were coming from TTQV5:
Common Documents\TTQV5_Data
In the following your data-ﬁle will be described as QV_Data.
In this QV_Data folder you will ﬁnd at least the following subdirectories:
This is the location of the licence ﬁle which you should backup from time to time and
which you will need in case you have to reinstall QV. By simply restoring this *.lic ﬁle
_lic
at its original place you can reactivate your QV software including all your maps
without the need to activate every module once again!
Here you will ﬁnd all databases from the folder QV_Data in the X-Plorer under the
Qu5
identical ﬁle name and the extension *.qv5db.
Here you will ﬁnd all databases from the folder System in the X-Plorer under the
System
identical ﬁle name and the extension *.qv5db.
Import, Export These are the default folders for data import and export.
Odb
This is the default folder for the geographic databases.
Screenshots This is the default folder for the QV screenshot function.
Of course, you can create additional subdirectories in this folder.
It is highly recommended to make backup copies of this QV_Data folder on a regular basis!
If you like to shift this folder to another drive, manual editing of the Windows registry is required.
Therfore we generally do not recommend to do so.
Experienced users can proceed as follows (example for Windows-XP):
Terminate QuoVadis and make a backup copy of the folder QV_Data
Create the folder in which you would like to have your QV data stored, e.g. D:\QVData
Copy all ﬁles from QV_Data to this folder, e.g. to D:\QVData.
Start the program regedit
Search the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\QuoVadis\7 section and the dir_mydata
key and specify the path; - in this case D:\QVData\. This folder will be valid for all users on this
PC.
In case you want diﬀerent paths for various users, login with the corresponding user name and
enter the new path in the section HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\QuoVadis\7 within the key
dir_mydata
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During start-up, QV will ﬁrst refer to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\QuoVadis\7\dir_mydata. If
existing and valid, this folder will be used. If not, the path
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\QuoVadis\7\dir_mydata will be checked. If this one is also not
valid, QV won't start.
Attention: with other versions of MS-Windows the registry key to be edited may be a diﬀerent one,
example with Win7-64:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\QuoVadis\7]
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Quickstart
Please select a topic from the table of content
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First steps in QV
Inhalt:
Symbole: OK,Horst
Bildschirmfotos: OK,Horst
Formatierung:
Korrekturgelesen:
Links kontrolliert: Basically, QuoVadis 6 has the same structure as version 4, so the basic philosophy of spreading the
program in a database for centralized and eﬃcient data organisation and one or multiple map
windows for data visualisation is untouched. Thus QV4 upgraders will feel familiar and will not face
problems with the new user interface. For them, the most noticeable change will be the plotting of
maps in the new 2D-3D map window.
The professional database approach has - with no doubt - many advantages. But cross-graders or new
QuoVadis users may need some time to get familiar with this approach. However you will experience
that getting into this philosophy won´t take much time and you will get habituated to this database
approach soon and then quickly discover the advantages of such an approach.
By all means, the new assistant based user interface will help you a lot: Beginners will be guided stepby-step through a given task while advanced users can specify the obligate settings and ﬁnalize
directly using the “Finish” button. We hope that this userface is an approch which will ﬁt a wide
spectrum of user expectations.

In this chapter the most important functions of QV are introduced and quick start instructions are
given.
You will ﬁnd step-by-step instructions to the most important tasks such as importing and plotting of
maps or creating waypoints, tracks or routes. Cross reference is given to chapters where you ﬁnd
detailed information.

Please also have a look at the video clips which will give an on-screen-demonstration of the basic
functions. Choose ? > video from the main menu and select the topic of interest in order to watch the
corresponding video clip.
After program installation, start QV by clicking the
click on the icon on your desktop.

- icon from the start menu or by a double-

Main program window
After starting the program, the QV main window will appear and the globe will be zoomed from the
universe.
A world map will be plotted over the surface of the earth and all stars will be visualized at their exact
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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location above the earth. If you enable the function “open last map view on start”, QV will start
lateron in a diﬀerent way and plot the last layout instead of the initial globe.

Using our Topomap Germany, 1 : 25.000 scale, the QV main window may look like this:

The main window features all important elements required for operating QV:
The main menu bar with the pull-down menus File, New, View, GPS, Options, Window and ? (=
help).

* The Standard symbol bar with the most important functions like
between Xplorer and Map window),
names (geographic database),
Online mode (driving mode),
Roadbook editor and

AutoMap mode,

Units,

Serach for coordinates,

3D-Options,

Project manager,

Open X-Plorer (or toggle
Search for

Open geographic database,

GPS

Street Routing,

Settings.

* The View symbol bar with icons for controlling the look of the map window. This symobol bar starts
with icons for the sacle such as
Zoom on entire map,

Zoom In,

Zoom Out,

Zoom 100%,

Zoom on selection,

Center zoom on cursor. Further to the right icons follow adressing the
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chronology of commands like

Undo,

Redo with command history and

Set Reference Point

(bookmark). Further to the right, various icons follow for selecting maps with other scales like
Open map with larger scale,

Open map with smaller scale,

sacle. Finally some icons with various functions such as
map scale and

Map overview,

Map legend,

Display

Grid overlay.

* The New symbol bar with icons for creating
Route,

Open another map with the same

New Track,

New Drawing,

map import from CD/DVD,

Edit,

New Waypoint,

Save cursor as waypoint,

Download from GPS,

Import,

New

Automatic

Import new map.

Please note that some icons may not be available if no suitable map is available or no suitable
object has been selected. In case of the Roadbook Editor, the icon
will only be available if
you have purchased the corresponding plug-in or the Poweruser edition. The Street Routing icon
will only be available if you have purchased a NAVTRQ Routing or NAVTEQ Navi option.
At the bottom of the window the status bar which summarizes important information on the
actual mouse and cursor position like the coordinates, the distance and bearing between mouse
and cursor position, the magnetic oﬀset or the name of the country. You will also ﬁnd a Show in
Map button there (center) and a button to switch between several crosshair designs.
The actual window area is ﬁlled either with the map window, the overview window or the XPlorer, depending on what you have opened. You will ﬁnd a detailed description of all options in
the chapter “Main Window”.
You can open (or close) additional Toolbars in the View menu under Toolbars. Those toolbars
are specialized for speciﬁc tasks and are described in the corresponding chapters below.
At the buttom of the map window, you will ﬁnd the map status ﬁeld which summarizes important
information:

Left column
1. The position of the map cursor including altitude
2. The actual position of the mouse pointer including altitude
Central column
1. Name of the used map
2. Distance, course, altitude diﬀerence and corresponding slope in % between map cursor and
mouse pointer
Right column:
1. World mode (2D or 3D)
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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2. Name of the used DEM (digital elevation model) and the actutual map datum
Remark: Please note that all coordinates are speciﬁed in the units according to the unit settings.

Map import, map activation and online maps
First of all: Before you can open and visualize a map, this map must have been imported to QV
before!
You will ﬁnd a wide spectrum of QVMAPs in our webshop, which come ready-to-use for QV and only
require to run the corresponding setup utility on the disk. These maps are especially recommended
for unexperienced users as they require minimum preparation before you can use them in QV. This
applies to all maps which come in our QBR or QV5DB formats.

In QuoVadis 7 we have also implemented a couple of online maps which can be used right-away and
do not require an import. These include: Open Street Maps® (OSM), Google Maps®, Yahoo Maps®
and Bing-Maps®. Most of these maps are available as street maps, satellite images and relief/terrain
maps, some of them also as “hybrids”. However, a fast internet connection is obligate in order to use
such maps!

There are also many other maps which are published by third-party suppliers which can also be used
in QV. Those require diﬀerent setup procedures and are usually imported to QV after they have been
installed with the setup utility of the third-party supplier. Importing such maps to QV may require
diﬀerent import mechanisms to QV which are described in the maps chapter.

You can also use existing maps from older QV versions (see Import of existing data).
A last option is to scan and calibrate your own maps (see Calibrating your own maps). However, this
option is only recommend for experienced users with basic knowlege in cartography.

To summarize: For getting started we suggest that you use one of the maps which require minimum
eﬀort to implemet them in QV.
Please also note that you require a map activation in order to be authorized to open maps which are
subject of copyright protection!
When opening a map which requires a map activation, the following window will appear:
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Please refer to the chapter Unlocking maps for a description on how to activate the map.

Show maps
After a map has been imported to QV and is listed in one of the QV-Xplorer databases, you have
several options to open a map:
Mark the map in the QV-Xplorer and double-click. The open map assistent will open.
Mark the map in the QV-Xplorer and click the

Show in map icon. The open map assistent will

open. If you push the Ctrl button before clicking the
icon, the map will be opened in a new
map window.
You can also just drag and drop the map from the QV-Xplorer to an open map window. It will
automatically be plotted in 2D or 3D depending on how you have conﬁgured your map window.
The open map assistent looks as follows:
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In this window you can specify how the map should be visualized. You have the follwoing options:

World mode:
Flat, 2D - Use this option if you want the map to be plotted in a conventional 2D view.
Globe 3D - Use this option if you want the map to be plotted in real 3D. It will be projected on
the digital elevation model (DEM)of the globe. For this it is obligate to have DEMs installed in
your QV installation! Please note that the accuracy of this 3D modelling will strongly be aﬀected
by the resolution of the used DEM. The DEM resolution which comes with QuoVadis 6 is 30“
which corresponds to approx. 900 m grid length at the equator. Digital elevation models with a
higher resolution are available at our webshop. All QV Topomaps come with a 3” DEM (approx.
90 m resolution). Extra high resolution DEMs are available for some areas with a 25 m
resolution and excellent accuracy of elevation values (data source INTERMAP®).
Last mode - If you choose this option QV will open the map in the same style which you have
been using with the last map.
Initial view:
Map center - QV will initially zoom to the center of the map
Whole map - QV will zoom to the whole map extent
Last view - If you choose this option QV will open the map in the same way which you have
been using with the last map.
If you have more than one map window opened, you will also have the choice of one of the following
options:

Open in which window?:
In new map window - This is the only option if no map window has been opened before.
In current map window - This option will add the map in ther currently active map window.
Add as overlay to the current map window - In this case the map will be opened as an overlay to
a map which has already been plotted in the active map window.
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Important Remark:
The setting of the AutoMap mode will inﬂuence the maps which are oﬀered when pressing the
Show in map icon. If the AutoMap function is disabled and the icon has this appearance
,
you will only be able to open a map which you explecitely marked. In this case just enable the
AutoMap mode by click the corresponding icon until it looks like this:
. Then maps which are
stored in other databases will also be oﬀered in the selection of maps to be opened.
Here two examples on how the Top25 Germany topomap will look in a 2D and 3D mode (2D upper, 3D
lower):

Top25 Germany - 2D view

Top25 Germany - 3D view (please note that due to the limited resolution of the DEM with a 90 raster
the slopes along the eastern shoreline are not perfectly modelled):
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Controlling the map perspective
In order to adjust the 3D characteristics of the 3D map window, you can use one of the following keys
/ key combinations and/or the mouse. Additionally the corresponding functions for the 2D window are
listed:
Key / Mouse

Function in 2D window

Function in 3D window

Pan the map to the left

Pan the map to the left (constant altitude)

Pan the map to the right

Pan the map to the right (constant altitude)

Pan the map downwards

Pan the map downwards (constant altitude)

Pan the map upwards

Pan the map upwards (constant altitude)

Shift +

Turn the map contra-clockwise

Turn the camera contra-clockwise

Shift +

Turn the map clockwise

Turn the camera clockwise

Shift +

(not used)

Turn camera downwards

Shift +

(not used)

Turn camera upwards

Ctrl +

(not used)

Turn the map contra-clockwise (Cursor centerd)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Turn the map clockwise (Cursor centerd)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Page

Zoom In

Decrease camera elevation (Zoom In)

Page

Zoom Out

Icrease camera elevation (Zoom Out)

Increase camera distance from cursor (Zoom
Out)
Decrease camera distance from cursor (Zoom
In)
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Function in 2D window
Function in 3D window
Without additional keys: Zoom In / Zoom Out (with focus on the mouse position)
Shift + wheel: Accelerate / decelerate movement Ctrl + Wheel: Move towards
cursor / move towards map center
Drag with left mouse button pushed: Move map (any direction) Horizontal move
with right button pushed: rotate map (relative to map center) Vertical move with
right button pushed: camera tilt (NOT in 2D)

Using the N key you can always orient the map towards North!
Some additional remarks:

Click at any spot of the map with the left mouse button in order to place the map cursor (purple
circle) at this position. The coordinates of this point will be speciﬁed in the white ﬁeld of the status bar
below the map window. The grey ﬁeld at the left shows the coordinates of the mouse indicator which
are permanently updated as you move your mouse over the screen.
In the ﬁeld right of the Show in Map button the distance and direction from the map cursor to the
mouse position is continually updated.
Use the horizontal and vertical windows scroll bars in order to move the map within the window. You
can also drag the map within the map window by click, hold and move with the left mouse button.
Click on the

Center zoom on cursor to skip back to the cursor point from any map position.

Using one of the lens icons
/
/
/
/
(describtion see above), you can zoom the map to
any scale or map extent. You can also select from a pop-up menu with zoom factors at the status bar
below the map window or enter a speciﬁc zoom factor.

You ﬁnd a detailed description of all map window options in the Map Window chapter.

Creating and downloading of geodata like waypoints, routes
and tracks
There are a couple of diﬀerent categories of geodata and it is important to note their speciﬁcs and
diﬀerences. So, ﬁrst of all, some short deﬁnitions.

Waypoints: A waypoint is a unique location on the globe which is deﬁned by its coordinates (lattitude
and liongitude or easting and northing) and its elevation. In case an elevation value is missing, it is
supposed that the pont is located on the suface of the earth, so the elevation value is taken from the
DEM or it is left empty. Waypoints are plotted in a map using a speciﬁc, user-derined symbol.

Routes: A route is a list of consecutive waypoints which are linked by a line. So each position along a
line is represented by a route waypoint with its speciﬁc symbol. Usually a route is used in order to
plan a trip which is lateron uploaded to a GPS unit. Generally route waypoints are placed at locations
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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where navigation decisions have to be taken (crossings) or at other important locations (restaurants,
fuel stations, lodges, etc.). Intersections between route waypoints are plotted as line-of-sight, so the
line intersections do not show the exact course of the path but only the direction and distance to the
next waypoint. A route will only represent the real way to go if they have been calculated with
“routable maps” such as the NAVTEQ street maps with a “Routing” or “Navi” option.

Tracks: Tracks are nothing more than positions (also deﬁned by coordinates) in a ranked and
numbered order. Physically they are identically with waypoints but their labels and symbols are ﬁxed.
Usually tracks represent the exact course of a path or street. They can be downloaded as “tracklog”
from a GPS unit where they have been recorded when driving/walking/hiking. However, they can also
be created on the PC by simple mouseclicks and lateron be uploaded to a suitable GPS. This can be a
helpful option with older GPS models, where tracks can contain more points than routes.

Geocaches: Geocaches are pretty much the same as simple waypoints but they include a couple of
attributes which describe important characteristics of the “geocaches” such as size, diﬃculty,
suitability for families, etc.

Trainings: A “training” is very similar to a tracklog recording from a GPS unit but additionally to the
positions, pysiological parameters like heart rate or cadence are recorded along with the track. This
implies that tranings cannot be generated in the PC software, they always come from a downloaded
recorded of a suitable GPS unit.

Creating geodata
QV4 users will ﬁnd a new menu in the QuoVadis 7 main menu named “New”. This menu makes the
creation of new geodata a lot easier! It also facilitates the access to functions which are required on a
regular basis like downloading of geodata from a GPS or importing new maps.

Important remark:
Generally we recommend to use a 2D map window to create geodata because the positions can be
deﬁned more accurately. For controlling the positions in a multidimensional context, you can switch to
the 3D map window after the geodata have been created.
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Creating a waypoint
The easisest option to create a waypoint is to save the actual cursor position as a waypoint. This
function is directly available in the Drop-down list of the main menu New. You will also ﬁnd the menu
item New waypoint in the drop down menu.
An assistent will open to guide you through the steps of this function:
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So this is how you proceed:
1. Open a map of your choice which is best suited for creating the waypoint.
2. Choose New > New waypoint; the New waypoint assistant will open (see ﬁg. above left). In this
window you can deﬁne a name for the waypoint (“new waypoint” is the defailt). You can also
change the waypoint symbol by clicking the change button in the lower part of the window.
Then continue with Next.
3. The second window of the assistant will open (see ﬁg. above right). As default “Save in QVData\My Data\My Waypoints” is activated. Use this option in case you aggree with the ﬁle where
QV will save the waypoint. If you want to choose another ﬁle, click “Select table from list” and
specify in which database and waypoint table you want the waypoint to be created. Conﬁrm
your setting with Finish. Finally switch to the map window and create the new waypoint by a
simple left click with your mouse at the position where the waypoint should be created. The
coordinates will automatically be deﬁned through the calibrated map. In case you have not had
a map opened before, QV will ask you to open a map from a suggested list. The maps which are
listed are deﬁned by your Automap settings.

Creating a route
Some theory and practical aspects ﬁrst:
As described above, a route is a list of waypoints, connected in a speciﬁc order and is usually used in
order to plan a tour. When a route has been created on the PC and has been uploaded to a GPSreceiver, the GPS unit will compare its own position with the next waypoint of the planned route and
will guide you to this destination. It is important to distinguish in this context whether we are talking
about line-of-sight navigation or a navigation along routable maps. In case of tour planning oﬀ the
public street network, most GPS units will use conventional line-of-sight navigation showing the
direction and distance along the beeline usually with a compass as navigation aid. If you reach the
ﬁrst wapoint, the GPS-receiver will automatically skip to the next one of the route and so on.
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However, some sophisticated GPS units will allow for autorouting capabilities in case topomaps with
autorouting functionality are installed. The same holds true for navigation along the public street
network. For most GPS units autoroutable street maps are available or already installed on the GPS
units.
Whether you are using GPS units with routable maps or not, this will not have a big inﬂuence on route
planning with QV. Just open a map which is best suited to provide you with the kind of details you
need for planning your tour in the way you like. Then deﬁne the route waypoints (e.g. starting point,
crossings, places for breaks, fuel stations, points for spending the night, etc.) and ﬁnally upload the
route to your GPS unit.
However please note, that in case of autoroutable maps installed in your GPS unit, your GPS will guide
you according its own intelligence from point to point (for example along the shortest or quickest
path). So it is of high importance how you deﬁne your route waypoints (i.e. your “stop-over-points”).
If you want to “force” your GPS unit to calculate the route along the path you originally intended, we
highly recommend to insert some extra stop-over-points on the intersections between your route
waypoints. If you place route waypoints only at junction points, your GPS unit has the option to
calculate the route through diﬀerent paths. As soon as you deﬁne an additional stop-over point in the
midlle of the intersection you really want to use, your GPS unit won't ﬁnd an alternative to the way
you really wanted to go!
No matter if you will follow your route conventionally or with dynamic autorouting: By an intelligent
planning of a route on your PC at home, you can later on ﬁnd the best way out in the real world by
foot, using a vehicle, a boat or plane. Your GPS unit will exactly lead you to the waypoints which you
deﬁned on your map with the PC.

This is how you proceed:
1. Open a map of your choice which is the best suited for planing your tour.
2. Choose New > New route; the New route assistant will open (see ﬁg. below left). In this window
you can deﬁne a name for the route (“new route”). You can also change the route style by
clicking the Change button in the lower part of the window. Then continue with Next.
3. The second window of the assistant will open (see ﬁg. below right). As default “Save in QVData\My Data\My Routes” is activated. Use this option in case you aggree with the storage
location where QV will create the route. If you want to choose another storage location click
“Select table from list” and specify in which database and route table you want the route to be
created. Conﬁrm your setting with Finish. Finally switch to the map window and create the new
route point by point by simple left clicks with your mouse at the positions where the route
waypoint (“stop-over points”) should be created. The route waypoints will be numbered from
RWP1 to RWPn. The coordinates will automatically be deﬁned through the calibrated map. In
case you have not had a map opened before, QV will ask you to open a map from a suggested
list. The maps which are listed are deﬁned by your Automap settings.
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QV will automatically switch to the Edit mode when creating geodata. This is indicated by the Edit
Toolbox which will be docked to the top of the map status ﬁeld:

For further advice please refer to the chapter Creating and Editing Geodata.
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When your new route is ﬁnished your map window will look similar to this:

3.5 Uploading a route into your GPS unit
Connect your GPS with the serial or USB cable with your PC and switch it on. You have to conﬁgure
the interface to your GPS unit once in order to enable data communication. Most GPS units will be
identiﬁed automatically when clicking the Send to GPS
or Receive from GPS
advice please refer to the chapter Connecting your GPS to a PC.

icons. For further

This is how you proceed:
1. Open the QV-Xplorer by clicking on the
icon.
2. Mark the route(s) which you want to upload (see below).
3. Click on the Send to GPS
icon. The GPS Upload assistant will open.
4. In the ﬁrst window (below right) QV will list the detected GPS unit(s) and the corresponding
ports. If more than one GPS unit is connected, you can choose from various brands or ports, or
trigger an automatic scan through the Find GPS button. Simply tickmark one of the listed
models.
5. Continue with Next or directly start the export by clicking Finish.
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- If you continue with Next windows 2 and 3 of the assistent will open. Currently window 2 (below left)
only allows to activate an additional option. In window 3 you can specify if the GPS unit should be
switched oﬀ after the upload has been ﬁnished.
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- The Upload process will be visualized by a progress bar (see description below under track
download). When the data upload is ﬁnished, window 4 of the assistent will be updated and show a
summarizing message about the uploaded data.

Download of a track from your GPS unit
As described above, a track is also a set of points in a speciﬁc order. However, in contrast to a route,
the trackpoints are not named but only consist of geographic coordinates. Most GPS-units feature an
automatic logging of trackpoints. Please note that some GPS units will store additional information on
time/date or altitude. If available, these data will also be downloaded to QV and can be analyzed.
These tracklogs can lateron be downloaded and stored in QV. Thus, you can document on any
suitable map where you have been and also when.
You can also express it in another way: The route is the theory of where you wanted to go and the
track is the reality about where you have really been.
Please note that some GPS units will store additional information on time/date or altitude. If available,
these data will also be downloaded to QV and can be analyzed.

This is how you proceed:
You have two options to download data from your GPS unit:
a) You click on the Receive from GPS icon

in the X-Plorer.

b) You select New > Receive from GPS
In both cases, the GPS Download assistent will open (see below) and guide you through the required
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steps and settings:

In the ﬁrst window (above left) QV will list the detected GPS units and the corresponding ports. If more
than one GPS unit is connected, you can choose from various brands or ports, or trigger an automatic
scan through the Find GPS button. You can also simply tickmark one of the listed models and click
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Next.
In the second window of the assistant (above right) you can select which kind of data you are
interested in. Choose at least one category, however you can also tickmark all categories which are
active.
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In the third assistant window (above left) you can choose the destination where the data will be
stored. In cases where several data categories are imported, QV will usually suggest to import all data
to a new database. The default name will be derived from the date, e.g. New Database_YYYY-MM-DD
where YYYY represents the year, MM the month and DD the day of the month. Continue with Next.
Finally you can choose in the fourth assistant window (above right) what you want to see after the
data import has ﬁnished. The options are Show data in map and/or Show data in X-Plorer. Then click
Finish.
All selected data will then be imported and you will see a progress bar (see below left). Please also
note that, according to the amount of data stored in the GPS unit, this might take quite a while. When
the data import is ﬁnished, you will also get a summarizing message (see below right):

After the download is completed, the corresponding tracktable will look similar to this example:
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You can also double-click a tracklog of your choice to see all individual trackpoints listed:

Visualze a Track
To visualize a track just mark the track(s) of interest with a left mouse click in the track table listing
(to mark multiple tracks use Ctrl + mouse-click) and then click the Show in map icon

.

The Show in map assistant will open (see below):
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In the ﬁrst window of this assistant (above left) a selection of suitable maps is listed. Please not that
the selection of maps is inﬂuenced by your Automap setting (see below).
Just choose the map of your choice, deﬁne if you want the map to be centered and zoomed on the
track (with the options to center on the ﬁrst point or the entire track) and then click Next.
In the second woindow of the assistant (above right) you can deﬁne in which style the map should be
plotted. The options are Flat, 2D or Globe, 3D. You can also choose Last mode. The function Activate
map window is enabled by default and will automatically switch to the map window. Conﬁrm with
Finish in order to see the track(s) plotted on the selected map.
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If a suitable map is already open, you can also just drag-and-drop the track(s) into the map window. If
you double-click on a tracklog of your choice, all individual trackpoints are listed. Thus you can also
show single trackpoints.

The visualisation of other geodata works in the same way. For further details please refer to the
chapter Displaying geodata.

AutoMap-settings
The Automap function is a highly eﬃcient tool to keep the perfect overview in cases where may
diﬀerent maps of various sources are installed in QV. You will ﬁnd it in the ﬁrst window of the Show in
map assistant or by clicking the corresponding icon in the Standard toolbar

:

Using the AutoMap setting you can deﬁne which maps will be listed for visualizing geodata. The
following settings are available:
AutoMap oﬀ: Use only the map which is open.
Just current Map Table: Only the maps of the currently marked map table are listed.
Just Tables of the current database: Only the maps of map tables in the currently marked
database are listed.
All marked Map Tables: Only the maps of currently marked map tables are listed.
All Map Tables: All available maps are listed without regard if they are presently marked or
available.
Only existing maps: In this case only maps are listed which are currently available (for example
maps which are stored in currently unavailable external drives or an unavailable LAN will not be
listed)
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Controlling the style of a trackplot
As described above all you have to do to visualize a track is to mark it and click the Show in map icon
or to drag-and-drop it from the X-Plorer into an open map window. Following you ﬁnd an example
showing a part of the Ligurian borderline street in a MairDuMont general map (1 : 200.000 scale):

There are several options to modify the visualisation sytle of a track. Right-click on the track and
choose Style or mark the track in the X-Plorer and click the

icon.

A Track Style Window will open with seperate tabs for modifying various characteristics:
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Through the General tab (above left) you can specify if a track should only be visualized in a certain
scale range. Clicking the Current Scale button, you can copy the scale corresponding to the actual
zoom setting into the input ﬁeld. You can also enable or disable a Preview in map option on this tab.
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Finally you can reactivate factory default settings through the Defaults button.

Through the Label tab (above right) you can specify several parameters which inﬂuence the style of
the track labelling like font, size and color, text background color and placing and alignment of the
text. You can also select which kind of information should be plotted as track label. These are the
options: Name, Coordinates, Date, Description, Altitude, Distance/Course, Track summary and Info.
Additionally a label line to the ﬁrst track line can be displayed.
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On the Symbol Trackpoint tab (above left) you can specify if trackpoints should be plotted and, if so,
in which which symbol, color and size. You can also specify how a symbol should be projected in the
3D mode and if you want to apply a rotation or tranlation to the symbols.

On the Linestyle tab (above right)you specify the line type, line strengths, color and size of the
trackline (for the line strength the outline and ﬁlling will be seprate). You can also deactivate that
tracklines are being plotted.
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Select normal on the Trackcolors tab if you want the trackline to be plotted in the color which you
speciﬁed in the Linestyle tab.
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If you want the trackline to be colored according to Speed, Altitude, Acceleration, Vertical Speed,
Slope or Age of the trackpoint, tickmark the corresponding option.
You can also choose an alternating or user-speciﬁed colour coding. The color spectrum which you
want to use is deﬁned by the two sliders below the color range bar. In the ﬁelds above the color bar,
please enter the Minimum and Maximum values you want to use. If you enable the Auto function, QV
will automatically deﬁne adequate settings for the Min. and Max. values. If you want smooth color
gradients, just enable the corresponding function.

The last tab of the Track Style Window summarizes options related to Altitude in the 3D mode and to
Links which can be attributed to the track.
Concerning altitude, you can assign the track to sealevel (Down to zero), stick it to the ground surface
(Clamp to ground) or plot the track according to the measured altitude value of the GPS unit
(Absolute).
Under Height, Links in map, you can link symbols or photos to trackpoints and deﬁne a size and an
oﬀset for their placement relative to the corresponding trackpoint.

Track-Replay
QV features an animated track-replay function which allows for a replay of the track directly on the
map in real time or fast motion.
Click with the right mouse button on the track name and choose Simulation… from the pop-up
menu:

The track-replay window will open which consists of a tachometer, a watch, an altimeter and a
couple of buttons to control the replay: start, fast-forward, pause and stop and record.
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Click start and watch the arrow follow the track on the map.
With the speed indicator bar you can control the speed of the replay function, ranging from real
time (left) to 1000 x fast motion (right).
To stop the replay just close the track-replay window.

Archivating geodata in the database
With the X-Plorer, QV comes with a very powerful tool for organizing your geodata eﬃciently, simple
and safe.
Allthough you already learned in this chapter how to import, store, plot, print and replay a track at
any time, we would like to focus here on how to organize your valuable geodata optimally.
If you take a little care on this, you will soon discover that using your geodata will be much more
comfortable and time for searching is signiﬃcantly minimized.
The X-Plorer provides all options for organizing your data in an optimal way:
You can create as many databases as you like. These databases contain several tables in which
elements of a given geodata type are stored (i.e. waypoints, tracks, routes, etc.). Thus,
databases are hirarchically structured and represent the data category which is also physically
stored on your harddisk in a certain directory.
In any database you can create as many map, waypoint, track, route, geocaching, training and
drawing tables as you like.
Additionally you can create project tables which include all corresponding maps and geodata of
a given project including the layout, and search tables for storing search requests in order to
repeat a given set of search criteria at any time.
The queation on how to organize your data in an optimal way is mainly the question on how to
organize your geodata according to a systematic order. Such a systematics can be based on
geographic categories, certain events or chronology. It can also make sense to organize your maps
according to geograpic criteria, e.g. Africa, America, Asia, Europe or Scandinavia, Central Europe,
Iberian Peninsula, Eastern Europe, Balkans, etc. or organize your geodata according to events, e.g.
Bavarian Alps 2006, Slovenia/Croatia 2007, Lybia 2008, Great Britain 2009, Transsyberia 2008, Black
Forest Ultra 2010, etc.
You ﬁnd an example of such a database below:
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In order to reorganize your data, open the X-Plorer by clicking on the
main window.

icon in your symbol bar of the

Then right-click mouse button on the QV Data directory and choose New Database from the pop-up
menu:

QV will create a new database with the default name New Database which will be listed in the X-Plorer
tree window at the adequate place. You can also directly rename the new database. Push the Enter
button of the keyboard in order to conﬁrm the name:
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If you click on the small [+] icon beside the name of the database, the content will be listed. You will
recognize that empty tables for all geodata categories have been inserted automatically, e.g. a map
table, a waypoint table, a track table, a route table.

If a database is intended to store only geodata of certain categories, just delete the tables which you
do not need. For this purpose simply right-click on the corresponding table(s) and choose Delete from
the pop-up menu. Conﬁrm the following security check with Yes.

If you would like to rename any of the created tables, right-click on the table and choose Rename
from the pop-up menu. Specify the new name and conﬁrm with O.K.

If you need more than one table of a given category in the same database, right-click on the database
and choose New Track Table in case you want to create an addition table for tracks.
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Important Remark:
Please note that you MUST always use tables of the adequate categories in order to import, create or
save your geodata, i.e. waypoints only in a waypoint table, tracks only in atrack table, routes only in a
route table, etc.!

When reorganizing your data you will wish to move tracks or even whole tables from one database to
another. You can achieve this very simply by a drag-and drop operation where you just drag for
example a given track from one track table to another. Or you do the same thing with a complete
track table which you can drag from one database and just drop it at another database of your choice.
You can also right-click on the element that should be moved and select Cut from the pop-up menu.
Then move to the target database and table where the elemet should be inserted, right-click on it and
choose Insert from the pop-up menu. This functions also on diﬀerent categories, for example with
several waypoints, routes and so on or with complete waypoint-, track- and route-tables etc. An
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example is given below:

Generally we recommend that you directly import / download your data to an adequately named
database and table.
But with the functionality the X-Plorer database provides you can also optimize your data lateron.

Printing of geodata on a map
Any map window can be plotted together with all waypoints, routes and tracks, etc.
Just follow these steps:
Plot all desired waypoints, routes and tracks, etc. in a map of your choice by marking them and
clicking on the Show in map

icon.
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Choose, if you want the map to be visualized in a 2D or 3D mode.
Adjust the map to the desired scale and extent. In case of a 3D map representation also adjust
the camera perspective (see above).
Choose Print… from the pull-down menu of the main window.
The Print Map window will open.
Choose the Page Preview function and another window will open which will show how the printout will look like with the current printer settings. You have several options to modify the
printing result which are all automatically updated in the preview window in order to allow for a
direct control of the selected changes.
After everything has been adjusted just click Print and the map will be printed.
You ﬁnd a detailed description of all printing options i

How to continue?
The Getting Started chapter has introduced the most important functions of QV.
You have imported, opened, visualized and printed maps. You also learned how to create a route and
upload it to your GPS unit and how to download tracks from your GPS. You learned how to organize
your data in databases with the X-Plorer.
In the following chapters all functions are described in detail. However, in order to limit the volume of
this manual, we have to focus the content to the main issues.
You will see that many functions follow the same general principles, so the basics are repeated for
several times. For instance, it doesn't make a diﬀerence if you download waypoints or tracks from
your GPS unit. You just choose a waypoint or track table as the adequate QV destination. The basic
function Download from GPS

keeps the same.

The same holds true for the functions New Routes, New Waypoints, New Tracks etc. to create new
objects on a map. This is always done through the New menu. However, what you are going to create
and where you are going to store it, is simply deﬁned by the destination you deﬁne in the
corresponding assistent or by the table you choose in the QV X-Plorer.

In general you will ﬁnd out that there are often several ways to execute a speciﬁc task.
Be advised to check the right mouse button frequently: many functions can be accessed from a popup menu after clicking the right mouse button.
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QV6 for Newcomers
Inhalt:
Symbole: OK,Horst
Bildschirmfotos: OK,Horst
Formatierung:
Korrekturgelesen:
Links kontrolliert: After the Installation of QuoVadis 7 (QV7) you can start the program with
- icon in the Windows
start menue or double-click the program icon on your desktop. You can stop the dialogue, which
obtains the serial number, with a click on Abbruch , to work in a demo mode for 25 days(see chapter
Aktivierung).

Concepts

Global Positioning System (GPS)
Firstly the system was developed for military purposes, by which satellites transported your
position and time via radio signals and the GPS unit in the function of a receiver analyses these
signals to locate your position and speed. Now the system becomes an integral part in the civil
use for navigation.
Geographic coordinates
A geographic coordinates describes a point and involves two values, which can be mentioned in
a geographical grid for example in degree° minutes' seconds". For clear coordinates you have
to indicate the reference frame. Geodetic coordinates indicates the zone and a numerical value
(y coordinate and z coordinate). The UTM is a metric speciﬁcation.
Map datum coordinate system
The map datum coordinate system is a model for the earth. This is no ball, but is illustrated
easily as a ellipsoid (three-dimensional ellipse). But the form of the earth is not regularly. Such
an ellipsoid "ﬁts" only for special areas of the earth and therefore we have diﬀerent ellipsoids
with various reference points. Another valid and uniform map datum coordinate system is the
WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984).
Vectormap
A vectormap saves the data not as individual pixels, but as numeric values. So the map is
calculated und illustrated by the data at the moment when the program is starting. The range of
data is reduced compared to a raster map, because not every individual pixel has to be saved.
Raster map
In comparison to a vector map a raster map is only a picture or a photo, which contains
information for every individual pixel. Parameters as the resolution and color depth determines
the ﬁle size. At the same time, however, it should be noted that under certain circumstances
depending on the method of compression informationen will get lost(lossy coded format - but
smaller ﬁle).
Map scale
The map scale describes the relation between map distance and the distance in nature and is
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described for example as 1:50 000 (the value 50 000 indicates the scale number). This example
illustrates that 1cm at the map are 50 000cm (or 0,5km) in the nature. Large and small scale of
map are often confused, beacause it depends not on the "size" of the scale number, but on the
number of details, which are depicted on the map. A large scale of map (1:25 000) illustrates
more details than for example a world map with a small scale of 1:1 000 000.
Map grids
We have two map grids, which are important for the use of GPS - geographical grid of longitude
and latitude(180 longitude, 360 latitude) and geodetic grids. The distance between the
longitudes are not always the same on geographical grids, so that a base grid becomes a
trapezoidal form closer to the poles. A geodetic grid always shows the square form. An example
of a geodetic grid is UTM (Universal-Transverse-Mercator-Grid).
Calibration
If you ﬁnd no suited map in QV, then for example you can scan and calibrate a paper-map. For
the calibration you will need points, whose coordinates are known from enough other points, a
grid and a reference system. After the calibration is ﬁnished, the map can be used, because a
click on the map can now illustrate these point on the right coordinate. This process is not trivial
- but you will ﬁnd help in the forum. Also scanning is not optimal with a small DIN A4
scanner(therefore it is easier under certain circumstances to order a scanservice).
Routing
Routing is the automatical deﬁning of a route. For the deﬁnition the start location and
destination (possibly stop overs) are selected. Based on this information the way will calculated
automatically, although diﬀerent criteria exist, which inﬂuences the calculation (for example
shortest way, special type of vehicel, ...).
Route
A route is a chain of waypoints. With that a route - for instance a hike - can created manually
with only a few points on a digital map in QV. When you transfer these points in the gps unit,
the route can be recovered from point to point.
Track
A track is a continuous trace of points(similar to the trace of bread pieces in a well known fairy
tale), which shows the previous way. The track can be displayed on a digital map(and can be
edited) or used for navigation.
Waypoint
A waypoint illustrates a coordinate of a point in reality. Therefore a reference point is deﬁned
e.g. for a special location. You can represent sights, campsites, parking lot or anything else by a
waypoint, to navigate to this point by GPS or to ﬁnd this point on a map.

What are the functions of QuoVadis
What can you implement with QuoVadis 7((Depending on the version - freeware or commercial
license - diﬀers the range of functions) Surely you will “discover” many other functions in the course
of time, which are not mentioned here in the short list. To give a short overview, we have listed some
points here to show, what you can expect:
Display of digital maps
Organisation of your maps and GPS-data
Geocaching and organisation of your training data
Import and export of GPS data
Data exchange with your GPS-unit
Preparation and postprocessing of your trips(tour planning)
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Routing functions
Connection to google earth
To get initial results quickly, please read this chapter.

Program surface
Main window and toolbar
While the program is starting the start-up screen opens with the [QV7]-Logo and a progress bar,
which shows the individual steps of the starting procedure. After completing the starting process the
main window opens - your workspace in [QV] with opened QV-XPlorer. If you have not activated [QV7]
already, you will see a dialog, which queries the serial number. This can be stopped by a click on
Interruption , to work in the demo mode for 25 days (look at chapter activation).

The symbol bars are named in [QV] as toolbars, because they contains the “tools” for various tasks of
your work with the program.

QV-Xplorer
The central management of data is the QV-Xplorer. The data are organised in databases and tables(if
you are not familar with the notions - both are container, in which the data are saved, similar to a
data system with directories and data). A database can contain various tables. In a table the data are
grouped, that means a routing table contains routes and a waypoint table contains various waypoints.
More explanations you will ﬁnd at the examples Beispielen further below.
The window of QV-Xplorer is separated in a tree view, a listview, a toolbar and a status bar.
QuoVadis 7 GPS Software Wiki - https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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The organisation of your data is very ﬂexible. You can e.g. create a database of a holiday trip and
then manually create tables of your routes, tracks, waypoints and maps or you choose the automatic
way of implementing the QV standard tables directly at the moment when you create the data base. If
you e.g. records training runs or test drives with your GPS, you can create e.g. databases for the
relevant year or for the relevant training activity and save and organise the recorded routes in this
data bases.
The QV-Xplorer is not only useful for the creation of new data. You can also reorganise your data, e.g.
copying, cutting, pasting and deleting. If you are creating another new database, you could e.g. the
above created table move or copy into the new database. For more information on this topic, refer to
the following chapter data management QV-Xplorer oﬀers an univeral interface to the outside:
You can exchange data - waypoints, routes, tracks, maps (if supported by the unit and QV) with your GPS unit
You can import importieren and export exportieren data, which contains e.g. tracks and
waypoints in one by QV supported formats Formate.
You can import maps or height data (we are also supporting many formats in this case
)

Maps
Online-maps
When your pc is online, you can start directly with Online-Karten, that means you don´t have to
import or unlock the map. If one of the provider changes the license conditions, which are relating to
the use of the maps, changes in QV are reserved.
Therefore please move QV-Xplorer and navigate through the tree view in the list to QV-Data, then
over database online maps to table online maps. In the list view you can choose one of the entries
and display the maps (if the provider needs a map registration, you have to register before).

Local maps and height models
You can purchase more maps in [QVSHOP ] and install locally (look at chapter Maps). For usage of 3Dpresentation of maps are Height models necessary.

Multimap, Overlays and Automap
In QuoVadis you can, in contrast to other programs, which have only one map window, display more
map windows parallel to each other. This function is described as Multimap. Thereby you can have
opened parallel e.g. diﬀerent maps or maps for the same area in a diﬀerent scale, which enables
ﬂexible working, without changing permanently and time consuming between the individual maps by
opening and closing them.
If you have two maps (e.g. a vector map and a topographical map) of one area and you like to use
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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both for one task at the same time, then you can open this e.g. by the multimap function. But you
have also a more elegant opportunity. Open the topographical map as usually in a map window and
add the vector map as Overlay. That means that both maps are displayed in the same window and
the vector map overlays as a semi-transparent layer above the topographical map, so you can use
both maps at the same time in one map window.
An important feature, which can facilitate your work with several maps, is the AutoMAP function. At
the conﬁguration of automap you can determine, which map tables should be closed during your
search - ie. as some kind of ﬁlter.

Practical work with QuoVadis 6 - some examples
Searching location and displaying in a map
One [ODB](geographical locations database) for [QV7] you can download from Downloadpage of the
shop.
To look for a name of a location, please click on
, the window “searching” is opening. Choose
Settings No in the tab and check ODB (Screenshot), enter a location in the tab All data and click
Searching.
The points found are showed in the result window. Choose one and click on

. Then the

Assistent
opens. Depending on the installed maps and the actual AutoMAP- setting you are oﬀered suitable
maps. Choose one and click on Completing .
The Mapwindow opens and the map cursor

is posoitioned at the searched location on the map.

Import of tracks and waypoints from the internet
Details of this chapter are not yet available. These will be supplemented soon. We kindly ask you for
some patience.

Editing of routes, tracks and waypoints
Details of this chapter are not yet available. These will be supplemented soon. We kindly ask you for
some patience.

Data transfer with the GPS-unit
Details of this chapter are not yet available. These will be supplemented soon. We kindly ask you for
some patience.
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Main program window
After starting the program, the QV main window will appear and the globe will be zoomed from the
universe.
A world map will be plotted over the surface of the earth and all stars will be visualized at their exact
location above the earth. If you enable the function “open last map view on start”, QV will start
lateron in a diﬀerent way and plot the last layout instead of the initial globe.

With the Topomap Germany, 1 : 25.000 scale, the QV main window may look like this:

The main window features all important elements required for operating QV:
The main menu bar with the pull-down menus File, New, View, GPS, Options, Window and ? (=
help).

This is the Standard symbol bar with the most important functions like
toggle between Xplorer and Map window),
Search for names (geographic database),
database,

AutoMap mode,
Units,

GPS Online mode (driving mode),

Roadbook editor and

Open X-Plorer (or

Serach for coordinates,

3D-Options,
Project manager,

Open geographic
Street Routing,

Settings.
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This is the View symbol bar with icons for controlling the look of the map window. This symobol
bar starts with icons for the sacle such as
on selection,

Zoom on entire map,

Zoom In,

Zoom 100%,

Zoom

Center zoom on cursor. Further to the right icons

follow adressing the chronology of commands like
and

Zoom Out,

Undo,

Redo with command history

Set Reference Point (bookmark). Further to the left icons for selecting maps with other

scales like

Open map with larger scale,

Open map with smaller scale,

map with the same sacle. Finally some icons with various functions such as
Map legend,

Display map scale and

Import,

New Route,

New Track,

Map overview,

Grid overlay.

This is the New symbol bar with icons for creating
waypoint,

Open another

New Waypoint,

New Drawing,

Automatic map import from CD/DVD,

Edit,

Save cursor as
Download from GPS,

Import new map.

Please note that some icons may not be available if no suitable map is available or no suitable
object has been selected. In case of the Roadbook Editor, the icon
will only be available if
you have purchased the corresponding plug-in or the Poweruser edition. The Street Routing icon
will only be available if you have purchased a NAVTRQ Routing or NAVTEQ Navi option.
At the bottom of the window the status bar which summarizes important information on the
actual mouse and cursor position like the coordinates, the distance and bearing between mouse
and cursor position, the magnetic oﬀset or the name of the country. You will also ﬁnd a Show in
Map button there (center) and a button to switch between several crosshair designs.
The actual window area is ﬁlled either with the map window, the overview window or the XPlorer, depending on what you have opened. You will ﬁnd a detailed description of all options in
the chapter “Main Window”.
You can open (or close) additional Toolbars in the View menu under Toolbars. Those toolbars
are specialized for speciﬁc tasks and are described in the corresponding chapters below.
At the buttom of the map window, you will ﬁnd the map status ﬁeld which summarizes important
information:

Left column
1. The position of the map cursor including altitude
2. The actual position of the mouse pointer including altitude
Central column
1. Name of the used map
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2. Distance, course, altitude diﬀerence and corresponding slope in % between map cursor and
mouse pointer
Right column:
Name of the used DEM (digital elevation model) and the acutual map datum

Remark: Please note that all coordinates are speciﬁed in the units according to the unit settings.

If you have enabled the display of the North arrow in the View menu, you will ﬁnd a compass rose
plotted in the upper left corner of the map window. In this case you will also ﬁnd all details on the
camera characteristics like position, altitude, speed, course, pitch and roll.

Coordinate and distance units can be changed at any time using the
etc. Refer to chapter Settings for more details.

icon, e.g. to miles and UTM,
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Text anpassen, Horst

Simulation…

Allows animated perspectives for exampe the view from the camera following a
track with adjustable camera perspective and travelling speed. An option for
recording an AVI video-clip is also available.

Roadbook
Editor

Starts the Roadbook editor. The Roadbook editor must be separately
licenced. See separate Roadbook Editor documentation.
Control bar for the Google Earth interface. A special tool bar is available

GoogleEarth

AutoMAP

for this purpose:
See chapter Google Earth.
Switches between the four possible settings of the AutoMAP function. The
icon in the symbol bar will change according to the corresponding setting.
Disabled. QV will not search for maps. Actual map table only. AutoMAP will
only search in the map table where the actual map is located. Actual
database only. AutoMAP will search in all map tables of the data base
where the actual map is located. Enabled. QV will search in all map tables
which are labeled accordingly. Enabled. QV will search in all map tables.
See chapter AutoMAP.
Opens a dialog box with general parameter settings for QV. See chapter
Settings.

Ctrl
M

Settings

Window Menu
Command
Reorganize Windows
Side by side
One below the other
Side by side (Map Window)
One below the other (Map
Window)
Tiles (Map Window)
Size of map window…

Size main window…
Rename window…
1. ………………………. 2.
………………………. n.
……………………….

Hotkey Icon Description
Arranges all loaded windows in an overlapping
Ctrl W
arrangement.
Arranges all windows side by side.
Arranges all windows one below the other.
Arranges all map windows side by side.
Arranges all map windows one below the other.
Arrange all map windows in a row or grid order.
Here you can enter a desired window size in pixel.
Very useful for creating export ﬁles in a standardized
size.
Here you can enter a desired size in pixels for the
main window. Very useful for creating screenshots in
a standardized size.
Allows to change the name of a map window.
Here all the currently loaded windows are listed with
window titles. Selecting a window from the pull-down
menu will bring it immediately to the front.

? Menu
Command
Topic…

Hotkey Icon Description
Opens the Online help and jumps to the topic of the active
F1
window. Whenever you press F1 you will get context-speciﬁc help
in QV.
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Command

Hotkey Icon Description
Displays all available keyboard shortcut commands in a table.
Keyboard shortcuts Shift F2
Appendix Keyboard Commands
Check QV.DE for
Will activate an automatic check if new QV updates are available.
updates
This option requires an internet connection.
Will access the QuoVadis website. This option requires an internet
QV webpage
connection.
Will access the QuoVadis user and support forum. This option
QV support forum
requires an internet connection.
What's new?
Displays a list of new features and bug-ﬁxes.
Video clips
Here you’ll ﬁnd all available tutorials.
Will display a list with relevant information on ﬂash memory,
Memory info…
Crtl I
cache and graphic memory.
Activation QV
Will open a window to enter activation codes for QV or maps. See
software and
chapters Installation of QV and Unlocking maps.
maps…
Shows a summary on the QV release version used and all installed
About…
moduls including the corresponding serial no.'s. Please provide
this information with any support inquiry. Thanks!
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Toolbars
Various toolbars for speciﬁc tasks are available which can be docked to main windows or be placed
wherever you like. All toolbars can be switched on or oﬀ by a right-clicking on any toolbar and tickmarking or clearing a speciﬁc toolbar in the pop-up menu. The menu can also be accessed in the main
menu under View - Toolbars.
The advantage of docking toolbars to a map window is that the map is not masked by the toolbar and
the map window can even be zoomed to maximum size. The same is true for many other dialog
boxes, bars and diagrams like the street routing window or the XY diagram. Users who work with a 2
screen PC-conﬁguration can even shift these windows to the other screen and can zoom their map
window(s) always to maximum size. Just drag (click and hold) the window with the blue title bar to the
other screen and drop it there.
Please note that some icons can be deactivated, if e.g. no suitable map is available or no object is
selected. The Roadbook-Editor - icon
ddition. The street - routing - icon
version or QV-Map Telogis.

is only available, if you have purchased the poweruseris only available, if you have a NAVTEQ Routing-, NAVTEQ Navi-

The following toolbars are available:
Standard
View
New
Marks
MultiMAP

Drawings

1)

Editieren
GPS-Online
Google-Earth
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All toolboxes can be activated or disabled through the view menu by selecting toolbars:
Opened toolbars are indicated by a tickmark. By a left-click with your mouse you can enable or
disable the toolbar (switch function).
Below you ﬁnd a description of the most important toolboxes. They are activated by default after the
installation of QV:

Edit Toolbar
All toolbars can be opened by the menue window through choosing toolbars: Opened toolbars are
be marked by a placing a tickmark. By an easy click with the mouse the tickmark can be placed or
replaced.
At the button Edit, which can be found also at Toolbars in the menue Window, a little arrow will be
displayed. Click on the arrow and choose Add or Remove Buttons, to replace symbols which you do
not need and to gain more space on your Desktop. You can deﬁne the range of your toolbars like you
want. Click on one of the toolbars and hold down the mouse button to change the mouse cursor and
to move the toolbar. So you can change e.g. the order of the symbol bars, the toolbars on another
edge of the main window (left, right or below) or place freely on the screen.
The following section describes the most important toolars. These toolbars are activated after the
installation of QV per Default:

The Standard Toolbar

In the Standard toolbar the most important functions are summarized. These include:
Open X-Plorer (or toggle between Xplorer and Map window)
AutoMAP mode. For further details see AutoMAP chapter.
Search for coordinates.
Search for names. In case you have a NAVTEQ map with database installed (Routing or Navi
versions), you can also access the Search for address option using this icon.
Opens a window which summarizes all unit settings. For further details see chapter Settings.
Opens a window which summarizes all 3D-Options. Refer to the map window chapter for further
details.
Opens the worldwide geographic database where you can search for speciﬁc locations according
to their names.
Opens the GPS Online mode. For further details refer to the chapter GPS onlime mode.
Opens the Project manager. For further details see the chapter Project manager.
Opens the Street Routing window. For further details refer to the Street Routing chapter.
Opens the Roadbook editor. For further information see the chapter Roadbook Editor.
Opens a window which summarizes all user-deﬁable Settings of QV.
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The View Toolbar

In the View toolbar all functions are summarized which relate to the viewing of maps. These include:
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom 100%
Zoom on selection. To select an area click at the upper left corner ﬁrst, move the mouse to the
lower right corner and click again.
Zoom on the entire map.
Center zoom on map cursor.
Undo last operation.
Redo last operation.
Set reference point (bookmark).
Opens a map with a larger scale (more details).
Opens a map with a smaller scale (less details).
Opens amother map with the same scale.
Will indicate all map extents of available maps in the map window by a frame. This icon has a
switch function: a second click will disable the display of map frames.
Will display a map legend if available. This icon has a switch function: a second click will close
the map legend again.
Will display a map scale. This icon has a switch function: a second click will disable the plotting
of a map scale.
Will enable a grid overlay. The grid characteristics can be speciﬁed under Settings. This icon has
a switch function: a second click will disable the grid overlay.

The MultiMap toolbar
In this toolbar all important commands are summarized for a convenient work with multiple map
windows:

Opens another map in a new map window and shows the currently selected point in the new
map.
Copies all marks from the current map window into the other map window.
The actual map cursor position will be copied to the other map window and the map will be
scrolled in order to place this coordinate within the window.
The actual map cursor position will be copied to all other map windows and the maps will be
scrolled in order to place this coordinate within the window.
The map scale will be applied to all other map windows and the map extent will be adjusted
accordingly (if possible).

Toolbox marks
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In order to fascilitate the handling of marks in the map window, the Marks Toolbar has been created.
This toolbar can be activated through View > Toolbars in the main program menu:

The following functions are available:
Zooms the map extent in order to show all marks within the map window in the maximum
possible size. If you use this function in a 3D window, the map perspective will change to
Perpendicular View from above.
Removes all waypoints from the map plot. The corresponding waypoints will not be deleted from
the database.
Removes all routes from the map plot. The corresponding routes and route waypoints will not be
deleted from the database.
Removes all tracks from the map plot. The corresponding tracks will not be deleted from the
database.
Removes all drawings from the map plot. The corresponding drawing objects will not be deleted
from the database.
Removes all kinds of marks from the map plot. The corresponding geodata will not be deleted
from the database.
Using these functions you can easily zoom to the required extent to view all plotted geodata or
remove certain geodata categories from the map plot.
To remove a single mark from the map, right-click on the corresponding object and select Remove
from map. from the pop-up menu.

The New Toolbar

In the New toolbar all functions are summarized which are required for creating new geodata like
waypoints, routes, tracks, drawings or to import a new map. These include:
Create a new waypoint.
Save cursor position as waypoint.
Create a new route.
Create a new track.
Create a new drawing.
Edit the selected type of geodata (e.g. waypoint, route, track, drawing, etc.)
Download geodata from GPS.
Import data from various sources.
Automatic map import from CD, DVD or data directory.
Import a new map ﬁle.
* Please note that some icons may not be available if no suitable map is available or no suitable
object has been selected. In case of the Roadbook Editor, the icon

will only be available if you

have purchased the corresponding plug-in or the Poweruser edition. The Street Routing icon
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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only be available if you have purchased a NAVTRQ Routing or NAVTEQ Navi option.

All other toolbars are described in the chapters adressing the corresponding functions:
Marks Toolbar: Chapter Marks Toolbar.
Drawings Toolbar: Chapter Drawings.
MultiMAP Toolbar: Chapter MultiMAP - Using multiple maps.
GPS-Online Toolbar: Chapter GPS Online mode.
Google Earth® Toolbar: Chapter Google Earth interface
1)

Der Zeichnungs-Werkzeugkasten war in früheren Version von QV eine Symbolleiste. Ab QuoVadis 6
erreichen Sie diesen Werkzeugkasten über das Icon in der Edit-Leiste in der Kartenansicht.
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Drag and drop
In QuoVadis 6 many operations can be executed by a simple drag & drop:
Opening maps: Simply drag & drop a map to be opened from the X-Plorer to the free area of the
main window.
Show marking: Simply drag & drop a marking from the X-Plorer to the map window or the free
area of the main window.
Map overlay: Simply drag & drop a vector map to a map window with an opened raster map.
Map import: Simply drag & drop a map ﬁle from the Windows Explorer to a map table of the QV
X-Plorer and it will automatically beimported to QV. While uncalibrated maps have to be
imported separately, calibrated maps can be imported in one batch.
Links to an ECWP map server can also be dragged & dropped from the browser to a map table
of the QV X-Plorer.
Copy and move operations in the X-Plorer can also be executed by a simple drag & drop
procedure.

Clipboard
The clipboard functions like the WINDOWS-standard: for copying (Strg + C) and for pasting (Strg + V).
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Adapt menus and toolbars
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Data managment
This chapter is all about managing data with QV. In this chapter, the design and the corresponding
functions of the QV X-Plorer will be described.
This chapter may appear boring; - however it is in fact one of the most important as it will
teach you some basics in data handling and will help you to make the most of QV!
The QV X-Plorer is the central management tool for all data and is very similar to the Windows
Explorer in design and function.
In the QV X-Plorer, all data are selected to be displayed, edited, copied, moved and deleted.
Waypoints, routes, tracks, geocaches, traings and drawings can be created or exchanged with GPS
units, can be imported from other data sources and, of course, can also be exported in various
formats.

Database structur
In order to handle data organisation as comfortable and eﬀective as possible, the QV databases have
a hierarchical structure:
Directory level
Database level
Table level
Various Geodata (Waypoints, routes, tracks, geocaches, traings and drawings)
It is important to note that on the level of tables you must organize your data in classes of
homogenous data types. This means that:
Map tables may only contain maps
Waypoint tables may only contain waypoints
Route tables may only contain routes
Track tables may only contain tracks
Geocaching tables may only contain geocaches
Training tables may only contain trainings
Drawing tables may only contain drawings
This might feel inconvenient at the beginning but you will soon ﬁnd out that this type of data
organisation has many advantages.
If required, you can always summarize all maps and geodata which belong together as a project using
the Project manager which you can access through the

icon in the Standard symbol bar.

However, always bear in mind that you may not mix data of various types in the same table of the QV
X-Plorer!
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Besides this basic principle of seperating diﬀerent types of geodata in diﬀerent tables, the structure of
data organisation is as ﬂexible as possible (The Basic version is limited in terms of the possible no. of
directories and databases):
You can create as many objects as you like in a given table
You can create as many tables of varoius types as you like in a given database
You can create as many databases as you like in a directory
You can add as many directories as you like in the QV X-Plorer branch
After you have habituated to this basic approach, you will quickly ﬁnd out that the X-Plorer is the ideal
tool for managing even huge amounts of maps and geodata perfectly.

Remark: The physical unit in which data are stored in QV is a database. So you will not ﬁnd tables
including their objects physically on your harddisk drive. There, you will only ﬁnd the databases
including all tables and objects. If not assigned to another folder on the directory level, these
database are stored under C:\Documents and settings\All Users\Documents\QuoVadis 6_Data\qu5\*.*.
This can be very useful when you want to copy all databases to a QV installation on another PC (e.g.
your notebook) as you can just copy all ﬁles to the same folder on the other PC. However you must
take care to install all maps in the identical directories on the other PC! (QV only stores the path
which speciﬁes where the map data are located).

In the QV X-Plorer, the diﬀerent directories, databases, tables and data records are labeled with
symbols and can be named however you like:

Symbol Meaning
Directory on the hard disk that contains databases. When this is crossed out, QV cannot
access this directory at the moment, probably because the path has not been found. Frozen
connections which can be reactivated in the database menu.
Database that contains tables. Each *.QU4 ﬁle in a directory corresponds to a database
listed in the X-Plorer. The orange symbol indicates a write protected database. You can work
normally with this database; however you cannot change, save or delete data.
Map table containing maps. If the red A is visible, the table will be identiﬁed by the AutoMAP
function when searching for maps, otherwise it won't. For further details please refer to the
AutoMAP chapter.
Individual map.
Waypoint table containing waypoints.
Individual waypoint.
Route table containing routes.
Individual route, corresponding to the table of route waypoints which are contained in the
route.
Individual route waypoint.
Track table containing tracks.
Individual track corresponding to the table of trackpoints which are contained in the track.
Individual trackpoint.
Geocaching table containing geocaches.
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Symbol Meaning
Training Table containing trinings.
Drawing table containing drawings.
An individual drawing will be indicated by a symbol corresponding to the type of drawing,
e.g. line, square, rectangle, circle or ellipse.
Project table containing projects. A project is created using the Project Manager where you
can store a given set of maps and geodata including the layout. See Project Manager.
Search table containing search queries.
Geographic names database table containing site coordinates; basically write protected
except for the Topo CD import function.

Organizing your data
This is perhaps the most important chapter, because this one deals with your data, where and how it
is saved and how you can sort and arrange them.
So it makes sens to read the following recommendations carefully.

Basic structure
After the installation of QV, an empty database called New database is automatically created under
the QV DATA folder with an empty Map, Waypoint, Route, Track and Drawing table. The QV DATA
folder is the default folder for databases and is located in the QU5 folder of the installation path,
usually c:\Documents and settings\All Users\Documents\QuoVadis 6_Data. The database New
database is stored on the hard disk under the name New database.qv5db.
In this database, you can immediately import new maps, create waypoints, routes, download tracks
from a GPS, etc. However, it might be wise to create diﬀerent databases or tables for diﬀerent types
of trips or events, instead of putting everything in the same table.

Adapting the structure to your needs
By an intelligent organisation of directories, databases and tables you can structure your X-Plorer
data tree clearly in order to access and retrieve your data quickly.
There is no “general rule” on how to organize your data in an optimal way, but in many occasions an
approach proved to work well which stores your maps in databases named according to the continent
or according to countries and using seperate databases for your geodata which you name according
to the trip or event they refer to and a data such as Slovenia 2008, Lybia 2009 or Black Forest Ultra
2010, etc.

You ﬁnd an example of such a database structure below:
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Following a description of all hierarchy levels:

Directory

A directory is the highest X-Plorer level and usually represents a directory on the hard disk in which
databases are stored.

Datenbank

This refers to a ﬁle that contains various map or geodata tables. It has a user-deﬁned name and
always has the extension *.qv5db. You can create as many databases within a directory as you like.
By clicking the New
icon on the QV Data level or by selecting New from the pop-up menu after
right-clicking QV Data an assistant will open where you can create a new database or a new folder.
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Choose what you want to create (database or folder) an click Done.

Table
A table is a container which contains all maps or geodata of a certain type, i.e. waypoints, tracks,
routes, geocaches, trainings or drawings. You can create as many tables within a database as you
like.
By clicking the New
icon on the database level or by selecting New from the pop-up menu after
right-clicking on a database, an assistant will open where you can create a new table.
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Choose the type of table which you want to create and click Done. On the lefthand side of the window
you ﬁnd the “classical” table types, on the righthand side of the window you ﬁnd some special tabletypes like Geocaching tables, Training Tables, Project Tables and Search Tables.

Saving new data
When you want to create new waypoints, routes or tracks, download data from the GPS, import or
calibrate a new map, you will have to decide where you want this data to be stored. You do this
simply by clicking on the desired table in the QV X-Plorer. When you import geodata from a ﬁle or
download them from a GPS unit you will be asked by the corresponding assistant where the data
should be stored. Th same holds true for importing maps.

Remark: Please note that the place where the new data is to be stored must be suitable for the type
of new data. As an example, You cannot save waypoints in a map table but only in a waypoint table!
Therefore, the cooresponding assistants will only oﬀer suitable tables to store new data.
Furthermore, only those commands and icons will be available that are suitable for the current
selection.

Data with same name
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X-Plorer
The X-Plorer window consists of 5 parts:

Underneath the title line you will ﬁnd the symbols to call up all functions you will need:
Tree window
The window to the left contains all directories with their databases and tables in a hierarchical tree
structure. So your data are clearly structured and quickly accessible and also the type of data is
indicated.
By clicking on the [+] or [-] icon next to a symbol, you can open or close the corresponding branch of
the tree. When no [+] or [-] icon is visible, you have reached the end of a branch.
List window
The upper right window lists the content of the selected object in the tree window in a table form. The
content of the list window will change according to the type of data.
Details window
If you click on a line in the list window, further details on the selected object will be displayed in the
details window below.
In the details window you can also edit the data record or modify attributes.
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This window has its own symbol bar:

. Details see below.

Status line
Indicates which directory and database object has been selected in the tree window, how many
elements it contains and how many objects have been selected in the list window.

Functions of the main X-Plorer symbol bar
Funktion
Database functions - A pop-up menu with the following options appears: Refresh
Updates all data; useful especially in network applications when several users are accessing the
same data.
Set database writable Using this option, you can disable a wirite protected database so that you
can delete or modify objects.
Set database read only Using this option, you can protect any database from being deleted or
modiﬁed accidentally.
You can recognize a write protected database by the orange icon, a database with read and
write access is indicated by a blue icon.
Set Automap of map tables Using this option you can include or exclude certain map tables from
being listed in the AUTOMAP function. Consequently the two option available in the
corresponding submenu are Include and Exclude. For further information please refer to the
chapter AutoMAP.
Connect folder… Opens another branch in the tree window and lists all databases that are
located in this directory. You can immediately work with the data and create, delete or modify
databases.
Remove this connection…
Using this option, you can delete a connected folder (see above) including all databases. The
path to the corresponding directory will be closed or the the network connection be terminated.
The ﬁles will not be deleted, only the direct access to QV is cut.
Connection frozen
This function is only available when you have marked a directory in the tree window that is
labeled with the
icon. QV will freeze the connection and the corresponding data will not be
listed anymore. However the conﬁgured connection will remain and can be reactivated at any
time! A freezed connection is indicated with an
icon.
Import QV 3.x / 4.x databases Using this option you can import data from previous QV versions.
You can select a single QU3/QU4-ﬁle which has been created with an older version of QV.
Alternatively, you can alos import the complete QU3 or QU4 folder. New database will be
created in the tree window which are named in the same way as your older databases and wich
will contains all maps, waypoints, routes and tracks. This is the simplest way of getting your
stock of data into the new version.
Compress This function will scan for databases and objects which have been marked as deleted
and will remove them ﬁnally. A backup of the original database ﬁles will be stored under the
same name but with a *.BAK extension.
New QV X-Plorer Window Opens another X-Plorer window.
External ON/OFF Makes the X-Plorer to a seperate program which can be placed outside the
main QuoVadis 6 program window. Thus, you can place the X-Plorer to a second screen and
maximize the space available in the main program window for map windows. This is a switch
function: by removing the tickmark in front of External you can link the X-Plorer back again to
the QV main window.
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Funktion
New function Creates new databases, tables, waypoints, routes, tracks or maps. This function is
depending from the currently selected element in the X-Plorer tree window. If a directory is
currently selected, you can create a new database. If a route table is selected, you can create a
new route, etc.
You can also acces this function through the pop-up menu after a right mouse click an any
element of the X-Plorer window. Again, depending on which hierarchical level you have been
clicking, the new elements which you can create, will vary:
If you are on a folder level, you can create new folders or new databases. If you are on a
database level, you can create new tables of various types. If you ara on a table level, you can
create new elemets accoring to the table type, so waypoints in a waypoint table, tracks in a
track table, routes in a route table, drawings in a drawing table, etc.
In any case a corresponding assistant will open and lead you through the process.
One level up Selects the next directory or database element upwards. Necessary if the tree
window is masked in order to reach the next directory level upwards.
Convert coordinates in list to current units ON/OFF Activates the conversion tool for coordinates
from elements in the list window to the currently deﬁned unit. When disabled, all coordinates
are displayed as degree decimals in WGS 84, when enabled, they are converted to the format
and date currently set. Please note that this function will slow down the scrolling in the list
window. The current date is displayed in the X-Plorer window title line. This icon has a switch
function.
Cell Edit mode Using this function you can edit each cell in any table or selected element.
Edit column properties Using this function you can edit columns of a selected table. Two options
are availabel in the corresponding submenu: Optimal column width - This will automatically
adjust column width to the optimal size. Select data columns… - This option will allow to enable
or disable any column form the listing in the X-Plorer list window.
Cut Cuts and copies the selected elements to the clipboard. The data will not be deleted from
the original place before they are inserted somewhere else.
Copy Copies the selected elements to the clipboard without deleting them from the original
place.
Paste Pastes the elements from the clipboard at the current cursor position. Please note that
this will only work if the data format is suitable. For example, you can copy location data and
paste them to a waypoint or route, but you can't paste a track into a drawing table. You can also
rearrange data by simple drag and drop operations.
Duplicate Duplicates a marked object and inserts it in the same table.
Delete Deletes all selected elements. Depending on the Database settings, the elements are
either deleted from the list or marked as deleted and can be restored later on.
Open in XY-diagram Opens the selected data as a X/Y-diagram. See chapter X/Y Diagrams for
further details.
Send to Garmin as a Map Sends all selected elements to the map memory area of your Garmin
GPS unit. See chapter Garmin IMG maps.
Send to GPS
Sends the selected waypoints, routes or tracks to the GPS. See chapter
Upload geodata from your GPS.
Receive from GPS Downloads saved waypoint , tracks or routes from your GPS. See chapter
Download geodata from your GPS.
Export Exports the selected data in the deﬁned format. For further details please refer to the
Export of Data.
Import Opens an assistant to import data to QV. For further details please refer to Import of
data.
Print list Will print the selected items as a list.
Special functions For additional commands, please see description below.
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Symbol bar between the list and details window:
Function
Save changes.
Undo changes.
Show links panel with the following options: - Show image Thumbnails - Remove all links… For
further details see chapter Linking external Documents.
Change the style of selected items.
Recalculates summary statistic of tracks and trainings. See Track Statistics.
Opens the Track Processor. See chapter Track Processor for further details.
Opens an assitant to add photos to trackpoints. See chapter Assigning Photos to Tracks.

Displaying and sorting
Tree window
The tree window has a ﬁxed order of display. Directories and databases are displayed in the order
they were created, with the geographic database directory and the QV system directory always at the
end of the list.
Tables, routes and tracks within the databases are listed in an alphabetic order. Please note that the
sorting after editing will not be updated before refreshing the tree window.
List window
In the list window the contents of map, waypoint, route, track and drawing tables are listed. The list
can be sorted in ascending or descending order of each column. For this purpose, just left-click with
the mouse into the column header and the list will be sorted according to this column in ascending or
descending order. A small triangle will indicate the sorting order.
The list window for routes, i.e. the list of route waypoints, is sorted in a ﬁxed order and cannot be
rearranged. Otherwise, this would completely change the route!
Column width
The column width is calculated automatically by QV. If you rename data, the columns may become
too narrow. To recalculate the optimum column width, double-click on the column title or select
Optimal column width. You can also left-click on the margin between two column headings and drag
the column width to the desired size.

X-Plorer Units
Koordinaten, Entfernungen, und Geschwindigkeiten können in vielen verschiedenen Einheiten
angezeigt werden.
Das
Icon öﬀnet das Fenster Einstellungen - Einheiten. Wählen Sie die Maßeinheiten, in welchen Sie
die Daten angezeigt bekommen möchten. Diese Einstellungen betreﬀen nur die Anzeige im X-Plorer,
das Drucken von Listen und die Anzeige in der Statuszeile. Sas Speichern neuer Daten wird davon
nicht beeinﬂusst.
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Auf langsamen Rechnern kann das Umrechnen von Koordinaten das Tempo beim Blättern im
Listenfenster verlangsamen. In solchen Fällen können Sie die Koordinatenumrechnung mit dem
Schalter
abschalten. Koordinaten werden dann in Dezimalgraden nach WGS 84 angezeigt und das
Blättern im X-Plorer erfolgt dann deutlich schneller.
Weitere Information dazu ﬁnden Sie im Kapitel Einheiten.

Markieren und Auswählen
Coordinates, distances and speeds can be displayed in many diﬀerent units.
Through the unit
icon in the main menu bar you can open a window where you can specify the
units in which you want the data to be displayed. The settings will only deﬁne the display of data in
the X-Plorer, the printing of lists and the status line. They will not aﬀect the entry of new data. Please
note that when using a PCs with a comparably low peformance the conversion of data may slow down
your PC when scrolling in tables remarkably. In such cases you can disable the automatic data
conversion with the software switch
. If disabled, coordinates will be displayed in decimal degrees
and with WGS 84 map datum. This will speed-up scrolling signiﬃcantly.

Further information is given in the chapter Units.

Marking and selecting
Selecting is performed by a left-click on the corresponding name in the tree or list window. The
selected elements will then be shown in reverse color which indicates the marking status.
If you now click on another element thereafter, the reverse color marking of the previously selected
element disappears and the new element is now marked and displayed in reverse color.
All commands refer to the selected elements displayed in reverse color in the active window.

Multiple selection
In the tree window, only one element can be marked at a time. However, several elements can be
selected in the list window which are then displayed in reverse color. This is done using the standard
Windows functions for marking, i.e. either with the mouse + Ctrl or Shift or with the keyboard arrow
keys + Ctrl or Shift and the Space bar to reverse the selection. Ctrl + A marks all elements in the list.

Active window
Bitte beachten Sie, daß entweder das Baum- oder das Listenfenster aktiv ist, aber nie beide
gleichzeitig.
Sie erkennen das aktive Fenster an der blauen Hinterlegung des markierten Objekts.
Klicken Sie z.B. im Baumfenster auf eine Wegpunkt-Tabelle wird diese blau hinterlegt dargestellt und
das Listenfenster zeigt jetzt alle Wegpunkte an, die in dieser Tabelle enthalten sind. Jetzt ist das
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auswählen, wird die gesamte Wegpunkt-Tabelle

Klicken Sie dagegen auf den einen Wegpunkt im Listenfenster, wird dieser blau hinterlegt dargestellt
und im Baumfenster wird nun die zugehörige Tabelle nur noch eingerahmt dargestellt. Die
Wegpunkttabelle ist zwar noch ausgewählt, aber das aktive Fenster und damit der Fokus liegt auf
dem gewählten Objekt im Listenfenster. Entsprechend wird die Auswahl der Löschen-Funktion
jetzt nur den markierten Wegpunkt löschen.

Renaming
Right-click on the name that is to be changed, either in the tree or in the list window, and select
Rename from the pop-up menu. Change the name and click the Save
icon or press Enter to
conﬁrm. You can also use the Esc key if you want to cancel the editing.
Please note that a function for an automatic renaming of selected items is also avialbale through the
icon.

Editing Data
If the parent database is not write protected (orange database symbol), all data can be edited.
In the tree or list windows, only the names can be changed. To change other data, e.g. the description
or the symbol of a waypoint, you have to use the detail window below, which contains an input ﬁeld or
button for any ﬁeld that can be changed. However you may require to click the Cell edit mode
before you can do so.

icon

Mark the required line / ﬁeld and make your changes in in the detail window. Conﬁrm your changes by
clicking the Save

icon or by pressing Enter.

If you want to undo achange you have made, just click the Undo Changes

icon.

Changing the style of geodata
For changing the style of geodata just mark the data set(s) to be changed and click the
icon. An
assistant will open which oﬀers various tabs. Fur further info please refer to Style in in the Marks and
Geodata chapter.

Copying and moving
It is quite easy to organize data in the QV X-Plorer. You just need to create the desired databases and
tables with the appropriate names and then reorganise your data by moving maps, routes, tracks and
waypoints wherever you like. For this purpose QV will use the standard Window functions such as Cut,
Copy, Paste or Drag and Drop.
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Basically, almost anything can be copied or moved anywhere. However, you must follow these rules:
The data that is to be copied or moved (the source data) must be highlighted ﬁrst.
Thereafter, use the Cut
or Copy
icons either from the symbol bar or select the same
functions from the pop-up menu after right click on the element to be cut or copied. You can
also press Ctrl+X or Ctrl+C on the keyboard. (Please note that when selecting Cut, the source
data will not be deleted until it is pasted).
Then, mark the database object where you want the data to be inserted and click the Paste
icon or select the same function form the the pop-up menu. You can also press Ctrl+V on the
keyboard.
The place for pasting the source data must be one level up, so if you have highlighted and
copied some waypoints, you must click on a waypoint table before pasting. If you have copied a
table, the target must be a database.
Source and target must not be the same. You cannot paste a waypoint into its own waypoint
table. This would duplicate the waypoint. Route waypoints are an exception from this rule
because the same waypoint may occur several times throughout a route.
You cannot paste data to write protected databases or to the geographic names database, but
you can copy data from these sources and paste them to other databases which are not writeprotected.
It does not matter whether you copy or paste in the list window, the tree window or in another
QV X-Plorer window. All is possible.
The paste function is automatically blocked if the source data cannot be pasted into the
selected place, for example due to the fact that they are not suitable for the selected target.

Drag and Drop
It is even easier to move or copy data by a drag and drop operation with the mouse:
Highlight the source data through a simple click with the left mouse button. You can also mark
several objects.
Then, left-click on the selected objects (which are highlighted in blue), hold the mouse button
down and drag the objects to the desired place. Depending on what kind of data you have
selected, you must use a table, database or dierectoty as target. Then simply release the left
mouse button and the objects will be inserted.
If you want to copy the source data insted of moving them, just press the Ctrl button on the
keyboard before dragging.
The mouse pointer will change its appearance while moving the data:
Moving several objects
Copying several objects (Ctrl button pressed)
Moving one object
Copying one object (Ctrl button pressed)
It is not possible to drop the selected objects here.
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Displaying data on maps
One of the most important functions in QV is displaying the data on maps. As all data is saved with
geographical coordinates and all maps are geo-referenced, QV can display all data on any maps. Data
and coordinate or grid conversions are done automatically. Thus, You can visualize a track on several
diﬀerent maps and decide which map is the best suited. A waypoint, track, route or drawing element
on the map is referred to as a mark.
To display a mark on a map, just select the desired data in the QV X-Plorer so that they are
highlighted and then click the Show on Map
icon in the symbol bar. Alternatively, you can doubleclick the selected objects or simply press Enter on the keyboard. However, please note, that double
clicking on a track, route or trainings element will open this element and list all points of the selected
object.
Thereafter, the Show-in-map assistant will open. For further information please refer to the chapter
Displaying marks and geodata.

The AutoStart database
A special function is linked to the AutoStart database.
When you start QV, all parameters stored in this database will be loaded and displayed accordingly.
Physically, this is a standard QV database which was renamed to AutoStart. Just as with any other
databases, this database can handle any number of waypoint, route, track and drawing tables.
You can also copy a map table to this database which will also be automatically loaded during the
starting process; however this map table should contain one map only. The map speciﬁed here will be
dominant to the software switch titled QV start: automatically open last map under Options - Settings
- Map.
To use this function follow these steps:
Create a new database
Rename this database to AutoStart
Delete the tables that you do not need
Paste the tables from other databases containing all objects which you want to be plotted after
starting QV
If you want to have a certain map displayed each time you start the program, create a map
table and copy the desired map.
Note: If the AutoStart database contains several maps, QV will always display the ﬁrst map. All other
maps will be ignored. The “ﬁrst” map is deﬁned by the map which you copied to this map table ﬁrst.

Printing of data in a list
You can print all marked and highlighted data from the X-Plorer by clicking the Print list
data will be printed in the units currently set and in the current sorting order.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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What will be printed will depend on what you mark. The following lists can be printed:
Routes with route waypoints (if you mark all waypoints within a route)
Route lists without waypoints (if you select a route table)
Individual route waypoints
Waypoints
Tracks with all trackpoints (if you mark all points within a track)
Track lists without trackpoints (if you select a track table)
Map lists
Just highlight the required data in the list window and click the Print list

icon.

The lists will be printed with the current printer settings. These can be changed at any time under File
- Print… in the pull down menu of the main menu bar.
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Coordinates
A geographic coordinate is nothing else than a deﬁned point on the suface of the earth. Each
waypoint, each track point and each GPS online position refers to a coordinate. In other words: when
talking about GPS navigation we always refer to coordinates.
In the simplest way, a coordinate refers to two angular values, the lattitude and the longitude.
However, in reality, things are a littel more complex because many diﬀerent coordinate systems are
existing which vary bothh in the units used and also in the map reference system (map datum). In any
case, they are all use to deﬁne points on the surface of the earth.
The common units are degrees, meters and - less common - gons. The map reference system (map
datum) is a mathematical model to describe the spheric surface of the earth which is not a perfect
ball but a rather irregular speroid. Thus, depending on the area to be described, diﬀerent values for
the radius, geometric ﬂattening, etc. are use in order to increase the accuracy of the model.
A good explanation on the basics can be found under this link
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographic_coordinate_system.
The good news about it: You don not have to worry too much about it because QV does the job for
you: Internally, it will always work in the standard lattitude and longitude system using the global
reference system WGS84. However, you can use for display or data input any other unit or map
datum. Just click the icon Units

in the standard symbol bar, see chapter .

The presently selected map datum will be displayed in the map window on the righthand side of the
status line at the lower map window margin but also in the status line of the QV Xplorer, in this case
on the lefthand side:

In the example shown, the selected map reference system is WGS 84, and the unit chosen is decimal
degrees, so DD.DDDDD .
Please note that the map datum and units setting selected are always valid system wide, so the
settings will be applied to all map and Xplorer windows.

Coordinate Input
You can enter and/or modify coordinates in QV at various instances:
In the detail window of the Xplorer in order to modify coordinates of waypoints and trackpoints
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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In the map calibration assistant
In the dialog box Search point according to coordinates
During coordinate input, please follow these guidlines:
You must enter the coordinates in the selected format. So, for instance, if you have selected
UTM, you cannot enter coordinates in decimal degrees (DD.DDDD).
A Tooltip will appear when you position your mouse on the data entry ﬁeld and will show a
description on the format in which data have to be entered and some samples on possible

notations:
QV will check the correct formatting during data entry and will highlight the data input ﬁeld in
orange to indicate when formatting is wrong. In the example given below 200° west has been
entered which is un unplausible value:

Despite these rules which have to be followed, QV is rather tolerant during data entry (in terms
of pad charcters, comas, etc). However it is important that the numerical values are clearly
seperated and that the number of expected signs is entered. Some examples: In case decimal
degrees (DD.DDDD)is selected as format, QV will expect 2 numerical values. So would be a
valid entry 50 12 and would be interprated as 50° North and 12° East; however, you can also
enter N50° O12.0°. Another example: If degrees, decimal minutes (DD MM.MMM) is selected,
QV will expect 4 numerical values. So you can enter S22°30 E18°10.5' but also -22 30 18 10.5
schreiben.
The hemissphere is indicated by the letters N,S,W,E/O or by minus “-” for S and W; without an
explicite indication, positive values are interpreted as N ans E, respectively.
QV erwartet immer den Breitengrad bzw. den Hochwert als erstes und Längengrad bzw.
Rechtswert als zweiten Wert.
You can use comma or point as decimal delimiter.
You can also enter coordinates from other applications using copy and paste.
Following a couple of examples for valid entries:
Unit setting

coordinates

DD.DDDDD

N 48,12° O 8,53°

DD MM.MMM

N 48° 7,2' O 8° 31,8'

DD MM SS.S

UTM

S 22° 38' 1“
O 14° 0' 0”
N/S Northing Zone
Easting
N 5.329.745 32
465.022

Alternative entries
48.12 8,53
48,12 o8.53
n48,12
48 7.2 8 31,8
+48 7.2; e8 31,8
-22 38 1 14 0 0
s22 38 1, 14 0 0
5329745 32 465022
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Unit setting

coordinates

National meter
grid

Preﬁx Northing
Easting
GK3 5.331.439
3.465.084
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Alternative entries

Invalid
entries

5331439 3465084

Comments
It is not essential to enter
the prefex as this is
already speciﬁed with
the unit setting
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Search queries
This chapter is currently unavailable. It will be added soon. We ask you for some patience.
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System databases
The lowest branch in the QV X-Plorer tree window you will ﬁnd the System folder. Here you have
access to diﬀerent databases in which system parameters are managed:

These include the database Grids_Datums which is write-protected and which includes all predeﬁned
map datums and grids. Here you ﬁnd all parameters which deﬁne a given map datum or a given map
grid.

Following, you ﬁnd two databases for map datums and grids which you might wish to deﬁne yourself.
One is named My Grids Datums DEMs and has read and write access, the other one is named
My_Grids_Datums_DEMs and is write-protected.
You can add, modify or delete a map datum or a grid. Furthermore, digital elevation models (DEMs)
can be imported, deleted and activated (see below).

Finally you ﬁnd another write-protected database where all names and ephemeris parammeters of
starts and planets are stored.

Creating a map datum
\
Right-click on the table Datums in the My Grids Datums DEMs database. You can then choose New for
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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creating a new map datum or Duplicate for copying and modifying an existing one.
In the same pull-down menu you will also ﬁnde the options rename, delete, cut or copy.

For creating a new map datum proceed as follows:
Click on an existing datum. All relevant parameters will be listed in the detail window.
Change the parameters according to the new map datum deﬁnition.
Conﬁrm your settings by clicking SAVE as NEW

Creating a map grid
Right-click on the table Grids in the My Grids Datums DEMs database. You can then choose New for
creating a new map datum or Duplicate for copying and modifying an existing one.
In the same pull-down menu you will also ﬁnde the options rename, delete, cut or copy.

For creating a new map grid proceed as follows:
Click on an existing grid. All relevant parameters will be listed in the detail window.
Change the parameters according to the new grid deﬁnition.
Conﬁrm your settings by clicking SAVE as NEW

Transferring maps with user-deﬁned datums and grids
User-deﬁned grids and map datums are saved in the ﬁle user.qbd. Furthermore, the parameters for
every map that uses a speciﬁc datum/grid are saved along with the calibration information.
That means that you can transfer the map with the calibration ﬁle to another PC with QV. When
opening the map on another computer for the ﬁrst time, the new datum/grid will automatically be
added to the user.qdb ﬁle.
Even if you delete your own datum/grid by accident and later on open a map with a calibration ﬁle
based on this deﬁnition, QV will automatically add the datum/grid to the user.qdb ﬁle and the map will
be opened correctly.

Digital Elevation models
A digital elevation model (DEM) is a ﬁle in which the terrain elevation for a speciﬁc area is stored as a
3D matrix. Similar to a digital map, a DEM has a speciﬁc resolution and must be calibrated, i.e. there
are speciﬁc rules on how to extract the corresponding altitude for a given geographic coordinate.
QV can read DEMs and thus specify altitude values for any coordinate. Thus you can calculate an
altitude proﬁle for a planned tour, add altitude information to existing GPS data and create a threedimensional picture of the landscape. So, for a 3D-view of a map (and the other functions mentioned),
QuoVadis 7 GPS Software Wiki - https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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a DEM is an obligate requirement. Technically, the 3D-modelling is done through a triangular irregular
network (TIN), so the earth surface is represented by a network of triangels. When displaying a map in
3D, the resolution of this TIN can be adjusted using the 3D elevation options
window).

(see chapter Map

There are various Digital Elevation Models availablle on the market which diﬀer in resolution and
absolute accuracy of the altitude values.
Here is a list of what we oﬀer ready-to-use for QuoVadis 6:
SRTM 30: The SRTM 30 DEM comes from the CGIAR-CSI which is a consortium of 15
international research laboratorries. The SRTM30 DEM has a resolution of 30 angular seconds
which corresponds (in our lattitudes) to approx. 900 meters and is available in an almost
worldwide coverage. This DEM come with QuoVadis 6 except Basic version.
SRTM 3: The SRTM 3 DEM also comes from the CGIAR-CSI and has a resolution of 3 angular
seconds which corresponds (in our lattitudes) to approx. 90 meters. The coverage extends to
60° N and 60° S. In our webshop we oﬀer these DEMs ready to use for QV. The DEMs are
available for the following “hyper-continents”: America, Eurasia/Africa and Asia/Australia. So
you can cover the entire populated earth with only 3 products in a resolution which is adequate
for most applications.
SRTM 1: Again this DEM is based on the CGIAR-CSI DEMs but the resolution has been increased
to 1 angular seconds which corresponds (in our lattitudes) to approx. 30 meters. This DEM is
available with a coverage of the European Alps only. In our webshop you can get this DEM
ready-to-use for QV. So, if you want are more accurate 3D-modelling, this DEM will deliver
better results than the SRTM3 DEM described above.
INTERMAP®-DEMs: These are highly accurate DEMs which are licenced by INTERMAP in a linear
resolution of 25 meters and have an absolute accuracy of 1 meter! They are available in our
webshop as an option to some of our high quality topomaps and also with the coverage of the
Complete European Alps (except Slowenia). Whenever you need a very high accuracy of
altitude readings or whenever the precision of the 3D-modelling is critical, we strongly
recommend to use these DEMs which have an extraordinary quality.
Important Remark: Please note that DEMs which come with third party suppliers of topographic maps
usually cannot be imported into QV due to copyright restrictions!

Beware that there are several reference systems available for elevation values. Various standards
have been established so the average sealevel is only one reference but not the unique standard!
Other systems refer to various earth spheroids like WGS 84. If you require an absolute accuracy
within a few meters, it is essential to consider the elevation reference system!
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Geographic names database
In QV, a database including some 5 million geographic names is included. By clicking the binoculars
icon, you can open a window and query for names.
Details to this chapter are currently unavailable. They will be added soon. We ask you for some
patience.
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AutoStart
QuoVadis is able to load several maps and marks automatically when the program is starting. Under
settings program you will ﬁnd diﬀerent options:

None
This is the standard setting. No maps are opened or marks loaded at the start.
Last opened maps or projekt
The map or the project, which was loaded at the shut down of QV, is opening again, when the
program is starting the next time.
Autostart Database
The AutoStart database has a special function: At every start of QV, all data which are stored in this
database are automatically displayed.
Basically, this is a normal database which is renamed in AutoStart. As every other database, the
AutoStart database can contain as many waypoint, route, track, geocaching, training and drawing
tables as you like.
Additionally, you can copy a map table to this database which, can also contain several maps.
Create a new map database.
Rename this database into AutoStart.
Delete all tables which you do not need.
Copy those tables from other databases to the AutoStart database which contain all elements
which you would like to see after start-up of QV.
If a map of your choice should be opened along with the geodata, create a map table in the
AutoStart database and copy the desired map(s) to this map table.
Autostart Projekt
You can rename every projekt into Autostart. This will be loaded when the program is starting again.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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When the button Autostart projekt save when shut down is activated, QV creates a project with
this name automatically, when you quit the program. This is the correct setting, when you like to have
all maps and marks, which were opened at your last session, be loaded automatically during the
program start.
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Data backup
All user data, databases, settings and licence data are stored in the QV Data folder which is usually
located at Workingspace\Common Documents\QuoVadis 6_Data.
Please backup at least this folder on a regular bases!
You will ﬁnd detailles information in the chapter Storage location of data.
Remark: In case you have connected additional directories to your QV X-Plorer, you should backup the
corresponding folders as well!
The Compress function in the database menu automatically creates back-up copies of the compressed
databases with the same ﬁle names, but the suﬃx *.BAK.
An easy way to do a quick backup of all your databases is the function Quick backup - End from the
Files Menu. This ends QV, but before it creates a Zip-ﬁle containing all your databases, even from
connected, active folders. You can choose the location of this zip, default is the desktop. The name of
this zip contains the current date e.g. Backup_qv5data_2011Apr10.zip.
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Mapwindow
Please select a topic from the table of content
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The mapwindow
The map window shows the current map in 2D 0r 3D. The map window has three main functions:
i) Creating of all kinds of geodata like waypoints, routes, tracks, geochaches and drawings.
ii) Plotting of existing GPS data in user-deﬁned colors, line styles and fonts.
iii) Orientation / navigation in the GPS-Online mode to show your actual position together with your
tracklog, and - in case of the routable NAVTEQ navi maps - also navigation commands.

The basic principle is simple:
After a map has been calibrated, QV can calculate the geographic coordinates for any location of the
mouse pointer. Each movement of the mouse is immediately converted into coordinates which are
indicated in the map status ﬁeld at the buttom of the map window.
And vice versa, each point whose geographic coordinates are known can be plotted in the correct
place on the map. Simply click on the Search point by coordinates
icon, enter the coordinates,
specify the adequate coordinate system and map datum and click the search in map / show button.
The map will immediately be scrolled to this position (as long as the map covers this position). In case
the map does not cover the geographic area, QV will scan all maps and will list all maps which i) cover
this position and ii) fulﬁll the selected AutoMAP criteria.
Left clicking on the map puts the so-called map cursor in the place of the mouse pointer which is
indicated by a purple circle
status ﬁeld.

. The coordinates of the map cursor are also shown in own ﬁeld in the

Another ﬁeld shows the corresponding distance and direction from the map cursor to the mouse
pointer which will be continuously updated with every mouse movement.
This may not sound very exciting but it is the basis for all subsequent actions in the map window.
As waypoints, routes, tracks or drawings will be saved with their coordinates, they can be plotted on
any suitable map. And vice versa, by simple mouse clicks new waypoints or tracks can be created.
The same is true for maps: As they are stored with their corresponding coordinates, QV can
automatically search suitable maps for any point, track or route or other types of geodata.
Following an example of a map window showing a 3D map representation:
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At the buttom of the map window, you will ﬁnd the map status ﬁeld which summarizes important
information:

Left column
1. The position of the map cursor including altitude
2. The actual position of the mouse pointer including altitude
Central column
1. Name of the used map
2. Distance, course, altitude diﬀerence and corresponding slope in % between map cursor and
mouse pointer
Right column:
Name of the used DEM (digital elevation model) and the acutual map datum
Remark: Please note that all coordinates are speciﬁed in the units according to the unit settings.
If you have enabled the display of the North arrow in the View menu, you will ﬁnd a compass rose
plotted in the upper left corner of the map window. In this case you will also ﬁnd all details on the
camera characteristics like position, altitude, speed, course, pitch and roll.

Infos zu Objekten
Wenn Sie die Tooltip-Infos
einschalten erhalten Sie Kurz-Infos in Form einer kleinen, gelben
Tooltip-Box, wenn Sie die Maus über ein Objekt bewegen. Wenn Sie jetzt das Objekt anklicken, öﬀnet
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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sich eine gelbe Info-Box mit weiteren Infos:

Im Editieren-Modus
können Sie dort auch Änderungen vornehmen, welche automatisch
gespeichert werden, sobald Sie die Box wieder verlassen. Mit dem Button “X” können Sie in den
Xplorer wechseln und haben dort Zugriﬀ auf alle Eigenschaften des Objektes. Die Info-Box schließt
sich automatisch, sobald sie den Focus verliert.

Opening maps
After a map has been imported to QV and is listed in one of the X-Plorer databases, you have several
options to open a map:
Mark the map in the QV X-Plorer and double-click. The open map assistent will open.
Mark the map in the QV X-Plorer and click the

Show in map icon. The open map assistent

will open. If you push the Ctrl button before clicking the
icon, the map will be opened in a
new map window.
Just drag and drop the map from the X-Plorer to the map window. It will automatically be plotted
in 2D or 3D depending on how you have conﬁgured your map window.
The open map assistent looks as follows:
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In this window you can specify how the map should be visualized. You have the follwoing options:

World mode:
Flat, 2D - Use this option if you want the map to be plotted in a conventional 2D view.
Globe 3D - Use this option if you want the map to be plotted in real 3D. It will be projected on
the digital elevation model (DEM)of the globe. It is obligate to have DEMs installed in your QV
installation! Please note that the accuracy of this 3D modelling will strongly be aﬀected by the
resolution of the used DEM. The DEM resolution which comes with QuoVadis 6 is 30“ which
corresponds to approx 900 m at the equator. digital elevation models with a higher resolution
are available at our webshop. All QV Topomaps come with a 3” DEM (approx. 90 m resolution).
Extra high resolution DEMs are available for some areas with a 25 m resolution and excellent
accuracy of elevation values (data source INTERMAP®).
Last mode - If you choose this option QV will open the map in the same style which you have
been using with the last map.
Initial view:
Map center - QV will initially zoom to the center of the map
Whole map - QV will zoom to the whole map extent
Last view - If you choose this option QV will open the map in the same way which you have
been using with the last map.
If you have more than one map window opened, you will also have the choice of one of the following
options:

Open in which window:
In new map window - This is the only option if no map window has been opened before.
In current map window - This option will add the map in ther currently active map window.
Add as overlay to the current map window - In this case the map will be opened as an overlay to
a map which has already been been plotted in the active map window.
Important Remark:
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The setting of the AutoMap mode will inﬂuence the maps which are oﬀered when pressing the
Show in map icon. If the AutoMap function is disabled and the icon has this appearance
,
you will only be able to open a map which you explecitely marked. In this case just enable the
AutoMap mode by click the corresponding icon until it looks like this:
. Then maps which are
stored in in other databases will also be oﬀered in the selection of maps to be opened.
Here two examples on how the Top25 Germany topomap will look in a 2D and 3D mode (2D upper, 3D
lower):
Top25 Germany - 2D view

Top25 Germany - 3D view (please note that due to the limited resolution of the DEM with a 90 raster
the slopes along the eastern shoreline are not perfectly modelled):
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Controlling the map perspective
In order to adjust the 3D characteristics of the 3D map window, you can use one of the following keys
/ key combinations and/or the mouse. Additionally the corresponding functions for the 2D window are
listed:
Key / Mouse Function in 2D window

Function in 3D window

Pan the map to the left

Pan the map to the left (constant altitude)

Pan the map to the right

Pan the map to the right (constant altitude)

Pan the map downwards

Pan the map downwards (constant altitude)

Pan the map upwards

Pan the map upwards (constant altitude)

Shift +

Turn the map contra-clockwise

Turn the camera contra-clockwise

Shift +

Turn the map clockwise

Turn the camera clockwise

Shift +

(not used)

Turn camera downwards

Shift +

(not used)

Turn camera upwards

Ctrl +

(not used)

Turn the map contra-clockwise (Cursor centerd)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Turn the map clockwise (Cursor centerd)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Ctrl +

(not used)

Page

Zoom In

https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/

Increase camera distance from cursor (Zoom
Out)
Decrease camera distance from cursor (Zoom
In)
Decrease camera elevation (Zoom In)
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Function in 3D window

Page

Zoom Out

Icrease camera elevation (Zoom Out)

Ctrl + Shift +

(not used)

Tilt the horizon contra-clockwise

Ctrl + Shift +

(not used)

Tilt the horizon clockwise

Without additional keys: Zoom In / Zoom Out (with focus on the mouse position)
Mouse wheel
Shift + wheel: Accelerate / decelerate movement Ctrl + Wheel: Move towards
cursor / move towards map center
Drag with left mouse button pushed: Move map (any direction) Horizontal move
Mouse movement with right button pushed: rotate map (relative to map center) Vertical move with
right button pushed: camera tilt (NOT in 2D)
Using the N key you can always orient the map towards North!
Using the 1 key you can switch back to a view from perpendicular above
Using the R key you can reproject your map toward north and view from perpendicular above. If
you have the zoom on cursor option enabled, the map will be centered on the cursor position.
Otherwise it will be centered on the centre of the map.

3D options
When plotting a map in the 3D mode, you have a couple of additional options which can be accessed
by clicking the 3D elevation options
will open:

icon. Thereafter the 3D elevation options window with 5 tabs
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On the Color gradient tab, none is the default option which will show the map in its original style.
Optionally you can color-code the map according to ground surface elevation (Altitude option). In this
case you can specify diﬀerent threshold values for the water and ice levels. In this context the water
level represents the lower elevation limit which is color-coded in blue and the ice level the upper
elevation threshold which is color-coded in red.
With the slope option you can color-code the map according to the slope of the terrain. In this case
you have to deﬁne a threshold level for the steepest slope class.
For both colorcoding options you have to deﬁne the Transparency for the color-coded bands in % in
order to adapt the visability of the original map to your personal preferences.
Below you ﬁnd an example for colorcoding according to altitude (left/upper) and slope (right/lower):
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Alternatively, you can activate the Isohypsen switch in order to activate a shading according to
elevation bands as an overlay to the map plot.
Below an example without (left/upper) and with enabled altitude isolines (right/lower; 50 m intervals):
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On the Lightning tab you adjust the brightness of the map plot and specify the position of the sun
(Light position) which will deﬁne how the shading aﬀects the map style.
Additionally you can modify the Light Color of the light source for special eﬀects.
An example how the position of the sun aﬀects the shading is shown below for a sun azimuth 45° east
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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(left/upper) and 45° west (right/lower; in both cases sun elevation North/South was set at -5°):

Important Remark:
Concerning sun azimuh, negative values translate to east, concerning altitude negative values
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represent north.

On the Surface relief tab you can adapt the 3D modelling to your requirements. Using the Mesh
Resolution slider, you can adjust the resolution of the irregular triangular network which builds the
terrain surface. By increasing the Mesh Resolution factor, the ground surface will be modelled with a
higher resolution but this will result in a slower modelling by imposing additional load on your CPU.
So, if you are using a PC with limited performance, it is wise to decrease the Mesh Resolution factor to
some extent.
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Below two examples for a high (left/upper) and a low mesh resolution (right/lower):

Using the Vertical scaling slider, you adjust the scale of the vertical axis to your personal preferences.
Please note that this is a dimensionless slider where a value of “1” does not necessarily reﬂect a
“natural” view as the 3D characteristics are strongly inﬂuenced by the camera persepctive. Following
QuoVadis 7 GPS Software Wiki - https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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two examples with a pronounced relief energy (left/upper) and a more ﬂat map representation
(right/lower):

Finally, on the Background tab you can specify the style of the map background, respectively the sky
above/behind the map representation. You can choose betweeen None, Solid color, Simple clouds,
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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animated Clouds and a user deﬁned bitmap (Picture). Following an example with solid orange sky
(left/upper) and “simple” clouds (right/lower):
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Auf der Seite Überﬂutung können Sie Überﬂutungsgebiete im Gelände veranschaulichen. Hierzu wird
auf einer frei einstellbaren Höhe eine Fläche in die Karte eingeblendet, die anzeigt, welche Teile des
Geländes bei diesem Wasserstand überﬂutet sein werden. Farbe und Transparenz dieser WasserFläche sind unter Farbe einstellbar. Benutzen Sie die kleinen Pfeilchen in der Eingabebox Wasserlevel,
um den Wasserstand in Meter-Schritten zu verändern. Die Kartenansicht wird hierbei in Echtzeit
aktualisiert.
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Map extent and section
The map plot can be shifted within the map window in various ways:
Using the arrow keys on the keyboard. With this method a neighbouring map will automatically
be searched and opened when the map extend of the current map is reached.
By dragging the map during a click-and-hold operation with left mouse button.
By zooming out until the area of interest is coverd, then placing the mouse pointer at the place
of interest and zooming in again.
The map display can also be zoomed in various ways:
By selecting one of the zoom symbols in the symbol bar of the main window.
By selecting one of the zoom commands from the View menu in the main menu bar.
By pressing + or - on the keyboard to zoom in or out, or key 1 for 100% zoom.
By selecting a zoom stage from the pop-up menu in the status line.
With the scroll wheel of your mouse.

Click on the

Center zoom on cursor to skip back to the cursor point from any map position.

Using one of the lens icons
/
/
/
/
(describtion see above), you can zoom the map to
any scale or map extent. You can also select from a pop-up menu with zoom factors at the status bar
below the map window or enter a speciﬁc zoom factor.
Important Remark:
When zooming, QV will always center according to the position of the mouse pointer! This is diﬀerent
when compared with older QV versions where the map was centetered by default according to the
map cursor position.
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Popup menu
The following functions are available in the Map pop-up menu which can be accessed by a right
mouse-click on any point within the map window:

Description of the options:
This is an object selection tool: this option will allow you to choose the object of
interest in case various objects lie under the mouse pointer and cannont be selected
Object name
through a simple mouse click. This can be the used map and/or any sort of geodata
like waypoints, tracks, routes, geocaches or drawings.
Show in XOpens the QV X-Plorer and shows all details for the opened map or the selected
Plorer
object.
Style
Opens a window with various style options (see below).
Zoom all
Will zoom to the whole map extent.
This option allows to remove any kind of geodata (waypoints, tracks, routes,
geocahes or drawings) from the map. In case of various overlaying objects, choose
Remove from
the object of your choice through the object selection tool (see above). In case no
map
geodata are available at the location of the mouse pointer, QV will ask you if you
want to close the map.
Will list all available maps in order to choose one from the list. The maps are ranked
Change map…
according to scale. You ﬁnd the most detailed maps at the top of the list.
Add overlay… Will list allavailable maps for applying a map overlay function (see below).
Style options:
The Style window which opens after a right-click with your mouse will always refer to the object which
is lying below the mouse pointer position.
If necessary, use the object selection tool (see above) to select the obeject of intersest before
choosing the style option.
As this chapter refers to the map window, we will only cover the map style options here.

The map style windows includes 3 tabs: A General tab, an Overlay tab and a Vectormap tab.

The General tab only oﬀers the option to deﬁne a given map as a background overview map:
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The Overlay tab includes the following options:

By tick-marking Make a
map-color transparent, you can enable a choosable color of a map to be plotted transparently. A
seperate ﬁeld allows for specify a tolerance value which will deﬁne how accurately the deﬁned color
must be met.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Using the General transparency of map slider you can deﬁne to which extent the map should be
plotted transparently. Thus, you can adjust the plotting style to your personal preferences.

Using the Visibility according to scale input ﬁelds, you can restrict the plotting of a map to a certain
range of map scales. To do this just enter the sacles under Not visible above scale and Not visible
below scale, respectively. By pressing the Current scale button, you can copy the actual map style
into the input ﬁeld.
You can also activate a Preview in map option.

The Vectormap tab includes several sub-tabs: General, POIs, Lines, Areas and Labels. Thus you can
modify the appearance of all vector map objects according to your speciﬁc requirements:
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Style
For any map and map type, you can deﬁne the map style using the style assistant. There are several
ways to start this assistant:
In the X-Plorer by selecting the map of interest and clicking the style
icon.
You can also select multiple maps, the settings will then be applied to all selected maps.
If a map is already opened and displayed through the Style option in the project manager.
By a right click on the map and choosing the option Style in the pop-up menu.
The style option window includes three tabs, General, Overlay and Vector map.

General

Background
overview map
Load Bmp, Jpg,
Png partially

This will load a copy of the map in reduced resolution as a backenvironment.
Especially in the 3D display, this will avoid white patches when reprocessing
the map. On te other hand this will require more memory and updating the
map will be slower.
Loads the speciﬁed raster map types only partially, so that even very large
maps can be processed.
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The cards with the Takut Libary be opened. Some formats QV uses to open
other modules. If the same function as import map as “GIS map”.
Enabling this option will deﬁne the actual map style and display as the default
when opening this speciﬁc maps. This option is only available if a map is
currently displayed.
Using these buttons you can load the previous or next map from the X-Plorer
list and edit its style. This is especially useful to modify the style of consecutive
maps in the list. This option is only available when Style has been choosen
beforehand.
If enabled, each style modiﬁcation will be displayed immediately in the map
display. This is especially useful when setting the map transparency for map
overlays or for controlling the style modiﬁcations of vector map layouts.
This will close the assistant without storing the settings.
This will save the setings without closing the assistant.
This will save the settings and close the assistant.

Overlay

Under this tab you specify how the map will be displayed if used as an overlay on other maps. This
refers mainly to transparecy charactersitics.
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Choose a color which should be transparent by clicking Color and enetering the
RGB values. By enetering a Tolerance value, you specify how accuratly a
speciﬁc color must be meat. Example: If the RGB values (250,250,250) are
Transparent Color speciﬁed as color which should be transparent and a tolerance value of “5” is
speciﬁed, QV will make all RGB values between (255,255,255) and
(245,245,245) look transparent. This function is especially useful for truecolor
bitmaps.
General map
Using this slider you can make the whole color spectrum of the map
transparency
transparent. Any degree of transparency can be adjusted.
Remark: In order to adjust this quickly and comfortably, make sure that you have the map displayed
as overlay and that the Map preview function is enabled!

Vector map
Under this tab you can deﬁne the map style for vector maps like NAVTEQ and Garmin IMG maps. For
raster maps, this tab is without function.

Multiplier POIs
Render in high
quality

Speciﬁes the size of POI symbols for map display. All POIs will be treated the
same.
Will plot streets and polygons using an antialias algorithm and wil thus increase
the map display quality. However, this function may result in a loss of
performence with slower PCs and should be disabled in such cases.
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Under this tabe you will ﬁnd subcategories for General, POIs, Lines, Plygons and Labels. You will ﬁnd
various options to deﬁne how the diﬀerent vector map elements should be plotted.

General

POIs
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Polygons
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Online-Maps
Online maps are based on many bitmap tiles, which are equal in size, normally 256×256 pixels, and
are loaded automatically from the server of the online maps accordingly to the actual display and the
zoom. The zoom-level is determined from QV automatically and is displayed in the atatus bar during
actualization phase:
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Example Zoom-Level 6

Example Zoom-level 12
QV is saving the bitmap tiles in a cache in the hard drive, so that you do not have to load them each
time. At the image regeneration QV is seaching in this cache ﬁrstly, if the needed tile was eventualle
already loaded and then picked up, which is naturally faster, as if you have to load them from the
internet.
Per zoom-level the number of the tiles are quadrupled. If the example zoom-level 6 exists also of four
tiles, the same map section in zoom-level 12 would exist already of 16384 tiles. The data quantity is
QuoVadis 7 GPS Software Wiki - https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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raising very quickly. On this tab Online-maps you can execute several functions with the cache:

For e.g. travel preparation, you can download these tiles in diﬀerent zoom levels, which you need for
a special region. After that you can work in this map section also without internet. Please open the
online map, choose the prefered area and then zoom option you need. QV shows you, how many tiles
it would be. Choose then start for the download.
A progress bar shows you the process of the action. You can interrupt everytime and continue later.
All of what was loaded, is in the cache and has not to be loaded again.
Note: To ﬁll the cache, the map has to be open. To delete the cache, the map has to be closed.
Note: Most of the online-server do not allow mass downloads and will stop the opportunity sooner or
later. Because of that this function is limited to 2000 tiles per action and you can choose only one
zoom-level per action. You should know that for large downloads your IP-address will be closed by the
service-provider and opened only after a certain time.

Location of the cache
Every online-map has its own cache, totally independent from other online-maps. The cache is not
based on one special ﬁle, but consists of a register, which has the same name as the assoziated map.
Alle Cache-Ordner liegen im Verzeichnis QuoVadis 6_Data\Onlinemaps.
With the button Empty the cache… the cache ﬁle of the map can be deleted. A new one will be
created automatically at the next opening. This is useful, when you for example like to have always
the latest tiles of the OSM-maps, which are dynamically grow.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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In the QV-Xplorer you can also choose another path for the cache of the map. Simply register at the
button Path the requested path.
This ﬁle and its whole content can also copied to another pc, for example to do your travel
preparations at your home pc and then transfer the cache at your notebook for the trip.
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Visability of objects
Per default all objects in the map, also map overlays, routes, WPs, tracks etc. are displayed always in
all in all zoom levels. But you can deﬁne a special scale range for every objekt, in which it should be
visable. When you zoom out of this scale range, the object will be hided.
So the map window is displayed more clearly and increases the performance.
Please visit Style of the object and change to the tab Overlays for the maps and for all other objekttypes in the tab General:

The visability is controlled by the both buttons Near und Far.
Near deactivated and
Far deactivated
Near deactivated and
Far activated

Near activated and Far
deactivated
Near activated and Far
activated

The objekt is always visable in every zoom
The objekt is from “very near” visable to the scale range, which you have
entered in the ﬁeld beside Far. When you zoom more out, the object will
disappear. This setting is good for example for POIs, which shall appear
only from a certain size, because they would disturb the overview.
When you zoom very near, the object is unvisible. Only when you zoom
out to the scale range, which you have entered in the ﬁeld beside near,
the object becomes visable and stays visable, also when you zoom very
far out. This setting is good for overview objects.
The object is only visable between the both zoom-levels.

The range of scale, which is relevant for the settings, can be readed out in the upper left corner in the
map window everytime (if Scale range is activated in the menue View) :

To make the conﬁguration easier einfacher, we have some support tools:
A
-1
+

Click on the button, to transfer the actual range of scale of the map into the ﬁeld to the left
besides it.
Hereby you can zoom the map to control, if the object shall disappear, as entered, and appear
again.

For WPs, routes and tracks you can determine also the arrangement relatively to other marks.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Per Default all new objects have 0 here. If you want that a special track, is for example drawed always
over other tracks, then you need to enter a larger number here as the others.
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Multiple maps
In QV you can open several maps simoultaneously. While it was necessary in QV 4 to open each map
in a seperate map window, QuoVadis 6 allows for opening several maps in the same map window.
This is very helpful in cases where maps end at national borders such as Topomaps in the Alps. The
no of maps to be plotted in the same map window ist virtually unlimited.
To open various maps in the same map window you have several options:
Open the ﬁrst map using the
Show in map icon (see chapter map window). Therafter just
drag and drop additional maps from the QV-Xplorer into the map window.
Open the ﬁrst map using the

Show in map icon (see chapter map window). Therafter mark

another map in the QV X-Plorer and click the
assistent will open:

Show in map icon again. The open map

Choose the same World mode as when opening the ﬁrst map and In current map window, then click
Finish. In this case the second map will be plotted on top of the ﬁrst one, so the covered areas are
merged but in areas which are covered by both maps, the second one will cover the ﬁrst map.

If you choose Add as overlay to current map, the areas which are coverd by both maps can be faded
in a userdeﬁnable transparency. Vector maps will be plotted on raster maps.
For further details please refer to Style Options in the chapter map pop-up menu.

Below you ﬁnd an example of our Top25 Germany combined with our Top40 Austria:
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Working with several map windows
In case you want several maps in seperate map windows you can still do so. All map windows will be
completely independent from another. Each window can show diﬀerent maps or the same map can be
viewed in diﬀerent styles (2D versus 3D), scales and details. When creating or editing waypoints,
routes, tracks or drawings, it is helpful to work with several map windows, e.g. one for an overview
map and one with a large scale showing all the details. Changes made in one map window
automatically be synchronized and displayed in the other. However, please bear in mind that multiple
maps windows require a lot of hardware ressources of you PC. So this might slow down the plotting
and 3D modelling quite substantially, especially if you do not have a very powerful PC.

In the GPS online mode you can also follow your position simultaneously in the diﬀerent map windows
respectively in diﬀerent map types (e.g. city map or overview map), diﬀerent zoom stages, diﬀerent
styles, etc.

If you plot all marks by clicking the

icon, they will be displayed in all opened map windows.

If you are editing marks, e.g. delete or insert points, then all changes will automatically be updated in
all map windows.
In contrast, all commands (e.g. a map export) always refer to the active map window only. The active
map window is indicated with a blue title line.
If you want to change the focus to another map, just click on the other window, or change the map
window through the Windows menu or using the Map Layer Manager.

If you want a certain point to be plotted in another map window, right-click on the map at the desired
location and select Show point in another map window… from the opening pop-up menu. Choose from
the following list a window which is already open or select New map window if you want the point to
be plotted in a new map.

(Produktfamilie hat sich geändert, Horst)
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Remark: QV Standard supports a maximum of 3 map windows which can be opened simultaneously.
QV Basic is limited to 1 map window while QV Poweruser and QV Professional support 5,
respectively 10 map windows at a time.
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Map overlay
Besides the possibility to use multiple maps in one map window side by side, you have also the option
for map overlays.
When opening various maps in the same map window wich overlap, this is in fact a map overlay. So
there is no clear borderline between opening multple maps in one map window and map overlays.
From a classical point of view, maps overlays usually refer to a raster-vector map overlay. This is the
case if you plot a NAVTEQ® map over an oﬃcial topomaps or over satllite images. Onother example
is an overlay of a Garmin® IMG vector map over a raster map. When doing so with our QV-NAVTEQ®
maps you can selectively enable or disable various layers such as diﬀerent road categories, railways,
border or services (Open the Project Manager to make these selections). In contrast to that you can
only enable or disable the entire map when using a Garmin® IMG overlay.
In order to apply a vector map overlay on a raster map just right-click on the opened raster map and
choose Load map… from the pop-up menu. You can also just frag-and-drop the vectormap from the
QV-X-Plorer into the open map window. Please also refer toMap Overview for another, easy way to
manage Overlays.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCJ0pbRVkfQ
If you want to make an overlay between raster maps, you right-click on the raster maps which you
opened ﬁrst and choose Open map as overlay from the pop-up menu. Select the map wich you want
to use as an overlay and it will automatically open. (in fast you can also just drap-and-drop the map
from the QV X-Plorer into the map window). The map which was opened last will be on the top and
mask other raster maps below. So an overlay between raster maps is only possible by making the
map on the top transparent. To realize this, mark the map in the QV X-Plorer and click the Style
icon. Alternatively, you can also open the Project Manager by clicking the
map and and click the Style

icon öﬀnen, mark the

Icon. A window will open, please switch to the Overlay tab:
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To make a map transparent just drag the General transparency slider to the position where the map
display meets your preferences.
By enabling the function Make a map-color transparent, you can also limit the transparency to a
certain color. Just select the color by clicking in the color sample ﬁeld and specify a color tolerance
value in order to deﬁne how accurately the color must be met.
You ﬁnd an example for a raster map overlay below, showing Bing® Satellite Online maps and
Russian army maps for south-western Libya:
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Russian Army Map with 33% tranparency (left/upper) and 66% transparency (right/lower).
Hint: after you setup your map with several overlays you can save this as a project just with Save
from the Project-Manager. Then you can reopen the whole set at once just by opening the saved
project.
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Maps overview
In many occasions it is helpfull to know which areas are covered by other available maps. In QV 4 a
seperate map overview window was available fo this task.
This has become obsolete in QuoVadis 6 as you can activate frames to show the map extent of all
available maps in every map window. This is realized by a software switch which can be acessed in
two ways:
Clicking the Map overview
in the View toolbox.
Choosing the Map overview option from the View menu in the main menu bar.
In both cases this is a software switch: you activate the overview with the ﬁrst click and you disable it
again with the second switch.
All maps are displayed as green rectangle and polygon like an aktive map area of the map including
the map names, which are available because of the actual setting of the AutoMAP-function. Please
look for details at the chapter AutoMAP.
Active DEMs are characterised in red.
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By a right click with the mouse on the name of a special map frame you can open a popup-menue
with some functions of the corresponding map.

Opens the assistance map opening, by which you can load the map as an
overlay or open as a new map
Show in QV-Xplorer Activating the Xplorer-window and marks the map entry
All zooming
Zooming onto the map area
Delete from the map Delete the marks of the map window
opens the tool box Edit, by wich you can edit the active map area of the map (is
Edit the marks
still missing, but coming soon…)
Load the map

Below an example for Afrika 1:500.000 loaded with detail maps of Namibia and the Tracks4Afrika
Botswana als Overlay:
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Active mapregion
todo
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Project manager
In order to keep the overview and facilitate orientation when working with several maps and diﬀerent
marks/geodata, the Project Manager has been created:

The Project Manager can be enabled and disabled with the
icon (switch function). You can place
the window freely on your screen or dock it to the QV main window. Similar to the X-Plorer tree
window, all maps, layers and marks/geodata will be listed. By clicking on the + or - symbol you can
include or exclude directory listings and tickmark the objects to be plotted in the map window (or
prevent them form being plotted). In the toolbox at the top of the layer manager window, three
buttons are available: X-Plorer, Show in map and Delete mark. Using these buttons you can either
refer to the X-Plorer listing of the marked element, view it in the map or delete the marking from the
map. If you have a vector map opened, you can easily include or exclude certain layers (map topics
like road category, river, forest, etc.) from the map view. Furthermore, by right-clicking on a layer
entry, a pop-up menu will open where you can enter a threshold for visibility ranking from -5 to +5.
This threshold will deﬁne the minimum scale setting for plotting this layer in the map when zooming
in and out. |

Alternatively, you can use the Marks Toolbar to include or exclude certain layers and marks from map
plotting:

Using the following icons you can:

disable all waypoints from being plotted in the map.
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disable all routes from being plotted in the map.
disable all tracks from being plotted in the map.
disable all drawings from being plotted in the map.
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OSM Packages in QuoVadis - introduction
Seit QuoVadis 7.3 können fertige oﬄine- und routingfähige QV-OSM Kartenpakete installiert und auch
aus beliebigen OSM Datenpaketen (*.pbf) selbst erstellt werden. Die nachfolgenden Kapitel sollen
einen einfachen Einstieg ermöglichen.
Diese freien Kartenpakete enthalten insbesondere in Bereichen ausserhalb DE/A/CH eher sehr wenige
topographische Informationen. Aber die Strassendetails sind oft sehr viel aktueller als auf verfügbaren
(oft älteren) Topokarten. Aus diesem Grunde eignen sich diese Pakete auch ausgezeichnet als
Overlays auf TopoKarten oder Sat-Bildern um dort den aktuellst möglichen Straßenlayer abzubilden.
Fertige Kartenpakete stehen in QV7.3 im QV-Xplorer im Verzeichnis “Download Pakete”, gruppiert in
mehreren Datenbanken, zum Download und automatischer Installation zur Verfügung.
Die gleichen fertigen Kartenpakete stehen auch in “QVM-A V3”, “QVM-i V3” (und später auch in QVMW V3) im Abschnitt “Finden” zum Download und zur Installation zur Verfügung.
Es können mit dem in QV7.3 integrierten Compiler auch eigene, routingfähige OSM Kartenpakete
compiliert werden. Dieser Compiler benötigt zwingend ein 64-bit Windows Betriebssystem. Die
compilierbare Kartengröße hängt von der Größe des installierten Hauptspeichers ab. Mit einem
Rechner mit 4GB RAM lassen sich schon OSM-Rohdaten (*.pbf Dateien) bis 300MB (z. B. ganz
Rumänien) zu einem routingfähigen QV OSM-Paket compilieren, mit 8GB RAM geht etwa eine 800MB
grosse *.pbf. Diese selben, selbst erstellten Kartenpakete können auch in “QVM-A V3”, “QVM-i V3”
(und später auch in QVM-W V3) importiert und als oﬄine routingfähge Karten eingebunden werden.
Für die Verwendung der von uns bereitgestellten oder selbst erstellten OSM-Kartenpakete ist ein 32bit Windows (7/8/8.1/10) ausreichend! Ein solches Paket (ob bereitgestellt oder selbst compiliert)
kann sowohl in “QV7.3” als auch in den o.g. “QVM-? V3” Versionen als Karte und zum oﬄine Routing
verwendet werden.
Grundsätzliche Hinweise zur Nutzung dieser freien Kartenpakete ﬁnden Sie über das Menü auf der
linken Seite!
Detailliertere Hinweise zur verwendeten Technik und erweiterten Möglichkeiten ﬁnden Sie in einem
gesonderten Kapitel, QuoVadis Vektor
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Installing integrated packages
Ab QV 7.3 besteht die Möglichkeit, fertige, interessante Kartenpakete, die auf OSM-Daten basieren,
herunterzuladen und zu installieren. Ein Paket (.qmp) besteht aus einer Karte (.qmv), sowie aus einer
Routingdatei (.qmr), die es Ihnen ermöglicht oﬄine per QV 7 Routen zu erstellen. Das Angebot an
bereitgestellten Paketen wird stetig mit neuen Paketen erweitert.
Die Installation eines bereitgestellten Paketes funktioniert wie folgt:

Klicken Sie im QV-Explorer auf Download Pakete um zum Reiter QV Map-Downloads zu
gelangen.
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Mit einem Doppelklick auf die gewünschte Paketsammlung, öﬀnet sich die aktuelle Auswahl an
Paketen.
Markieren Sie Ihr gewünschtes Paket (z.B. Alpen) und klicken Sie auf Download…, um den
Download und die Installation zu starten.
Der Fortschritt des Downloads wird Ihnen unten links angezeigt.

Die Installation des Paketes erfolgt automatisch - Sie ﬁnden Ihre heruntergeladenen Pakete in
Meine Daten –> Pakete.
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Bitte prüfen Sie vor dem Herunterladen Ihren verfügbaren Speicherplatz. Beim
Markieren des gewünschten Paketes, können Sie unten in der Infobox (siehe
Screenshot 2), den benötigten freien Speicherplatz einsehen, der sich aus dem
Download des gezippten Paketes (2GB - .qmp), der Installation (7GB = 2GB .qmpDatei + 4,5GB entpackte .qmv und .qmr-Datei) und der entpackten .qmv und
.qmr-Datei (4,5GB) zusammensetzt. Nach erfolgreicher Installation, wird die
.qmp-Datei automatisch von der Festplatte gelöscht.
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Oﬄine OSM Routing HowTo use
Um das Oﬄinerouting, sprich die .qmr Datei eines OSM-Paketes nutzen zu können, gehen Sie bitte wie
folgt vor:

Öﬀnen Sie z.B. die .qmv-Karte und erstellen Sie wie gewohnt eine Route aus zwei oder mehr
Punkten.
Klicken Sie nun in der Routingmaske auf das Symbol Einstellungen und wählen Sie durch
einen weiteren Klick das gewünschte oﬄine-Routingproﬁl aus.
Klicken Sie nun auf Route berechnen.
Das Routing funktioniert auf allen Karten, die das Gebiet
abdecken, das beim Erstellen des Paketes ausgewählt wurde
oder welches das heruntergeladene Paket aus unserem
Downloadportfolio abdeckt. Für das Routen ist keine
Internetverbindung nötig.
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Die Route wird Ihnen binnen Sekunden auf der ausgewählten Karte dargestellt.
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Creating your own map packages
Um eigene Kartenpakete mit dem in
QuoVadis 7.3 integrierten Compiler zu
erstellen ist ein 64bit-Windows
Betriebssystem zwingend erforderlich!
Für das Darstellen und das Routing
eines heruntergeladenen Paketes reicht
ein 32-bit Windows-Betriebssystem.
Es beginnt mit der Auswahl der gewünschten Region und dem Download der OpenStreetMap-Daten.
Hierzu gibt es verschiedene Webseiten:
Geofabrik: hier können Sie die Daten länderweise downloaden
Planet.Osm: hier können Sie einen Bereich, auch länderübergreifend, per Polygon bestimmen.
Wir nutzen meist den Link PlanetOSM, da die
länderübergreifende Auswahl der zu erstellenden Karte,
gerade in Bezug auf die Routingfähigkeit, viele Vorteile
bietet. In unserem Beispiel Vogesen-Schweiz-Seealpen, ist
die oﬄine-Routingfähigkeit länderübergreifend für den
ausgewählten Bereich gewährt, bei einem “länderweise”
Download z.B., kann man bei einem eventuellen
Grenzübertritt das oﬄine-Routing nicht mehr nutzen.
Außerdem ist man so freier in der Gestaltung und
Personalisierung seiner eigenen Kartenpakete.
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Mit einem Klick auf extract erhalten Sie die Meldung, dass der Downloadlink der ausgewählten
Karte in 2-7 Minuten per Mail an die angegebene Mailadresse verschickt wird.
Wenn die Mail in Ihrem Posteingang angekommen ist, öﬀnen Sie den Link und speichern Sie die
.pbf-Datei lokal auf Ihrem Rechner. Zum Beispiel im Verzeichnis
Benutzer–>Dokumente–>QV7_Data–>Pakete.
Leider enthalten die OSM-Daten nur sehr beschränkt Daten zur Darstellung von Land und
Ozean, was auf der anderen Seite aber wichtig ist für eine ansprechende Kartendarstellung bei
kleinen Maßstäben. Glücklicherweise haben sich die Jungs von OpenStreetmapData dem
Problem angenommen, und einen hervorragenden Datensatz mit Land-Polygonen erzeugt.
Diesen Datensatz bitte herunter laden (ca. 210MB) und zwingend in das Verzeichnis
Benutzer–>Dokumente–>QV7_Data–>Qmv–>land_polygons ablegen und entpacken.

Öﬀnen Sie nun den Compiler über den Reiter Neu
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Benennen Sie Ihr Projekt.
Wählen Sie eine der vorgegebenen Tagmapping-Optionen aus. Standard ist
TM_easyROUTES_desktop.xml. Wir empfehlen aber das TM_Osm_full.xml, da hier alle OSMPOIs enthalten sind und kleinere Wege früher auf der Karte dargestellt werden.
Wählen Sie die gewünschten Renderthemes aus. Hier empfehlen wir die beiden voreingestellten
RT_easyROUTES_land.xml und RT_easyROUTES_land_HC.xml
Haken Sie Paket erzeugen und Routing erzeugen an, sowie die gewünschten
Routingoptionen.
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Ziehen Sie nun die .pbf per Drag and Drop in das Feld Quell-Dateien.
Klicken Sie danach auf den Reiter Optionen um die Land-Polygone automatisch hinzuzufügen,
die Sie vorher im Verzeichnis Dokumente–>QV7_Data–>Qmv–>land_polygons entpackt und
abgelegt haben.
Mit einem Klick auf Start beginnt der Compiler das Paket zu erzeugen.
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Der Fortschritt wird Ihnen unten angezeigt. Der Vorgang kann, Abhängig von der Größe der .pbf
Datei, einige Zeit in Anspruch nehmen.
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Your own QV-OSM packages in QVM
Selbst kompilierte QMPs können auch in unseren mobilen Versionen QVM-A und QVM-i eingebunden
und in vollem Umfang genutzt werden.
Anleitungen dazu ﬁnden Sie hier:
QVM-A
QVM-i
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Detailed technical information
wer mehr über die Möglichkeiten der OSM Karten in QV7 wissen möchte, kann darüber darüber gerne
im gesonderten Kapilte nachlesen: QuoVadis Vektor
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QV-OSM maps for oﬄine use
…. QV-OSM maps for oﬄine use…..
Please select a topic from the table of content.
Der Seiteninhalt kann sich aufgrund von Nachträgen zur Zeit noch täglich ändern und erweitern.
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Maps
Please select a topic from the table of content
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Maps - Introduction
QuoVadis 6 works with a wide range of various map types:
Our own maps of The QV-MAP series which covers a lot of licenced high quailty maps like
Topomaps of various countries (usually from the national geographic surveys), the general map
series of MairDuMont®, similar maps from Freytag&Berndt®, the Reise-Know-How World
Mapping Project®, Russian army maps and NAVTEQ® street maps (see below).
Online maps form Open Street Maps®, Google Maps®, Yahoo Maps® and Bing Maps®. Some of
these maps are availabel as conventional maps and/or satellite images and/or hybrid maps
and/or terrain maps. Those maps require a fast internet connection with a ﬂat rate. However,
map sections of these maps can be stored using the Fill map cache option. In this case such
map sections are lateron available as usual, locally stored maps.
Raster maps on CD/DVD which are published by various companies, such as Kompass Digital,
MagicMaps, Swiss-Topo, DAV/OEAV Alps digital, Memory-Map (only unencrypted versions),
marine maps (NV and BMP), etc.
Satellite images and other orthophotos
Maps in the ECW format
Scanned raster maps (which must be georeferenced manually)
Vector maps from NAVTEQ with various functionalities including dynamic autorouting (specially
compiled for QuoVadis)
Vector maps in the Garmin IMG format
GIS maps in the SHP or DXF format
With scanned raster maps and other bitmaps, e.g. internet downloads, it is essential that they can be
georeferenced. For map calibration the following requirements must be fulﬁlled:
A clearly deﬁned grid of longitudes and latitudes or a metric grid in a known standard must be
indicated on the map.
Alternatively, a metric grids is deﬁned in UTM or in various national grid systems such as Gauss
Krüger, Austrian Grid, Swiss Grid, New Zealand Grid, British Grid, Irish Grid and Swedish Grid.
If the related parameters are known, other national grid systems and map datums can easily be
added.
Alternatively, if known, the exact projection can be speciﬁed.
Additionally, a calibration tool is available. In this case at least four points with known
coordinates must be clearly deﬁned on the map. At maximum 9 points may be used for
calibration.
You will ﬁnd an overview on the maps in our webshop at http://shop.quovadis-gps.com

Type of maps
In cartography, there are two basic map types which have fundamental technical diﬀerences: Raster
and Vector maps.
These diﬀerences do not only apply to the techniques applied but also to the map design and the
appearence in the map window.
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While raster maps can be interprated as a type of digital photo, a vector map is more a mathematical
term.
In other words: A raster maps consists of single pixels, each representing a given place on earth
(coordinates) and haveing a clearly deﬁned color and brightness. However, the software cannot know
what kind of structure a given pixel represents. Thus, the software cannot deﬁne if a red pixel is part
of a symbol, a label, a line or even a road of a certain class. Therefore it is not possible to implement
any kind of routing functionality with a raster map. Another disadvantage of a raster map is that the
image quality is strongyl inﬂuenced by the zoom factor. When viewing a ratser map at 100% zoom
level, the image quality is optimal. Zooming in above this point will not improve the degree of details,
the map image will only become “rusterized”. On the other hand, when zooming out, all details will be
scalled down in a linear way. So when zooming out, you wont be able to read any kind of labels pretty
soon. Thus, it is usually diﬃcult to orientate in a raster map at small zoom scales, e.g. in cases where
you need a good overv.
There are also substantial beneﬁts of raster maps:
1) You get high quality raster maps for almost any part of the earth in varoius scales. You can even
scan and georeference your own raster map and thus produce your “own” digital map.
2) High quality raster maps usually have a very realistic map design which gives a good impression on
landscape characterstics and relief energy. Therefore, raster maps are suited much better for trip
planning than vector maps, except if yiou are interested in the fastest or quickest route.
Below you ﬁnd a typical example of a raster map at three diﬀerent zoom levels:
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Raster maps might be classiﬁed into 3 types:
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Standard raster maps
These include general bitmap formats like PNG, JPG, BMP, etc. Such formats are generated when
scanning paper maps. Such bitmaps ﬁles have to be calibrated in QV manually in order to use them
as a map.
Remark: Standard raster maps must always be loaded into the PC's RAM as a whole. Thus, depending
on your hardware speciﬁcation, the maximum map size will be limited. So, the more RAM you have
installed to your PC the better. In this context, raster maps in the TIF format make an exception: QV
can also load them in parts.

Geo-raster maps
Some special raster formats have been developed which include the calibration information in the ﬁle:
BSB (KAP), GeoGrid, GeoTIFF, etc. During import, these maps are automatically georeferenced in QV.

Optimized Geo-raster maps
Raster maps always encounter the problem that the image quality will vary with the zoom scale.
Some optimized raster formats are available which compensate for this loss in quality by
implementing diﬀerent zoom scales in a preprocessed inscription to the ﬁle format. The performance
and quality during zooming is remarkably increased.
These optimised geo-raster formats include: SID, ECW, BAYO and the proprietary QV format QBR.
Raster maps in one of these formats oﬀer optimum performance and are usually calibrated and ready
for use.

Vector Maps
In contrast to that, Vector Maps consist of pure point coordinates and a speciﬁcation on what element
the point coordinate belongs to and how it should be plotted. Such a point might be just the center of
a settlemet, a mountain peak or a part of a river, railway or road. In terms of roads, the huge beneﬁt
is that the road can be calssiﬁed according to road category (highway, interstate, country road, track,
etc.) and the topology of the whole road network is stored. So vector maps are an essential
requirement for routing functionalities: Usiually they provide a database which allow for adress
queries. Another advantage of vector maps is that, according to theit internal structure, the degree of
detail can be adapted to the zooml level. For example you can eliminate roads of lower categrories
when zooming out. Thus you always have a good overview when zooming in vector maps. The design
of a vector map in the map window is deﬁned by a rendering process. For this purpose, various point,
line and label styles are attributed to the corresponding structures and polygones like forests will be
ﬁlled with a deﬁned pattern. However the internal structur of such a polygone is always homogenous,
so no internal diﬀerenciation can be recognized.
Of course ther also some drwabacks of vector maps:
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1) It is a very huge eﬀort to produce them, so they are only available for areas with a high commercial
value.
2) They are always concentrated on speciﬁc topics like roads. Concerning other topics, their usability
is typically very limited. Exampel: if you are oﬀ the road network in a street map, you are in the
middle of nowhere and won't ﬁnd valuable information for orientation.
3) Usually, the map design is relatively poor and does not deliver anything like landscape
characteristics. Although this has greatly improved with some latest-generation topomaps, even such
high-quality vector maps cannot compete with high quality raster maps in terms of degree of detail
and plasticity.
4) Vector maps are always compiled for a speciﬁc software product. So they can only be used on the
platform for ehich they have been optimized.
Below you ﬁnd a typical example of a vector map at two diﬀerent scales:
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In our webshop you ﬁnd a huge range of various Raster and NAVTEQ vector maps.
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On the subject of accuracy
A careful calibration assumed, QQV will give you more accurate coordinates than you would be able to
extract from a map by other means. However note, that the following factors will inﬂuence accuracy:
The map resolution which is speciﬁed in dpi (dots per inch, i.e. the no. of pixels on the screen
per inch). The map resolution is determined during scanning.
The scale of the original map: If, for example, a map has been scanned with 150 dpi, a map
pixel in QV will correspond to approx. 0,2 map millimeters in 1:1 zoom display. With a map scale
of 1:500.000 this will translate to 100 m in the real word, in a map with 1:50.000 scale this
corresponds to only 10 m.
Many older maps which have been produced by conventional means and were primarily not
intended for GPS navigation may suﬀer from inaccuracies which are related to map design
reasons. Please note that inaccurate maps will not become more accurate when being used
with QV!
When calibrating a map try to locate the points P1, P3, P7 and P9 as close to the map corners as
possible. The mathematical term which approximates the coordinates will loose accuracy
outside this square.

Map reference system and map datum
The earth is not a perfect sphere but an ellipsoid, and even this is not symmetric.
In contrast to this, latitudes and longitudes refer to symmetric mathematically deﬁned circles which
are evenly distributed over the sphere. However, the earth's radius is not a constant but varies for
diﬀerent places on earth.
To cope with this problem, a radius will be deﬁned when creating a map which ﬁts best to a speciﬁc
geographic area. And, as the surface of the earth is a spheroid, 2 diﬀerent radii (semi-major and semiminor axes) have to be considered.
The map reference system or map datum deﬁnes a speciﬁc set of earth radii and thus to a speciﬁc
ellipsoid.
On the basis of this ellipsoid, a map will be created. Also a GPS receiver has to refer to a speciﬁc
ellipsoid in order to calculate a position. Several map reference systems with their speciﬁc
advantages and disadvantages are in use, not only for diﬀerent geographic areas but also within the
same country.
As a direct consequence, the coordinates of two maps which cover the same region and which are
compiled with diﬀerent map reference systems, the same point will have diﬀerent coordinates.
Or, if you switch your GPS unit to another map datum, the coordinates will change although your
location is exactly the same.
Therefore, if you want to specify your position with a GPS receiver in a map, you have to know the
map reference system and conﬁgure your GPS unit accordingly.
Meanwhile, the map reference system WGS 84 has been widely accepted as a global, international
standard but there are many maps which refer to another map datum. In general, local maps will not
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refer to WGS 84.
QV will facilitate all the troubles encountered with diﬀerent map reference systems a lot.
As all GPS units and QV will work internally based on WGS 84, you do not need to convert your GPS
unit but retain the basic WGS 84 settings, regardless of the map datum being used in a QV map. The
required coordinate conversion will be handled by QV together with your GPS unit.
When calibrating your scanned map, you should enter the map datum whenever available
(unfortunately it is not often the case).
Then, when you save coordinates in QV and transfer them to the GPS unit, QV will automatically
convert them to WGS 84.
And if you extract coordinates from your map, they will also be automatically converted to the map
reference system which you have currently set.
If the datum is not speciﬁed on your map, it is often worth asking the map manufacturer. The
accuracy of QV may remarkably increase by setting the adequate map datum! Most map publishers
will give you this information.
German maps are usually based on the Potsdam map datum, French IGN maps on New French
triangulation.
If you save waypoints in the QV map display, the necessary conversions are performed automatically.
When manually entering waypoint coordinates, you can select the map datum to which the
coordinates refer in the dialog input box.
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Online maps
QuoVadis 6 can use various online-maps. They are integrated completely in the normal map window,
so the way of the presentations of this maps is not diﬀerent to local installed maps. The data have to
be loaded “Live” by the internet, so a fast internet connection (DSL) is required for using this maps.
QV manages one local cache per online map. One visited areas are loaded from the cache at the next
time. Also without internet connection, for example during a trip, you can work with a map, if the
cache contains the required tiles.
Some functions to ﬁll up the cache and manage it you ﬁnd in Stil-Assistenten of the map.
At the moment the following online-maps are integrated in QuoVadis 6:
Open Street Maps®
Google Maps® and Google Satellite®
Yahoo Maps® and Yahoo Satellite®
Bing Maps® and Bing Satellite®
Some of this products are also available as Hybrid card (Satellite image with overlaid roadmap) or as
Relief map. Furthermore overlay functions with other card material are also available as for local
installed maps.
Following, three samples to illustrate what QuoVadis 6 can do with online maps:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyLEUAxHYA0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YG3-2NZvSdA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-G6nH6ArH0
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Legend
QV can handle one map legend for each directory. You can view this legend by clicking on the Legend
icon in the symbol bar.
For this purpose you have to create a bitmap with the scanned legend of the corresponding map in
your Bitmap Editor program, i.e. Paint Shop® or Photo Paint®. Save this bitmap as a GIF, BMP, TIF or
PNG ﬁle with the name LEGEND.BM in the map directory of this map and QV will show this legend in
an own window after clicking on the Legend
icon.
You can save another bitmap named HINTS.BM in the same directory which will be shown if you click
the Legend
icon with the right mouse button.
Additionally you can create legend and hint ﬁles in diﬀerent languages. In this case name the ﬁles
according to the following scheme, i.e. LEGEND_D.BM, LEGEND_E.BM and LEGEND_F.BM or
HINTS_D.BM, HINTS_E.BM and HINTS_F.BM. QV will then show the ﬁle according to the language
setting.

Search order
First of all, QV will search for ﬁles in the map directory of your hard disk with the names LEGEND.BM
and HINTS.BM, respectively. If these ﬁles cannot be found, QV will search for LEGEND_x.BM and
HINTS_x.BM in the same directory.
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Import new map
Usually you have to import maps once to QV before those can be used. According to the source of the
map, there are diﬀerent ways to do this.
Online Maps which come with QV Free, Standard or Poweruser do not require an installation as those
maps are installed through the standard installation routine of QV. You will then ﬁnd them in the
database “Online Maps”.

We also oﬀer a wide range of QV-MAPs in our own, proprietary data format. These include licenced
high quailty maps like Topomaps of various countries (usually from the national geographic surveys),
the general map series of MairDuMont®, similar maps from Freytag&Berndt®, the Reise-Know-How
World Mapping Project®, Russian army maps and NAVTEQ® street maps (Routing and Navi versions).
Usually, these maps are installed very easily using a setup utility which you ﬁnd on the CD/DVD.
Please note that these maps require a map-code, so you will be guided through a map-unlocking
procedure as part of the installation process. Please refer to Unlocking maps for further advice. We
also recommend to read the Readme textﬁle which you ﬁnd on the root of the CD/DVD and which may
contain valuable information. You can display this textﬁle using any text editor program or by opening
the ﬁle with MS Word®. Usually those maps will be installed to the My Maps database, so you will ﬁnd
them in adequately-named map tables of this database from where they can be directly opened.
As an example you will ﬁnd your NAVTEQ street maps in the NAVTEQ map table within the My maps
database.

Furthermore, you can import many maps of various third-party suppliers to QV. If you make a product
like QV compatible with so many diﬀerent map products, it is inevitable that the import procedures
will vary to some extent. However, if you follow the instructions below, you will usually not encounter
problems during map import.

Generally you have to decide if you want to import a single map ﬁle or if you want to perform an
automatic map import of a whole CD/DVD or map directory.
The ﬁrst alternative is the right option to import raster maps from MagicMaps or Garmin IMG vector
maps. It is also the right option if you want to import a mon-georeferenced bitmap ﬁle (e.g. scan of a
paper map). You can also use it if you know the exact ﬁle name of a map which you want to import.
In all other cases it is recommended to use the automatic map import utility.

Import of single maps
The simplest way to achieve this is a simple Drag & Drop operation: Just drag the map ﬁle (i.e. the
bitmap ﬁle on your hard disk or CD/DVD drive) from the Windows Explorer to a map table of your
choice in the QV X-Plorer window.
Alternatively you can click the Import New map
icon or select Import new map from the New menu
of the main menu bar. The following assistant will open:
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Choose one of the four options from the list. The default setting is Manually select single or
multiple map(s) in a folder which ﬁts most requirements and which is also the option you need
to import a MagicMaps product or Garmin IMG maps.
Alternatively, you can activate an Automatic import of all maps from CD or DVD or folder (see
below), an import of Mapserver - based maps (only available in the Poweruser and Professional
versions) or the an import of Online-Maps.
Make your choice and click Continue. A window will open where you can select one (or more)
ﬁles:
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Thereafter, the ﬁle will be listed in the New Map Assistant:
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Click Continue to skip to the next window of the assistant where you can deﬁne the destination
for the map import:

Accept the default to import the map to the My Maps database and the map table Maps or
select another option.
A last assistant window will open where you can specify if the imported map should only be
listed in the QV X-Plorer or whether you want the map to be directly opened.
If the map is already calibrated, it will directly be added to the X-Plorer list window.
If the map has not been georeferenced before, the calibration window will open.
For a description on the georeferencing procedure please refer to the chapter Calibrating of Maps.

Import of multiple maps from CD/DVD or importing a whole map directory
If you choose this option, every CD/DVD or map directory will be added as a new map table to the My
maps database or to the database and map table of your choice.
As some third-party-maps can only be imported after the installation procederure of the original map
viewer software has been installed, we generally recommend that you ﬁrst run the install utilities
which come with the originally map products. This is also essential in cases where the originally
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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product requires a registration.

Remark: Please note the installation directory. You will nee it lateron. Otherwise you can check the
installation directory lateron by a right-click on the icon on your desktop.

Thereafter, please proceed as follows:
Click the Import Map CD-ROM or Directory
icon in the New toolbar. You will also ﬁnd this as a
menu entry in the New menu of the main menu bar. The QV New Map Assistant will open and
show a window where you can choose a map directory which you want to import:

Mark the directory and conﬁrm by clicking OK. QV will then scan the directory and list
compatible maps:
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Mark all maps which you want to import using the Windows standard (simple left mouse click
for marking a single map, Ctrl + left mouseclick for marking several maps, shift + left
mouseclick for marking a consecutive no. of maps).
Click Continue. In the next window of the New Map Assistant you will be asked where you want
the maps to be stored in the QV X-Plorer. Accept the default setting In QV-Data\My Maps\Maps
(database My Maps and map table named Maps) or choose Select table from list and select a
database and map table from the tree-based X-Plorer ﬁle structure. You can also choose the
third option New Database which will be named according to the name convention New
Database_YYYY-MM-DD where YYYY stand for the year, MM for the month and DD for the day.
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You will then be asked if you want the maps to be listed in the X-Plorer or wether you want the
map(s) also to be directly opened:
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Make your selections and click Finish.
The maps will be imported according to your selections and will be listed in the QV X-Plorer:

You can now open any of the imported maps and work with them (see Map window).
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Calibrate a map
Before a map can be used in QV, it must be georeferenced or “calibrated”. This requires the
identiﬁcation of the map type and its reference system and the assignment of speciﬁc points to
known coordinates. This is essential in order to georeference the map, i.e. to enable QV to transfer
map coordinates to screen coordinates and vice versa.
So, in order to use a map in QV which is located as a bitmap on your PC harddisk (for example a
scanned map), three steps are required.

1. Import the map
So, ﬁrst of all, import the map as described in the chapter Import new map. Thereafter, you will ﬁnd
the map in the X-Plorer with the remark Not calibrated:

2. Open the map
In the next step, open the map in the 2D mode by clicking the icon Show in map

.

As the map ist still not calibrated, QV will indicate in the bottom line the positions as pixel
coordinates. The coordinates of the mouse pointer ar indicated in black, those of the map cursor in
magenta.
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3. Calibrate the map
Open the calibrating assistant by selecting File > Calibrate map… from the main menu.

In the ﬁrst page you can enter some general information like Name, Scale, Map number and
additional Info.
Then, click Continue to enter the map projektion.
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Specifying the projection

According to the selection made, speciﬁc options may appeaar at the button of this window.
Latitudes - Longitudes
This is the simpliest mode which you should choose, if
The exact projection of the map is unknown
The grid of the map is only slightly curved or not curved
The grid is labeled with longitudes and latitudes
UTM
This is the right selection for maps with a UTM grid. You will have to specify the UTM zone and the
hemisphere.

National Meter Grids
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For this option you have to choose the adequate grid system from the list.

Projection
For this option you must know the exact projection of the map, including all relevant parameters.

So, choose the projection from the list and enter the required parameters into the corresponding
ﬁelds.

Entering the reference points
On the third page of the assistant, you will have to specify the refernece point for the calibration.
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In order to make this as eﬃcient as possible (enter as many points as necessary but not more than
essential), various patterns are available.
See graphic above
This pattern is suﬃcient in case the map grid is only slightly curved, and 9 intersections of 3
3×3
latitudes and 3 longitudes are available.
So you have to deﬁne a total of 9 points in the map but only have to enter 3 coordinate values.
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2×2

This pattern is adequate if the map grid is not curved and four intersections of 2 latitudes and 2
longitudes are available.
So you have to deﬁne a total of 4 points in the map but only have to enter 2 coordinate values.
For the projections UTM and National Meter Grid, only this layout is available.

3-4

This layout has primarily been implemented for the mode projektion, where 3 points are usually
enough.
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3-9

Using this option, you can enter up to 9 points.
Functions of a reference point
The status iof a reference point is indicated by colors:
Still no coordinate entered, still no point in the map deﬁned.

Still no coordinate entered but point in the map already deﬁned.

Valid coordinate entered but still no point in the map deﬁned.
coordinate entered and point in the map deﬁned.

To enter a point in the map, ﬁrst click the corresponding button, e.g.
and the click on the
corresponding point in the map. A red mark will then appear at this point of the map:

As conﬁramtion, the corresponding button in the assistant will switch to green.
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Thereafter, please enter the geographic coordinate. You must enter the value in the the units which
are selected under Units. Thereafter, the entry ﬁeld will also switch to green.

Additionally, the Px icons have a drop-down menu:
Show point in map
Copy geo-coordinate from a
calibrated map

Moves the map in order to display this point.
Using this function, you can copy the coordinate which you have to
enter from a map which has already been calibrated.
Through this option, you can enter the X and Y coordinates in pixel
Enter pixel coordinate manually
units in the corresponding box.
This will delete the point deﬁnition, so that te status switches back
Delete point
to orange.

Save calibration
After all points are deﬁned, i.e. all ﬁelds indicate the status in green, click the Save button.
Thereafter, the calibration will be saved, the calibration status updated in the map list and the map
will be displayed. So you can control immediately, if the calibration is correct. If the software switch
“Keep dialog open” is set, the assistant will not be closed, so you can make further corrections if
required. Otherwise the assistant will automatically close.
Of course you can restart the assistant at any time in order to check or to modify the map calibration.
It is important to check the calibration! Follow the latitudes and longitudes with the
mouse pointer and watch the coordinates which are speciﬁed in the status line. If they
are not plausible, repeat the calibration.
Another test: Double click on a map point which is not close to a calibration point and
save this point as a waypoint. Plot this waypoint in the map and check whether the mark
is in the same place. If you have GPS tracklogs from this area, plot them in the map and
check for their correct placement.
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Map export, printing
QuoVadis 6 has the option to export maps in various ways. In this context it is important to distinguish
between raster and vector maps. Generally, that the map export is limited to raster maps; in this
case, every compatible raster map can be exported. In case of vector maps the only option is the
upload free Garmin IMG vector maps to compatible Garmin GPS units which is adressed at the end of
this chapter. This chapter covers:
1. Export of raster to compatible GPS plattforms and / or Software programs
2. Export of raster maps as a bitmap ﬁle
3. Upload of Garmin IMG vector maps to comaptible Garmin map plotters
Remark: The various export formats provide diﬀerent levels of protection against
unauthorized use. Therefore, copy right holders have imposed diﬀerent levels of
restrictions in terms of tolerated map extents for diﬀerent export formats.
Wich limit is eﬀective is indicated at the bottom of the map export assistant above the
yellow status line. The limit is always indicated in megapixels, and represents the
maximum area which is possible to export in terms of pixels.

2D or 3D
A map which is displayed in the 3D mode can only be printed or be exported as a screenshot. A
corresponding remark in the export assistant will inform you about this fact:
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In order to use all the options described here, please open the map in the 2D mode.
The export always is done in four steps. The export assistant will guid you thruough the procedure
step by step. At ﬁrst you have to open the map which should be exported or printed. Plot all te marks
which you want to include in the export.
Then start the assistant by selecting File > Print or File > Map export from the main menu.

1. Specifying the output device
First of all, you have to select to which kind of device you would like to export. Each device has its
speciﬁc parameter set which is listed below.
The following devices are available:

Printer
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Under Printer Settings you can select aprinter and deﬁne corresponding printing parameters. On the
last page of the assistant you can activate a page preview function. With protected maps, the
maximum number of pages is usually limited. In this case the limit is indicated in the status line of the
assistant.

Bitmap
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For some applications you need a bitmap export of a map including all geodate like planed trips in
order to include the map into a graphic presentation: For this purpose we implemented a bitmap
ratser export into QV. In this context it is essential to take care of the copyright regulations when
using a given map for such purpose. In any case it will vary from copyright holder to copyright holder
which map extents are allowed and what restrictions might be imposed. Generally if you are using a
map for personal use, you will not encounter problems. However, usually you are not allowed to use a
licenced map for public or commercial use. If you intend to use such a map in a public or
commmercial context, it is a good idea to contact the copyright holder and ask for a quote. In most
cases a standard pricing sheet is available wher you pay according to the type of use (internt or print
product) and the no. of copies.
Bitmaps can be exported as JPG, PNG or BMP ﬁle and in truecolor, 256 or 16 colors. Please specify
under ﬁle name the path, name and type of the export ﬁle.
Bitmaps are open formats, therefore the restrictions of copyright-protected maps are rather strict.
Usually, only screenshot resolutions will be admitted.

Compe RMAP
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The TwoNav platforms oﬀer the highest performance concerning raster map exports. They allow for
the largest map tiles and also oﬀer the best protection of exported maps against unauthorized use.
Therfore, the imposed restrictions of map copyright holders are minimal.
Besides the two TwoNav GPS units, the TwoNav software is available for many operating systems
such as Windows Mobile, Symbian, iPhone/iPad and MS Windows.
Any raster map can be exported to the TwoNav platforms. Concerning the possible tile sizes, the only
practical restriction is the 4 GB limit of the supported ﬁle size in a FAT-formated storage medium. This
allows for extremely large map tiles. However, as the raster maps are extremely large (up to 10.000
megapixels !), the map export may take very long. The TwoNav software can handle as many maps
as you like (as long as you have enough storage capacity) and can even show up to 3 maps at a time
including a mixed set of vector and raster maps!. This is currently a unique fearure on PDAs and
smartphones!
However, please note that the TwoNav platforms can only process TeleAtlas vector maps compiled by
compeGPS. So the map export from QV ist limited to raster maps.
The exported map ﬁle is locked against the Device ID (TwoNav GPS unit) or the Software ID (TwoNav
software), respecticely. This means that if you are working with several platforms, a given map must
be exported for every platform once.
Copyright-Protected maps will be locked against the device or software ID during the
export, so you will be asked to enter this ID. Therefore, this format usually allows for a
map export in unlimited size. However please note, that the ﬁle system of SD cards
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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imposes a limit of 4 GB ﬁle size, eevn if you have 32 GB memory available.
If you enable the software switch Register device ID under this name, you can enter a name in the
textbox below and QV will store the ID for your next export.

Magellan eXplorist/Triton

From QV 5.0.7.5 it is possible to export map-details to Magellan-devices, series eXplorist (not GC, not
older eXplorist) and Triton.
The maximum size of the created map-ﬁle should not exceed 2gb. The maps will be locked with the
serial-number of the device, which means, that they only run on the device, for which it wae created.
So please enter the device-Id of your Magellan, which is normally a 13-digit number and usually be
found in the info-menue of the device.
When the export is done, copy the generated RMP-ﬁle in to the device in the folder MAP in the internal
memory or on the SD-card. Please use the harddisk of your computer for exporting. For performancereason it is not recommended to export directly into the device.

Pathaway
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Historically, PathAway was the ﬁrst platform which allowed for a high-quality navigation with raster
maps on PDAs and smartphones. Meanwhile this software is available for hardware platforms with
Windows Mobile, PALM and Symbian operating system. In terms of functionality, PathAway is still one
of the most powerful programs. However, the maximum size of map tiles is limited and now
routing/autorouting functionality with vector maps is available. On the other hand, PathAway can
handle as many map tiles as you like (as long as the memory card of your PDA has enough capacity).
A unique feature is the Remote-Tracking option with PathAway Professional. On some markets,
PathAway is also available under the brand Tour Navigator which has usually a limited functionality
but uses the same map and data export ﬁles.
Ab QuoVadis 6.0.5.5 werden Exporte geschützter Karten verschlüsselt ausgegeben. Dadurch ist die
Beschränkung der Ausgabegröße entfallen und es können sehr große Kartenausschnitte auch mit
mehreren Seiten exportiert werden.
Geben Sie dazu die User-ID Ihres Gerätes ein:
- Windows Mobile: the UID (Unique Device ID) of the device. The UID is displayed ONLY on the
PathAway Register screen. Note: The UID is NOT the Serial number printed on the Handheld. UID is
always 10 uppercase characters with no spaces.
- Symbian: The user's IMEI is required. To determine the IMEI, the user must dial *#06# on their
Smartphone. The IMEI contains 15 numeric digits. NO SPACES. It is also displayed on the PathAway
About - Register screen. The IMEI is unique to each phone, and it is NOT the Serial number printed on
the phone.
- Palm OS: Encrypted maps will NOT run on PalmOS.
- iPhone (I will be adding this to the Settings→About PathAway screen. it will be the ﬁrst 10 characters
of their UDID converted to uppercase)
- WM and Symbian: This works on any Version 6.20 or higher - iPhone, will work on 5.52 (not released
yet) or higher.

Garmin Custom Maps
Since the ﬁrst Garmin approach to add raster map compatibility to advanced GPS mapp plotters, it
took years until this feature was made accessable to the European market. However, since decemer
2009, the Garmin Custom Map function was ﬁnally introduced. Currently this feature is avaliable to
the following GPS models: Colorado, Orgeon, Dakota, GPSMAP 62 and GPSMAP 78 (Please note that
with some older models a free ﬁrmware update might be necessary which can be downloaded from
the Garmin website).
Technically, Garmin has restricted the Custom Map function to a maximum of 100 map tiles with a
resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels each. The corresponding area which can be covered, varies with the
map scale: While a high resolution topomap with a 1:25.000 scale allows for approx. 30 x 20 km, the
custom map will cover the 4-fold with a 1:50.000 topmap. A topomap with a 1:100.000 will allow for a
coverad area of approx. 120 x 80 km.
Unfortunately, the custom maps must be uploaded to the internal memory of your Garmin unit (in the
folder Garmin\CustomMaps). You can upload more than one ﬁle but in any case only the ﬁrst 100 tiles
will be processed.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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If the selected map or map extent is too big, QV will automatically generate more than one custom
map at a time but as the maximum no. of 100 tiles are automatically realized, you can only upload
one of the generated custom maps at at ime. This means that you need a PC in order to change
custom maps as it is also not possible to prepare several custom maps on memory cards.
From a technical point of view, a single tile respresent a JPG ﬁle and all JPG ﬁles are packed in a KMZ
ﬁle. So the Garmin custom maps can also be used for Google Earth, and they can also be processed
with some Giove MyNav GPS units.
This format does not imply an encryption during map export, so te possible size of
copyright-protected maps is limited.

Google Earth
For this export mode, JPG tiles are generated which are ﬁnally packed in a KMZ ﬁle, so its the same
technique as for Garmin Custom maps. Such ﬁles can be opened and displayed in Google Earth®.
This format does not imply an encryption during map export, so te possible size of
copyright-protected maps is limited.

Ape@Map
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This software is specialized on raster map navigation with Symbian-based smartphones.
Copyright-protected maps are being encrypted during the export. You will have to select
the device from a list. Thus, you have to connect your device to the PC ﬁrst before you can
use this function. Due to the logging on speciﬁc hardware devices and the encrypted
format, usually no restrictions in terms of size of the exported maps are applied. However
the available memory of the smartphone might impose limits.

2. Deﬁning the scaling of a map export
After having deﬁned the device for the export, please click Continue to skip to the page where you
deﬁne the map section to be exported.

Map section and size
The following options are available:
Whole map
This view

In this case, the whole map is being exported.
The actual map view will be exported. Click on Rest in order to re-select in order to
reactivate this option, e.g. after having modiﬁed the displayed map section.
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Click on Select in order to deﬁne a rectangle which will be used to clip the map
area which should be exported.
The exported map section will be deﬁned in order that the route or track which you
selected from the list will entirely be covered. Only at existing points is an
option refering to the multipage output. If enabled, map sections will only be
created at points which can minimize the number of map tiles!

The selected map section will be indicated in the map window by a semi-transparent rectangle and
can be shifted with the mouse in case re-positioning is required. You can still zoom or the map
according to your needs. You can also add new pages through the function Add single pages which
you can then drag-and-drop with your mouse to whatever position you like.
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Scalierung of the map export
The scaling factor is the ratio between the size of the original map and the size of the exported
bitmap. A value of “1” indicates equal size. A value smaller than “1” means that te map will be
downsized. This can be useful in order to reduce ﬁle size or to stay under a given map size limit. For
example, a value of 0,75 means that the map will be exported at a toom scale of 75%. With high
quality maps, this may still result in an acceptable display quaity of the exported map.
In the example given below, a scaling factor of “1” results in a bitmap which is too large to be
processed:

Below, the scaling factor has been reduced, so the export is now possible:

By clicking the Max button, QV can calculate the scaling factor in order to adjust the limit to the
maximum value possible.

Multipage printout
QV can export several ﬁles at a time. Each output page will be indicated as a seperate rectangle in
the map display and can be freely positioned. You can also delete single single pages if required. All
maps will be exported in seperate ﬁles.
Button
Add
single
page

Will create a new page which can be positioned with the mouse in the map window.
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Will automatically create multiple pages in a raster array, either with ﬁxed width and
height from which the number of pages will be calculated, or a ﬁxed number and QV will
calculate the corresponding tile size.
The Overlapping parameter will deﬁne if and to what percentage neighboring tiles will
overlap. With the Print Pages button, the pages will ﬁnally be exported.

Multipage
export

Einzelne Seiten können bei Bedarf mit dem Befehl „Aus Karte entfernen“ aus dem Popup-Menü einer
Druckseite entfernt werden. Sie können auch mit der Maus einzelne Seiten verschieben, um so den zu
druckenden Bereich anzupassen.

Scale for printout
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Through te button scale the scale of the printout is controlled.
If disabled, the map scale will calculated so that the map extent will ﬁt the paper size. In this case, the
resulting scale will be printed in the ﬁeld scale.
If enabled, you can deﬁne a scale in the corresponding input ﬁeld. In this case, the map will exactly be
printed in the deﬁned scale.
Therafter, you click Print pages in order to printout the marked pages. According to the deﬁned
scale, multiple pages may result. If you have enabled the function Expand map extend to ﬁt paper
size, the map extent will be increased in order to ﬁll the printing format but tthe deﬁned scale will still
be considered.

3. Additional parameters
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A grid overlay will be applied to the map export.
A scale bar will be added to the map export.
Through this function, an increased text size can be applied. This is speciﬁed as a
percentage increase and will be applied to labels of waypoints, routen and tracks,
etc.
Through this function, an increased line width of tracks and routes can be applied.
The value is deﬁned as a percentage increase.
Hre you can enter a user-deﬁned text which will be added to the exported ﬁle along
with the copyright remarks.

4. Finish
On the last page of the assistant you ﬁnally start the printout or ﬁle export by clicking Done.
Depending on the number and size of the pages, this can take quite a while. A progress bar will be
displayed and a button to abbort the export or printout is also available.
Additionally, the following options are available:
Open ﬁle manager
Start external
application
Keep dialog open

After the export is ﬁnished the Windows ﬁle manager will open and display
the expored ﬁle(s).
Enter the path and name of an executable ﬁle which should be opened
along with the exported ﬁle(s).
If enabled, the assistant won't be closed, so you can go back to choose
other options and run additional exports.

For printouts, a page preview before printing function is available. If enabled, ﬁrst the printing
preview will be opened where you can check the result and ﬁnally start the prinout by clicking Finish:
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With the Close button, the printing preview window is closed.
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Garmin IMG and TDB vector maps
In the meantime we have a number of Garmin IMG vector maps in the internet. Many of the maps are
free of charge. You can display these maps in QV as vector maps and also transfer them to every
Garmin- chartplotter. For the import of those maps to QV look at the description in chapter import of
maps to QV.
There are diﬀerent types of Garmin-maps, which are supported by QV in diﬀerent ways:
Type
Maps of type TDB or IMG, which have not to be unlocked by
Garmin
For example free Garmin-maps, OSM, etc
Older maps of type TDB or IMG, which have to be unlocked by
Garmin
For example Topo Germany
Recent Garmin-maps of type NT or GMAP

Map display in Load from QV to
QV
Garmin
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

A Garmin-map contains mostly a TDB-ﬁle, several IMGs and eventually other ﬁles. The TDB is the
“Main-ﬁle”, which is imported into the Xplorer and displayed as map. And this ﬁle is transfered also in
the unit. IMGs are individual map tiles, which can be imported separately in QV and also be sended in
the unit. Normally only the TDB is imported and sended.

Import as map
look Map-import

Send in Garmin
Please mark the requested maps in the Xplorer and choose
Send in Garmin as map from the
toolbar of the Xplorers. The IMG-Upload assistent opens, in which you have to choose the connected
Garmin ﬁrstly.
On the second page you collect the requested maps:
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The table shows the selected ﬁles. Now you can add additional maps per drag and drop from other
tables of the Xplorers. You can also delete entries from the list by the Delete key. The whole
necessary storage is shown below. Currently it is not possible to choose map tiles in the map window.
In the unit the maps are displayed in a special name, which is generated automatically. If you untick
the boxes at Name Auto, you can also enter an own name.
Click on ﬁnish to start the transfer. Please note, that every map transfer deletes all in the unit saved
maps, beside the basemap.
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Map Cache
This chapter is currently not available and will be added lateron.
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DEM, Digital Elevation Models
todo
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GIS-Files
With the poweruser-version QV can now read many GIS-ﬁle formats and display it as maps. The
settings like colour and ﬁlling of the map-objects can be adjusted comfortable. Normally you have
complete notices concerning projection and coordinate system, so these maps don´t need to be
calibrated in QV.
GIS-ﬁles are imported by the map-import-assistent, when you choose the option Gis-Files. Please
look at chapter New maps import.
In QV the maps are as all other maps available in 2D or 3D modus and with various functions.
But there are also some added functions, which are not possible with normal maps.

Style
In an opened map you will see in the style-dialogue of a GIS-map another tab GIS:

By a double click on a lyyer another dialogue with many diﬀerent setting options opens.
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All options of this dialogue, for example the presentation of colours and other presentation
parameters, also dependend from data base values, are explained in detail PDF-Dokument. You will
ﬁnd it also in QuoVadis 6-program list as Gis_Properties.pdf.

Layer
After you have imported a GIS-ﬁle as a map, it exist ﬁrst a layer. You can add more ﬁles by clicking on
Layer add , which appear then each as additional layers. For exampel, when you have diﬀerent SHPﬁles, which you want to present all together in one map in QV, then start by importing the ﬁrst SHP as
a new map. Then please open this map and add other SHP-ﬁles there. This approach replaces the in
Q4 well-known QVP or QVC-projects.
By Layer delete you will delete a layer of the map. The ﬁle on the disk will be preserved.

Data Base -Infos
Many GIS-ﬁles contain database-information of several geometry-elements, for example for SHP-ﬁles
they are available as dBase-ﬁle (dbf). Please click on the button database infos to open a window,
which contains all database-infos of this map.
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You can let this window open, also when you close the style-dialogue. You can sort the list and jump
to the particular object by double click onto a line in the map.
When the display of tooltips is activated, you will be displayed in the tooltip the database-info to this
object where the mouse is. Additionally this obkect is displayed in the database-table, when you click
on in the map.

Export in Drawing
A GIS-map can not be edited in QV. When you like to change it, you can transfer it in Drawing.
Therefore please copy the map in a drawing table in the Xplorer. The geometry and the actual deﬁned
colours are transferred, but not the extended database-information.

Supported Formates
The following vector-ﬁle formats can be readed:
DLG (Digital Line Graphs) DGN DXF-ASCII(AutoCad Export format) DXF-BINARY (AutoCad Export
format) DWG 2000 E00-ASCII(ArcInfo Export Format) E00-BINARY (ArcInfo Export Format) FME
(eequires FME installtion) GDAL / OGR GDF 3.0 GML 3.1.1 (Geographic Markup Language) GPX (GPS
Exchange Format) GSHHS (Global Self-consistent Hierarchical High-resolution Shorelines) JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) KML (Google Earth Keyhole Markup Language) LandXML MIF (MapInfo
Import Format) OSM (OpenStreetMap) SDTS-TCP (TVP-Topological Vector Proﬁle) SHP (ArcView Shape
Format) S-57 (Marine charting format) TAB (Map Info Vector format) TIGER/Line VPF 3.0 (Vector
Product Format) WFS (OpenGIS Web Feature Service layer)
Raster-Formate:
ADF (ArcInfo Integer Grid) BIL BMP BT (Binary Terrain Grid) CADRG DEM (USGS Digital Elevation
Models) DT0 (Digital Terrain Elevation Data level 0) DT1 (Digital Terrain Elevation Data level 1) DT2
(Digital Terrain Elevation Data level 2) ECW (ﬁle based) ECWP (server based) FLT (Arcinfo Float Binary
Grid) GIF GRD (Arcinfo ASCIIGrid) GRD (Surfer ASCIIGrid) IMG (ERDAS IMAGINE) JPEG JPEG2000 MrSID
PNG SDTS-RPE (Raster Proﬁle and Extensions) WMS - OpenGIS Web Mapping Service Layer TIFF
(uncompressed, LZW, packbits, group4)
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QuoVadis Vector
todo

Import in QuoVadis
todo

Import in QuoVadis Mobile
todo

The Compiler
todo
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Compiler options
todo

Land - Ocean
todo
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Marks
Please select a topic from the table of content
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Types of geodata
In QV, all waypoints, routes, tracks, geocaches, trainings and drawing are summarized as Marks.
Thus, Marks represent the symbols, linis and drawing elements which are plotted in a map.
In other words: Marks refer to certain objects in the QV database. Following, an example for a map
where various types of geodata have been plotted on a tropographic map in a 3D map window:

In order to display geodata as marks in a map window, simply mark them in the QV X-Plorer and click
the Show in map

icon. For detailed instructions please refer to the chapter Displaying geodata.

Modifying the Style of plotted geodata
Of course you can also adapt the style of plotted geodata to your needs. To do this, you have two
options: Either you click the Style
icon in the QV X-Plorers (after marking the data of interest) or
right-click on the object in the map window and choose Style from the pop-up menu. You ﬁnd further
innformation in the Style chapter.

Labelling of marks
Each mark can be labelled with a user-deﬁned annotation. Thus, you can name all waypoint, routes,
tracks, etc. in a clear and unique way. Through the option Style in the pop-up menu or by clicking the
Style
icon in the X-Plorer, you can deﬁne the color, the text style and text size according to your
preferences.
There you can also select if only the name should be uses as label or if additional remarks should be
added as the coordinates of a waypoint.
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In order to avoid that important map details are masked, you can also move such a label by a simple
drag-and-drop operation with the mouse to another place (after switching to the Edit mode).
Of course all style options for all geodata will be saved in the database.
For furteher details ülease refer to the Style chapter.

Types of Geodata
There are a couple of diﬀerent categories of geodata and it is important to note their speciﬁcs and
diﬀerences. So, ﬁrst of all, some short deﬁnitions.

Waypoints
A waypoint is a unique location on the globe which is deﬁned by its coordinates (lattitude and
liongitude or easting and northing) and its elevation. In case an elevation value is missing, it is
supposed that the pont is located on the suface of the earth, so the elevation value is taken from the
DEM or it is left empty. Waypoints are plotted in a map using a speciﬁc, user-derined symbol.

Routes
A route is a list of consecutive waypoints which are linked by a line. So each position along a line is
represented by a route waypoint with its speciﬁc symbol. Usually a route is used in order to plan a trip
which is lateron uploaded to a GPS unit. Generelly route wayponts are placed at locations where
navigation decesions have to be taken (crossings) or at other important locations (restaurants, fuel
stations, lodges, etc.). Intersections between route waypoints are plotted line-of-sight, so the line
intersections do not show the exact course of the path but only the direction and distance to the next
waypoint. A Route will only represent the real way to gao if they have been calculated with “routable
maps” such as the NAVTEQ street maps with a “Routing” or “Navi” option.

Tracks
Tracks are nothing more than positions (also deﬁned by coordinates) in a ranked and numbered
order. Physically they are identicaly with waypoints but their labels and symbols are ﬁxed. Usually
tracks represent the exact course of a path or street. They can be downloaded as “tracklog” from a
GPS unit where they have been recorded when driving/walking/hiking. However, the can also be
created on the PC by simple mouseclicks an lateron be uploaded a suitable GPS. This can be a helpful
option with older GPS models where tracks can contain more points than routes.

Geocaches
Geocaches are pretty much the same as simple waypoints but they include a couple of attributes
which describe important characteristics of the “geocaches” such as size, diﬃculty, suitability for
families, etc.
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Trainings
A “training” is very similar to a tracklog recording from a GPS unit but additionally to the positions,
pysiological parameters like heart rate or cadence are recorded along with the track. This implies that
tranings cannot be generated in the PC software, they always come from a downloaded recorded of a
suitable GPS unit.

Diﬀerences between Routes and Tracks
Routes
As described above, a route is a list of waypoint, connected in a speciﬁc order and is usually used in
order to plan a tour. When a route has been created in the PC and has been uploaded to a GPSreceiver, the GPS unit will compare its own position with the next waypoint of the planned route and
will guide you to this destination. It is important to distinguish in this context whether we are talking
about line-of-sight navigation or a navigation along routable maps. In case of tour planing oﬀ the
public street network, most GPS units will use conventional line-of-sight navigation showing the
direction and distance along the beeline usually with a compass as navigation aid. If you reach the
ﬁrst wapoint, the GPS-receiver will automatically skip to the next one of the route and so on.
However, some sophisticated GPS units will allow for autorouting capabilities in case topomaps with
autorouting ﬁnctionality are installed. The same holds true for navigation along the public street
network. For most GPS units autoroutable street maps are available or already installed on the GPS
units.
Whether you are using GPS units with routable maps or not, this will not have a big inﬂuence on route
planing with QV. Just open a map which is best suited to provide you with the kind of details you need
for planing your tour in the way you like. Then deﬁne the route waypoints (e.g. starting point,
crossings, places for breaks, fuel stations, points for spending the night, etc.) and ﬁnally upload the
route to your GPS unit.
However please note, that in case of autoroutable maps installed in your GPS unit, your GPS will guide
you according its own intelligence from point to point (for example along the shortest or quickest
path). So it is of high importance how you deﬁne your route waypoints (i.e. your “stop-over-points”).
If you want to “force” your GPS unit to calculate the route along the path you originally intended, we
highly recommend to insert some extra stop-over-points on the intersections between your route
waypoints. If you place route waypoints only at junction points, your GPS unit has the option to
calculate the route through diﬀerent paths. As soon as you deﬁne an additional stop-over point in the
midlle of the intersection you really want to use, your GPS unit won't ﬁnd an alternative to the way
you really wanted to go!
No matter if you will follow your route conventionally or with dynamic autorouting: By an intelligent
planning of a route on your PC at home, you can later on ﬁnd the best way out in the real world by
foot, using a vehicle, a boat or plane. Your GPS unit will exactly lead you to the waypoints which you
deﬁned on your map with the PC.
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Tracks
As also described above, a track is also a set of points in a speciﬁc order. However, in contrast to a
route, the trackpoints are not named but only consist of geographic coordinates. Most GPS-units
feature an automatic logging of trackpoints. Please note that some GPS units will store additional
information on time/date or altitude. If available, these data will also be downloaded to QV and can be
analyzed. These tracklogs can lateron be downloaded and stored in QV. Thus, you can document on
any suitable map where you have been and also when.
You can also express it in another way: The route is the theory of where you wanted to go and the
track is the reality about where you have really been.
Please note that some GPS units will store additional information on time/date or altitude. If available,
these data will also be downloaded to QV and can be analyzed.
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Creating and editing
To create new data, an own menu has been created. You can access this menu by selecting New in
the QV main menu bar.
The following options refer to the manual generation of new geodata:
Command

Hotkey Icon Description

New waypoint…

Will open an assitant for creating new waypoints.

Save map cursor as
waypoint

Will save the actual map cursor position as waypoint.

New route…

Will open an assitant for creating a new route.

New track…

Will open an assitant for creating a new track.

New drawing…

Will open an assitant for creating a new training.

Edit marks ON/OFF

Ctrl + E

Receive from GPS…
Import…

Opens the editor for markings. Using this editor you can edit
very comfortably all kinds of geodata like waypoints, routes,
tracks, drawings or geocaches. This icon has a switch function.
For disabling the editor just click the icon once again.
Starts the GPS data download assistant. See chapter Download
of geodata from your GPS.
Starts the data import assistant. See chapter Import of data.

QV will automatically switch to the Editi Mode when creating geodata. This is indicated by the EditToolbox which will be docked to the top of the map status ﬁield. You can also open this toolbox by
clicking the Edit

icon in the Sandard toolbox:

This toolbox provides several functions for editimg geodata:
Icon Hotkey Description
ESC

Normal cursor mode

A

Add new point

W

New drawing-object, see also Drawings

M

Move point, hold Shift to move the whole object

I

Insert a new point between existing points

D

Delete a point

T

Cut into pieces

J

Join two parts

<

Enter new point numerically, e.g. distance and course

S

Magnet, Snap existing points

Ctrl-Z

Undo last action

F2

Rename

O

Select points with a rectancle or a lasso
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Icon Hotkey Description
Ctrl-C

Copy selection to X-Plorer

Ctrl-X

Move selection to X-Plorer

Hinweis: Bitte beachten Sie auch immer die Statuszeile am unteren Rand des Hauptfensters, in
welcher zusätzliche Hinweise der aktiven Funktion gegeben werden.
Following, the process is described for the creation of a waypoint and a route. However, the process is
the same for other types of geodata.

Creating a waypoint
The easisest option is to save the actual cursor position as waypoint. This function is directly available
in the Drop-down list of the New menu. You will also ﬁnd the New waypont option in this menu.
An assistent will open to guide you through the steps of this function:
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So this is how you proceed:
1. Open a map of your choice which ist best suited for creating the waypoint.
2. Choose New > New waypoint; the New waypoint assistant will open (see ﬁg. above left). In this
window you can deﬁne a name for the waypoint (“new waypoint” is the defailt). You can also
change the waypoint symbol by clicking the Change button in the lower part of the window.
Then continue with Next.
3. The second window of the assistant will open (see ﬁg. above right). As default “Save in QVData\My Data\My Waypoints” is activated. Use this option in case you aggree with the
destination where QV will create the waypoint. If you want to choose another destination click
“Select table from list” and specify in which database and waypoint table you want the
waypoint to be created. Conﬁrm your setting with Finish. Finally switch to the map window and
create the new waypoint by a simple left click with your mouse at the position where the
waypoint should be created. The coordinates will automatically be deﬁned through the
calibrated map. In case you have not had a map opened before, QV will ask you to open a map
from a suggested list. The maps which are listed are deﬁned by your Automap settings. For
further details see AutoMAP.

Creating a route
The creation of a route is done in a very similar way: Please proceed as follows:
1. Open a map of your choice which ist best suited for planing your tour.
2. Choose New > New route; the New route assistant will open (see ﬁg. below left). In this window
you can deﬁne a name for the route (“new route” is the defailt). You can also change the route
style by clicking the Change button in the lower part of the window. Then continue with Next.
3. The second window of the assistant will open (see ﬁg. below right). As default “Save in QVData\My Data\My Routes” is activated. Use this option in case you aggree with the destination
where QV will create the route. If you want to choose another destination click “Select table
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from list” and specify in which database and route table you want the route to be created.
Conﬁrm your setting with Finish. Finally switch to the map window and create the new route
point by point by simple left clicks with your mouse at the positions where the route waypoint
(“stop-over points”) should be created. The route waypoints will be numbered from RWP1 to
RWPn. The coordinates will automatically be deﬁned through the calibrated map. In case you
have not had a map opened before, QV will ask you to open a map from a suggested list. The
maps which are listed are deﬁned by your Automap settings.
When your new route is ﬁnished your, the map window will look similar to this:

Edit
Sie können jede Route, Track und jeden Wegpunkt jederzeit in der Karte ändern, indem Sie einfach
den Werkzeugkasten Edit
öﬀnen und die gewünschte Funktion auf die zu ändernden
Markierungen in der Karte anwenden.
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Drawings
Drawings are in QV a capable tool, to draw notices, additions, own contents and changes in the maps.
In contrast to tracks, routes and waypoints, which are determined as GPS-data for an exchange with
mobile navigation units, drawings serve as a enlargement of map contents. A drawing contains - as a
route or a track - a data base objekt, which is saved in a table with a freely selectable name. You can
add text into the information ﬁeld and link it with images, weblinks and data. The same also applies to
all other objects. Similar as a route contains route-WPs and a track track points, a drawing contains
many drawing-objects.
These can be:
Poly lines
Areas (Polygon)
Points
Highlighter - Lines
Circles
Rectangles
Symbols, Bitmap
Texts
All these drawings-objects have an own, freely selectable name, an information ﬁeld and the
opportunity to link it with photos, weblinks and data.

Creating new drawings
Creating of new drawings is analog to creating of tracks and routes with “New Drawing” in “New”Menue or the new-toolbar. Enter then the name of the drawing and the table, in which they sould be
saved. With the editing-toolbar at the lower end of the map window you can start drawing
immediately. Choose from the drawing menue (or button “W”) a tool and start drawing. A chosen
function for example a rectangle or poly line, stays active, until you stop it by Esc or choosing another
order from the toolbar.
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To set colour, ﬁlling and line power, choose “Style” in the drawing menue (Button “W”). The dialogue
for the style selection opens as a toolbox, that means, you can let it open and drawing at the same
time. Every selection in the style applies immediately to the actual drawing object and for new
objects.
The setting of own symbols in the map is very easy. Choose the tool “Symbol” and open the styledialogue. Go to the tab “User Symbol” and choose the ﬁle of the hard disc, where your symbols are
saved, which are dispalyed for the selection immediately. Click on your desired symbol and place it in
the map on the desired position.

Changing existing drawings
The toolbar “Editing” is also available for processing of drawings. You can not only delete or move
points, but also pace new points. For a detailed description of all options in the editing-toolbar look at
Edit marks.
Notice: If you like to create new drawing-objects by choosing one of the tools from the drawingmenue, you have to click ﬁrst on an available drawings element in the map, to determine this
drawing, to which the new object should belong to.

Importing
To import extern vector ﬁles as a drawing, for example SHP or DXF, you have to import these ﬁrst as
a map. Then this map can be copied in a drawing. Therefore copy the drawing in the xplorer and pace
it into a drawing table or move it per Drag & Drop.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Notice: Import of a vector ﬁle into a drawing is only necessary, if you intend to change it. To display a
vector ﬁle only, it is enough to import it as a map and load it as an overlay. Displaying as a map
oﬀers you a very much higher performance, as displaying as a drawing.

Exporting
A drawing can be exported as SHP.
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Show in map
To visualize geodata just mark them with a left mouse click in the corresponding table listing (to mark
multiple geodata use Ctrl + mouse-click) and then click the Show in map icon

.

The show in map assistant will open (see below):

The following options helps you to ﬁnd the right one from all of your cards:
In which map?
this option is available, if one or more map windows are open, which are then
in the list.
With this option QV search in your data base considering the automap-setting
choosing the map
and lists all matches
When this option is chosen, the selected map is opened in a new window,
In a new map window
otherwise the map replaces the map in the actual window
In the active map

Adjust map selection to loaded marks
Unchanged
The map selection is not changed.
First point
The map selection is zoomed to the ﬁrst point of your selection
Zooming all of the graﬁc The map selection is zoomed to show the whole selection.
The AutoMAP-setting determines, in which map-tables it should be searched for suitable tables.
Depending on how your database is organised, you can control, which maps you like to be oﬀered.
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AutoMap
oﬀ

AutoMap No search in the database.

Only
actual map
table

Only these maps are oﬀered, which are in the same map table, like the actual opened
map.

Only
tables of the Only these maps are oﬀered, which are saved in the same database as the actual map
or as the data, which you like to be displayed.
actual
database
In the database menue you can mark map tables for this option

All
marked map
tables

In all databeses are searched for those tables, which are marked there as Including

All map
tables
Actual list
Only available
maps
Using online
maps

It is searched in all map tables of all databases, that means in the whole database.
Only those maps are oﬀered, which are saved in the same directory or in an
subdirectory as the actual map or the data, which you let be displayed.
n this case all maps, which are available actually, are used. Maps, which were
imported in QV, but are not available actually, are not be used (for example maps,
which are in external drives or in the network, if these networks or the LAN is
actually not available).
When online maps, that means maps, which are loaded by the internet, for example
google maps or OpenStreetMaps are included the search. If these online maps have
a world wide coverage, they will be listed at every search.

The founded maps are listed in the table with its scale, name and ﬁle location. You can also sort the
list by a click on the column header.
Therefore select a map and click on Completing or double click on a map to open it.
On the second page of the assistant you will have a selection of more options:
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If you open the map in a new map window, you can determine the mode, 2D or 3D and you can
choose, if the map window should be activated now or if it should stay in the background, because
you would for example like to load more data from the Xplorer.
Tip: To improve the performance of large databases, you can save your databases thematically
suitable in diﬀerent directories and then work with AutoMap-Setting actual directory.
Why? QV opens databases only after they are needed. This is the case, when you search a map,
which shows a special point. With the AutoMap-Setting actual directory only the databases actual
directoryare opened, with every other setting all databases are opened and scanned.
An example of Google® Satellite Online-map with diﬀerent drawed geo data you will ﬁnd below:
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Style
With the style assistant you can adjust various options for every waypoint, route and track. Therefore
start the assistant:
for example with the Xplorer, by which you select the desired object and the style
with a
click
you can also select several objects in the Xplorer, then the changes in the assistant will be
adapted for all selected objects
for a loaded map with style in the project manager
or with style from the map-Popup menue
After that the style - window opens with several registers for the adaption of diﬀerent style
characteristics.

Generally

Defaults

Preview
display

Loads standard-values for style and overwrites all previous adaptions at style.
Only available, if the style would view from the Xplorer. With both buttons you can
load and edit the next or previous object from the Xplorer. It it useful to change the
style of many objects.
If selected, every change is displayed immediately on the object in the map,
naturally only, if the object is also visable in the map
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Closes the assistant without saving
Saves the changes without closing the assistant
Saves the changes and closes the assistant

Labelling

Through the Label tab (above right) you can specify several parameters which inﬂuence the style of
the waypoint labelling like font, size and color, text background color and placing and alignment of
the text. You can also select which kind of information should be plotted as waypoint label. These are
the options: Name, Coordinates, Date, Description and Altitude.

Symbol
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On the Symbol tab (above left) you can specify wich symbols should be used and in which color and
size they should be plotted. You can also specify how a symbol should be projected in the 3D mode
and if you want to apply a rotation or tranlation to the symbols.

Symbol Trackpoint
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On the Symbol Trackpoint tab (above left) you can specify if trackpoints should be plotted and, if so,
in which which symbol, colors and size. You can also specify how a symbol should be projected in the
3D mode and if you want to apply a rotation or tranlation to the symbols.

Line
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On the Linestyle tab (above right)you specify the line type, color and line with (seperate for ourline
and ﬁlling). You can also disable that tracklines are being plotted.

Track colours
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Select normal on the Trackcolors tab if you want the trackline to be plotted in the color which you
speciﬁed in the Linestyle tab.
If you want the trackline to be color-coded according to Speed, Altitude, Acceleration, Vertical Speed,
Slope or Age of the trackpoint, tickmark the corresponding option.
For further detail please refer to the chapter Color-Coded Tracks.

Height, Links
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The last tab of the Track Style Window summarizes options related to altitude in the 3D mode and to
links which can be attributed to the track.
Concerning altitude, you can assign the track to sealevel (down to zero), stick it to the ground surface
(clamp to ground) or plot the track according to the measured altitude value of the GPS unit
(Absolute). You can also deﬁne an oﬀset which corresponds to the altitude above surface relief.
Under Links in map, you can link symbols or photos to trackpoints and deﬁne a size and an oﬀset for
their placement relative to the corresponding trackpoint.
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Streetrouting
Please select a topic from the table of content
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Introduction
Street-Routing functionality requires vector data with a classiﬁed topology of the road network. In
QuoVadis, this requires our NAVTEQ® map compilations.

Currently, we can oﬀer these maps for a total of 54 countries which are sampled in the following
product coverages:
Germany, Austria, Switzerland.
Western Europe including Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Eire (Republic of Ireland), Faroe
Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Greenland, Guernsey, Iceland,
Italy/Vatican City, Jersey, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Norway, Portugal, San Marino,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, United Kingdom.
The whole of Europe including Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Eire (Republic of Ireland),
Estonia, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Greenland, Guernsey,
Hungary, Iceland, Italy/Vatican City, Jersey, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia &
Montenegro, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Turkey, Ukraine,
United Kingdom.
Northern America including USA, Canada, Mexico.
Southern Afrika including Southafrica, Namibia, Bostwana, Mosambique, Lesotho, Swaziland.
Please note that the NAVTEQ® map are mainly limited to the public road network. So you should not
expect forest roads or tracks to be included in this vector topology!

We oﬀer these maps in two versions with diﬀerent functionality:

NAVTEQ® Routing
This version allows for a route planer functionality. So, using a NAVTEQ® Routing map, you can
calculate routes from address A to address B according to various preferences (see Street-Routing
Preferences). You can also account for stop-over points which can be searched from the address
database or be speciﬁed directly in the map. The calculated route is listed as a summary statistics
and as a list of navigation instructions. It can also be stored as a track or a route and thus can be
uploaded to compatible GPS devices.
However, it is important to consider several points when uploading such data to a GPS device:
For a turn-by-turn navigation you need a GPS device with autorouting capabilities.
Most GPS devices will only be able to use an uploaded route for turn-by-turn navigation. A track
can only be displayed as a “guideline where to drive” without turn-by-turn navigation. An
exception of this are the Garmin® Zumos which can convert a track to a route.
Beware that most GPS devices cannot handle too many stop-over-points. Any point along the
route where a navigational choice has to be made, will be considered as a “stop-over-point” by
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the GPS device. So may routes are simply too long for such a purpose.
The GPS device will always use its own logic to ﬁnd the best route between stop-over-points.
This will be calculated according to the priority set in the routable GPS device.
Therfore, it is of high importance to specify stop-over points in a way that you need a) as few
points as possible to deﬁne a route, and b) in a way that your GPS unit has little chance to
recalculate something which is not in aggreement with your original intension. Therfore we
recommend to deﬁne stop-over-points not by enetering a point in the cities and settlements
which you want to visit but on the roads in between. We also recommend to upload such a
route before you calculated the complete tour in QV. Thus you can “ﬁx” a tour with comparably
few points and you GPS device won't get overloaded with stop-over-points. Therafter make the
route calculation to see how long it is going to take, how much fuel you are going to need, and
so on. Just make some test with the route consisting of the stop-over-points and the result of
the calculated route and you will quickly understand what its all about…

NAVTEQ® Navi
This version includes the complete route planer functionality decribed above. Additionally, it oﬀers
dynamic autorouting capabilities, so real turn-by-turn navigation with optional voice-guidance and an
automatic route reclaculation in case you lost your original track. So, generally a NAVTEQ® Navi map
only makes sense if you use your notebook or tablet-PC in your vehicle for online navigation.
Concerning route planning and upload of routes and tracks to your GPS device everything stated
above also holds true when using this version of the NAVTEQ® map.

Please note that the licence agreement for the NAVTEQ® Routing and Navi map versions are only
valid for non-comercial use.
For remote tracking applications like ﬂeet tracking or monitoring of other objects on a headquarter PC
application, other NAVTEQ® licence models are required. In this case please contact us under
support@qvgps.com.

Please note that we cannot guarantee for the correctness of a calculated route! You are always
responsible for driving inaccordance with valid traﬃc regulations even if a calculated route will
suggest something diﬀerent. The routing functionality of QuoVadis is a helpful aid to make strretnavigation more comfortable. However we cannot be made responsible for incorrect or misleading
navigation instructions. The reponsibility for safetey during public traﬃc lies always in the
responsibility of the driver!
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Calculating street routes
Activating the Street-Routing function:
In order to open the street-routing module in QuoVadis click this
will open which is initially empty:

icon. The street-routing window

Searching for address
By clicking the Search for name
icon, a window will open allowing for various search functions
related to names and addresses. To search for addresses, choose the NAVTEQ address tab:
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You will have to deﬁne the country ﬁrst from the pull-down menu.
The ﬁleds ZIP-code, City, Street and No. are AND / OR input ﬁleds. So it is not obligate to complete all
ﬁleds but the more ﬁlelds you are using the less results will be listed and suggested. After making
your inputs just press Enter to see the listed results.
Choose the data set which ﬁts your needs and click the
the street-routing window.

icon to copy the entry to the station list of

Enter Point from map
You can also enter a starting, stop-over or destination point directly in any map using a left-click of
your mouse. To do this simply click the Enter position in map
click to the desired position.

icon, switch to the map window and

After the starting, stop-over-points-and destination points have been entered, the station list may like
sililar to this:
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If you have the need to alter this list, the following options are available:

Deleting points from the station list
To delete a point form the station list, simply mark the point(s) and click the delete

icon.

Start with a new route navigation
If you want to start a completely new route calculation, simply click the New
street-routing window ill be cleared.

icon. The complet

Copying points to the clipboard
If you want to copy any station point for another use, e.g. to add it as a waypoint, you can copy it to
the clipboard by clicking the copy

icon.

Saving search queries
If you want to save a given search querie you can do so clicking the Save
open (see capter Search Functions) for further information.

icon. An assistant will

Before calculating the route you should continue with specifying your routing preferences. Please
refer to Street-Routing Preferences.
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Show route
After you have deﬁned your starting and destination point, added all stop-over-points, deﬁned your
routing priorities and pressed the Calculate buttom, the result of the route calculation will be listed:

In the upper part of the window you will see the starting, stop-over and destination points. In the
example shown above, these all refer to addresses which have been searched from the address
database.
In the center part of the window you will ﬁnd a list with all stations along the route, followed by a
column wit the times traveled until this station and the cumulative distance to this point. Further to
the right you ﬁnd a description on the required navigation steps.
At the buttom of this window you ﬁnd the summary statistics of your route like total length, total
travelling time, total fuel consumed and related costs.
Additionally the choosen proﬁle and routing priority is speciﬁed and also the no. of route segments
and points.
If you are running several route calculations, you will ﬁnd the results of your last calculation in the
ﬁeld to the right in order to fascilitate your choice.

Clicking the Show in map

icon will swith to te map window and show the calculated route. When

clicking the zoom to entire route
route.
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Truck-Routing
Mit den optional erhältlichen Truck-Attribute-Data stehen beim Routing, Navigation und der
Kartendarstellung für LKW-Fahrer interessante Zusatzinformationen bereit.
Zur Zeit (Dez.2012) ist nur der Artikel V11001 “DACH_Truck Navteq 2013” erhältlich. Er enthält die
normale Navteq-Karte für Deutschland, Österreich und Schweiz und zusätzlich für LKW relevante
Strassen-Attribute wie maximale Abmessungen und Gewichte.
Im Xplorer im Routing-Proﬁl wählen Sie bitte “LKW” aus und geben Sie die Abmessungen und das
Gesamtgewicht ein:

Von nun an berücksicht QV beim Routing und bei der Navgation die Maße Ihres Fahrzeuges und
vermeidet solche Strassen, die als zu eng markiert sind oder deren Traglast nicht ausreicht.
In der Kartendarstellung können Sie solche Strassen markieren. Aktivieren Sie “Truckdatas” im
Projektmanager:
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Violett markierte Strassen bedeutet zeitlich beschränkte Sperrungen, z.B. Nachts oder am
Wochenende.
Rot markierte Strassen bedeuten, daß hier Einschränkungen bezüglich Gewicht oder Abmessungen
herrschen.
Wenn Sie mit der Maus über so eine markierte Straße fahren, werden Ihnen die Details angezeigt, z.B.
Brücke gesperrt über 18 to.
Dies bitte mit Vorsicht und gesundem Menschenverstand nutzen. Wir können nicht für Vollständigkeit
und Richtigkeit der Truck-Attribute garantieren. Wenn Sie Ihren Laster unter einer Brücke verkeilen,
ist das niemals die Schuld von QuoVadis! Sie als Fahrer haben zu jeder Zeit die alleinige
Verantwortung für die Fahrstrecke.
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GPS devices
The range of GPS units has become excessive. Some GPS models can only handle GPS coordinates,
others support map display (so called map plotters) and street-focussed Navi-systems support
dynamic autorouting.
Unfortunately many “navi-systems” no longer support the basics of GPS navigation, i.e. the classical
navigation with waypoints, tracks and routes which is still the only option when travelling oﬀ-road or
in remote areas. In some cases it is even not possible to enter coordinates or to display coordinates of
your actual position.

In this context it is obvious that the support QV can provide concerning data exchange with various
GPS models varies greatly. Following you ﬁnd a listing which reﬂects this situation.
Concerning the question of map upload from QV to GPS models please refer to the chapter Exporting
maps. In this chapter we mainly focus on the exchange of geodata!

Generally speaking, waypoints, tracks and routes can be exported to most models of the brands
GARMIN (including iQue series), MAGELLAN, MLR, LOWRANCE and EAGLE (Up- und Download).
However, because of the excessive no. of diﬀerent models, we cannot guarantee that each model will
be compatible (concerning the Magellan Triton series please read the remarks further down in this
chapter).

Ccompatible GPS models
Using the following Garmin GPS models you can exchange waypoints, tracks and routes using the QV
functions Send to GPS / Receive from GPS:

Garmin Map plotters:
Garmin GPS 40, 45, III, V
Garmin GPSMap 60 series
Garmin GPSMap 176/276/278/378C
Garmin eTrex Vista HCx, Legend HCx
Garmin GPSMap 76 Cx/CSx
Garmin Streetpilot 2610, 2720, 2820 (BMW Navigator III)
Garmin Zumo 220/400/500/550/660 (BMW Navigator IV)
Garmin Colorado 300
Garmin Oregon 200/300/400/450/450T/550/550T
Garmin Edge 605/705
Garmin Montana 600
Using these map plotters you can also upload free Garmin IMG vextor maps from QV.
However, original Garmin map products in this format with selective map activation cannot be
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uploaded. Please also note that all original Garmin maps in the NT format (all new map products) are
not compatible with QV.

Raster maps like the oﬃicial topomaps of the national geographic surveys can only be uploaded using
the Garmin Custom Maps function which is available only for Outddoor models of the new generation.
You ﬁnd further information in the chapter Exporting maps.

Garmin GPS models without map support:
Garmin GPS 38
Garmin Etrex
Garmin GPS 60 series
Garmin GPS 72
Garmin ZUMO 340LM
These models support a direct data excahnge of waypoints, tracks and routes using the QV functions
Send to GPS / Receive from GPS.

Magellan-GPS models:
Magellan SporTrak series
Magellan Meridian series
Magellan Mobile Mapper
Magellan Crossover
These models support a direct data excahnge of waypoints, tracks and routes using the QV functions
Send to GPS / Receive from GPS.

TwoNav (CompeGPS) GPS models:
TwoNav Aventura
TwoNav Sportiva
TwoNav Delta
TwoNav Ultra
These models support a direct data excahnge of waypoints, tracks and routes using the QV functions
Send to GPS / Receive from GPS.
Furthermore, thanks to an encrypted and locked map format an upload of raster map upload of all QV
compatible maps in very huge map tiles is supported. You ﬁnd further information in the chapter
Exporting maps.
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Non compatible GPS models and GPS models with limited compatibility
Following you ﬁnd a listing of GPS models which do not allow for a data exchange with QV or which do
only support limitednavigation functionalities.
These include:
All typical street navigation GPS units of various brands if those do not support a data exchange
through the GPX format
Garmin Nüvi series
Giove MyNav GPS models - However a data exchange is possible using the GPX format and the
export / import functions of QV.
Magellan Triton series - However a data exchange in both direction is possible through the
Magellan-Vantage Point - Software using GPX ﬁles.
TomTom - However a data exchange in both direction is possible through the export / import
functions of QV.
Tripy / Tripy II - However a data exchange is possible using the GPX format and the export /
import functions of QV.
Suunto X9i - However a track download is possible through the Suunto software utility after
GPX data conversion.

GPS-Online mode
You can use all NMEA compatible GPS models for the GPS Online mode with QV.
Alaos some Garmin Outdoor units support this mode. These include Garrmin GPS 40, 45, III, V, Garmin
GPSMap 60 and 76 series, Garmin eTrex Vista HCx, Legend HCx and the Garmin GPSMap models
176/276/278/378er series. In some case, when a GPS unit is identiﬁed as mass storage device under
Windows after USB connection, it may be required to modify the system settings. For example you
have to activate the Garmin spanning mode under Settings - Interfece. After PC-connection the device
will ask if you want to change to the mass storage mode. Select No and the unit will work in the GPS
Online mode instead.
Also the Magellan SporTrak, Meridian-, Explorist and Troton series and the Mobile Mapper can be used
for the GPS Online mode. The same holds true for the TwoNav Aventura.
New in Windows 7, and 8, that especially in the computer (notebook, tablet) built-in GPS receivers are
no longer accessible via a serial interface, but are registered in the system as a location sensor. The
wizard GPS online mode recognizes these devices and you can then use just like external,
conventional GPS receiver in the GPS online mode.

PDAs and Smartphones
Concerning the compatibility of PDA's and Smartphones the possibilities of exchanging waypoints,
tracks and routes are strictly depending on the software used.
Compatibility is proved using the following products:
PathAway (Standard and Professional) for the operating systems Windows Mobile, PALM and
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Symbian.
TwoNav for Windows Mobile, Symbian and iPhone.
Ape@Map for Symbian

Remark:
We do our best to keep the information provided in this chapter updated. However, we cannot
guarantee this list to be complete or free of eror!
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Connecting your device
You can connect your GPS unit with a PC using various interfaces. While a serial connection was the
standard some years ago (COM or RS232 port with Sub-D9 connector), nowadays almost every GPS
unit is connected through a USB cable. In this context it is important to note that the NMEA standard
is technically determined as a serial data ﬂow, so all NMEA-compatible GPS units with USB connector
have a USB-serial-converter implemented.
Please note that in some cases and/or with some Windows versions, the drivers for those USB-serialconverters might cause problems. If so, please contact our technical support. The same holds true if
you have to connect a GPS unit with a USB interface to a PC with a COM port. In this case you also
need an external USB-serial converter.

Generally, you have to conﬁgure the interface to your GPS unit once in order to enable data
communication. However, QV features a routine for an automatic detection of GPS units. So, most
compatible GPS units will be identiﬁed automatically and all required interface parameters will be set.
This routine is automatically triggered when you click the Send to GPS
or Receive from GPS
icons (as long as you do not disable the AutoScan function). An assistent will open where you can
select the Brand and model of your GPS unit and also the Port (interface) used. As Default both input
ﬁelds are set to Automatic, so QV will try to identify the unit and the interface used. QV will list all
identiﬁed and currently connected GPS models. Just tickmark the unit you want to communicate with
and proceed with data Up- or download by clicking Continue.
If your GPS unit should not be identiﬁed automatically, you can click on the Find GPS - Button or
choose the brand and port from a pull-down menu. If your model is not listed you can try to ﬁnd a
settiing which works.
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Download from GPS
Usually you will save a protocol of your trip when you are out with your GPS and also store some “hot
spots” as waypoints. The protocol of your path is called Tracklog and it represents are normal track
with all points where you have been. The trackpoints are not named but onlx numbered in a
consecutive order. In most cases they will include information about actual altitude, speed and course
and they will contain a time stamp. However, please note that this is not always the case: Some GPS
units distinguish between Active Logs and Saved Logs and when copying an active log to a saved log
in the GPS unit some information might be lost like time stamp, speed or course in order to save
storage capacity. GPS-units for sport activities may also record data on heart rate or cadence.

In any case, these tracklogs can lateron be downloaded and stored in QV for visualisation or analysis.

To download a tracklog from your GPS please proceed as follows:
Connect your GPS with the serial or USB cable with your PC and switch it on. You have to
conﬁgure the interface to your GPS unit once in order to enable data communication. Most GPS
units will be identidied automatically when clicking the Send to GPS
or Receive from GPS
icons. For further advice please refer to the chapter Connecting your GPS to a PC.
You have two options to download data from your GPS unit:
a) You click on the Receive from GPS icon

in the X-Plorer.

b) You select New > Receive from GPS

In both cases, the GPS Download assistent will open and guide you through the required steps and
settings:
In the ﬁrst window (above left) QV will list the detected GPS units and the corresponding Ports.
If more than one GPS unit is connected, you can choose from various brands or ports, or trigger
an automatic scan through the Find GPS button. You can also simply tickmark one of the listed
models and click Next. The second window of the assistent (above right) you can select which
kind of data you are interested in. Choose at least one category, however you can also tickmark
all categories which are active.
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In the third assistent window (above left) you can choose the destination where the data will be
stored. In cases where several data categories are imported, QV will usually suggest to import
all data to a new database. The default name will be derived from the date, e.g. New
Database_YYYY-MM-DD where YYYY represents the year, MM the month and DD the day of the
month. Continue with Next. Finally you can choose in the fourth assistant window (above right)
what you want to see after the data import has ﬁnished. The options are Show data in map
and/or Show data in X-Plorer. Then click Finish.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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All selected data will then be imported and you will see a progress bar (see below left). Please
also note that, accoring to the amount of data stored in the GPS unit, this might take quite a
while. When the data import is ﬁnished, you will also get a summarizing message (see below
right):
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After the download is completed, the corresponding tracktable will look similar to this example:
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Thereafter you can visualize the tack on any installed map, analize it (see chapter Track analysis),
export it to a ﬁle or upload it to another GPS unit.
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Upload to GPS
Today, many sources for GPS data are available. Besides tour planing in QV, you can also download
various types of geodatea (waypoints, tracks, routes, geocaches, etc.) from many internet GPS
platforms.

Following, we describe the upload of a route to a GPS unit as an example. Please proceed as follows:
Connect your GPS with the serial or USB cable with your PC and switch it on. You have to
conﬁgure the interface to your GPS unit once in order to enable data communication. Most GPS
units will be identidied automatically when clicking the Send to GPS
or Receive from GPS
icons. For further advice please refer to the chapter Connecting your GPS to a PC.
Open the QV X-Plorer by clicking on the
icon.
Mark the route(s) which you want to upload (see below).
Click on the Send to GPS
icon. The GPS Upload assistent will open.
In the ﬁrst window (below right) QV will list the detected GPS unit(s) and the corresponding
Ports. If more than one GPS unit is connected, you can choose from various brands or ports, or
trigger an automatic scan through the Find GPS button. Simply tickmark one of the listed
models.
Continue with Next or directly start the export by clicking Finish.

* If you continue with Next
windows 2 and 3 of the assistent will open. Currently window 2 (below left) only allows to activate an
additional option. In window 3 you can specify if the GPS unit should be switched oﬀ after the upload
has been ﬁnished.
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* The Upload process will be
visualized by a progress bar. When the data upload is ﬁnished, window 4 of the assistent will be
updated and show a summarizing message about the uploaded data:
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Thereafter you can disconnect your GPS from the PC and you will ﬁnd the uploaded geodata in the
corresponding menus of your GPS unit.
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GPS online mode
Please select a topic from the table of content
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GPS-Online
The GPS-online-modus is determined as a navigation-modus for driving conditions. With a connected
GPS-receiver QV shows the own position on the map in 2D and also in 3D-modus and oﬀers much
more functions of the navigation. For Car-PCs with touchscreen-display a special “TouchscreenModus” is available, which reduces the display to the minimum, shows the map in maximum size and
the required functions you need in this modus are on large buttons, easy to ﬁnd per ﬁnger.
To service a pc during driving reduces your conzentration on the traﬃc, the
route and the site. Please stop driving, if possible, to work in QV or let your
co-pilot do the pc work, it´s for your safety!

Assistent GPS-Online
Firstly you have to make some general settings, as selection of the GPS-unit, style, save intervall of
the tracklog etc. Select

Settings from the GPS-Online menue to open the GPS-Online assistant.

GPS-Settings

On the ﬁrst page of the assistant select the GPS-unit. If the button AutoScan is activated, QV tries to
ﬁnd a connected unit automatically. Accordingly to the selection all units are searched and displayed
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in the list, what was found. The base setting is Manufacturers = Automatic and Port =
Automatic, so it is guaranteed, that all supported units were found.
Conﬁgurate GPS-receiver manually
The auto-scan of all ports takes a little time. The scan of all ports is necessary, if diﬀerent GPS-units or
other (USB)ports are used. If it is a build-in GPS receiver or a GPS-mouse, which is always connected
with the same USB-port, the port can be conﬁgurated manually. Hereby the GPS search is starting
with this port directly and the GPS-Online-Modus can be started in shortest time. The assistant
displays the COM-port and baud rate after a successful scan. To conﬁgurate the COM-Port manually,
click on the small blue button in the window “Port:” and select “Serial”.
Please adapt the given information as the following example shows:

When the general setting is done, select the check box “AutoScan”, “Auto start if connection GPS
activated”, then you will receive your actual position in the map displayed after a short time and
pressing the f4-button or the button of the menue

(If your GPS-receiver has reception).

The button Start automatically if connection to GPS controlls, if the GPS-online-modus should
start immediately, when the GPS was found, or if the assistant should be opened for some more
settings:
When the GPS gwas found, the assistant will be closed and the GPS-online-modus will be started
within the actual settings immediately. This is the recommended setting for car-pcs.
The ssistant stays open and you can controll and change all settings. The GPS-online-modus is not
Oﬀ
started, until the assistant is closed with the button complete.
On

Style, Tracklog
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During the drive QV saves the own position in the tracklog, if tracklog is activated in the GPS-onlinemenue

.

With the settings in Tracklog all savings you control, how detailed the tracklog is saved. Several
criteria are available:
Time intervall in
seconds

Hereby a regularly save all X seconds can be conﬁgurated.

Because of the fast movement of the GPS-satellites, the receiving conditions are
changing currently, so that also the standby of the vehicle has some variations
Attenuation for new
of the own position. With this parameter you can reduce the variation rate,
position in meters
every change in position, which is lower than the conﬁgurated value will be
ignored.
On long routes without changes in direction, for example on the highway or on
Distance in meters the sea or during ﬂight, you can adjust, that all x meter a track point should be
saved.
As the course changes more than the adjusted degrees a track point will be
Direction changes in saved. A low value here in combination with a high value for the distance, for
degrees
example 2° / 2000m ensures, that very eﬃzient tracklogs are saved, that
means only several points but detailed reﬂection of the covered route.
The adjustments can be used singularly or combinated, please activate the parameters easily with the
checkbox. If you have activated several criteria, a trackpoint will be saved in this moment, when it
meets minimum one of the criteria.
At Style you can select the colour of the tracklog and the symbol of the own position. The Speed
circle is an optional circle, which is drawn around the actual position. It has the radius, which is based
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on the distance, that can be reached by the actual tempo in the selected time-intervall in minutes.
Additionally a course line with a doubled lengths will be displayed in the map.
Other options

}}
On the third page of the assistant you will ﬁnd following settings:

AutoStart at QV-Start
Tracklog-Savings always
activated
Start in the touchscreenmodus
Factor Display %
Hide the menue to

Close all docking-windows

If On, the GPS-Online-Mode will start together with the start of QV, This
option is suitable for Car-PCs, which QV starts per Windows-Autostart
automatically when you switch the motor on and like to start oﬀ directly.
If On, the tracklogs in the database are activated basically, no matter
what the button tracklog in the menue shows.
If On, the GPS-Online-Mode will start in the touchscreen-mode, if Oﬀ, you
can activate the touchscreen-mode naturally any time afterwards with
in the GPS-Online-Menue.
With this you can adapt the size of the text and the symbols in the
touchscreen-mode.
The menue in the touchscreen-mode will close automatically after the
expiry of the time period.
In the touchscreen-mode the map window is maximized and all other
windows are closed. When you switch it OFF, eventually opened
andocked windows, as for example the project manager or the searchwindow, are not closed and can be used also in the touchscreen-mode.
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You determine, in which way QV should bring you to the goal:
Only the direction and air line - distance to the next goal is displayed. This
option functions always, no special maps are necessary, it exists no
Air line - Oﬀroad
speech output. With the button “Draw line to the goal” a direct line from
the actual position is drawn to the next goal in the map.
Route-Navigation:
For this a navteq-map with the licence “Navi” is necessary. QV calculates
Shortest road-route, time, a road route accordingly to the routing option and leads you with exactly
eco and individual
turn-by-turn-navigation and optionally speech-output to the goal.
The button Asking each time controls, if you like to see this dialogue everytime, when you
determine a new goal or if the established setting should be adopt automatically.

Oﬀroad-Navigation

With this parameter you control, how near you would like to meet or must meet the
route-waypoints. Depending on the area/event/purpose it can be necessary, to meet
Arriving at
the points exactly, then you should put in a little value, or it is enough, if you pass the
RWP [<m]
waypoint in the near, then the value can be higher. QV changes only then to the next
point, if the previous entered point with a distance in meters is lower than it has been
passed.
If this button is OFF, you can miss a RWP and focus directly to the next RWP. Once your
RWPs has to distance to the next RWP is lower than the distance to the actual RWP, QV jumps
be reached automatically to this. If the button is ON, QV does not jump to the other RWP, but stays
on this point until you reach it or switch to the next point manually.
Draw line to
If it is ON a small line is drawn from the actual position to the next RWP.
the goal
Road-Navigation

When you remove from the calculated route for more than the here entered
meters, either with intention or because you have failed the route, QV jumps
into the oﬀ-route-mode and does not give you further instructions.
New calculation of the If ON, QV calculates immediately a new route, if OFF you will get only a
route automatically
notice, that the route has been left and a new calculation is necessary.
Oﬀ-Route Meter

Speech-Output
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When the speech-output is activated, QV tells you the driving instructions. On this page you can
select your favorite voice and some other parameters.
Principally you have to install the voices on your pc. QV supports two speech-engines

Microsoft Text To
Speech-Engine
LogoX-Engine

This is already installed on the most Windows-PCs with a default-voice, which
is only able to read english text. But in the interent you will ﬁnd some
companies, which sell more voices, also in other languages. As an example
look at this company Cepstral.
This speech-engine is known from QV4. It has to be installed separately. Please
start qv4setup_speech.exe in the ﬁle \Speech of your Navteq-DVD.

Select at Engine teh favorite speech-engine and at Voices of the favorite voice. Additionally you can
control volume and tempo. With the button Test you can hear an text-example.
Notice: You will get the speech-output from the standard audio-unit of your pc.

GPS-Online-Modus
Before you start driving, please check, that your GPS-Unit is ON and start the GPS-Online-Mode with
F4 or the button from the menue

:

the assitent GPS-Online opens and QV searchs the adapted GPS
if found and Start automatically when connection to GPS is ON, QV starts
if found and Start automatically when connection to GPS is OFF, please start by click on
Complete.
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The window GPS-Online with the toolbar and the summary of the most important status information
opens now and dock on on the right. Furthermore the actual position is displayed in the map:

Functions of the GPS-Online-Menue

Turns in the Touchscreen-Mode
Shows the position and Nav in the map
MOB- (man-over-board), saves the actual position as waypoint, also with F6, saves immediately
an new waypoint of the actual position in the table GPS-Online\positions and displays it also in the
map.
Switches, when ON, the racklogs in the database are saved accordingly to the actual settings.
You can turn the tracklogging on or oﬀ everytime during the current operation and you can
change the setting on your own priorities.
Switches, when ON, the map will be moved so, that the actual position is visable in the middle.
When OFF, you can move the map, to check for example the further route.
Switches, when ON, the map will be turned so, that the actual navigation-goal is above.
Switches, when ON, the map will be turned so, that the actual navigation-goal is above.
If both switches are not On, you can turn the map in every direction you like, for example with
the button “N” to the North.
Takes the actual cursor-position as the next goal to your navigation
New-calculation of the actual route, for example when the calculated route was left
Calculates a new goal for the navigation from the actual position, for example in a special
distance and direction
in preparation
Deletes the actual goal and stops the navigation
Opens the assistant GPS-Online, to change some settings, for example the Tracklog-Intervall.

Touchscreen-Mode
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In the touchscreen-mode the display is reduced to the main parts:
Map is maximized with the own position
yellow status bar on the top of the ﬁeld with speed, course, height, time, position and GPS-Fix
Menu-Button on the left top, to open more functions

Functions in the touchscreen-menue

The touchscreen-menue should oﬀer you a fast access to the most important functions during the
drive. You have extra big buttons, so you can operate it surely with your ﬁnger.
Click on the yellow, round button Menue, or somewhere on the yellow display bar, to open the
touchscreen-menue.
when you don´t select a function, the menue will close after 10 seconds automatically.
some functions, for example zoom, map centering, can be clicked on several times, the
menue stays open.
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Navigation
When you have activated a navigation-goal, QV shows you a list with the stations in the table on the
left corner of the window:

The table contains the columns:
Nr.

Number of the station
The time left to the station in seconds, shortly before you are reaching the station,
Time
further in minutes or hours.
The distance left to the next station in meters, shortly before you are reaching the
Distance
station, further in kilometers.
On Navteq-routes a symbol, which shows, how you have to drive there, on airline-routes
Orientation
the course to that point.
Station
A detailed driving instruction.
The yellow line shows the next station in the list, the grey lines are those which are behind us, white
lines are the followings. By double click on a line you can view the station in the map.
When you have selected a route for the navigation, you can focus on a special point directly and with
that you can skip the automatical switch to the next point. Therefore please click with the right mouse
taste on the station, which should be adressed directly and select Next goal of the Popup-Menue. QV
navigiert nun direkt dorthin und diese Station wird orange hinterlegt in der Tabelle dargestellt. Das
automatische Weiterschalten zum nächsten WP ist jetzt ausgeschaltet, bis Sie diesen Punkt erreicht
haben, d.h. näher dran sind als in Einstallungen “Oﬀ-Route Meter” (4. Seite im GPS-Online
Einstellungen) gewählt wurde.
Die Tabelle enthält ein Popup-Menü, welches durch Klick mit der rechten Maustaste auf eine Station
öﬀnet:
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Springt in der Karte zu diesem Punkt und setzt den Karten-Cursor dort hin.
Setzt diesen Punkt als das nächste Ziel, welches angesteuert werden soll. Wenn
es erreicht wird, springt QV automatisch auf den darauf folgenden Punkt um und
fährt normal mit der Automatik fort.

Im Touchscreen-Modus ist die Anzeige deutlich sparsamer und auf das wesentliche reduziert:

In der oberen, rechten Hälfte des Screens sehen Sie groß und deutlich jeweils immer nur die
Informationen zur nächste Station. Dies entspricht also der gelben Zeile in der Tabelle.

Kartendarstellung
Im GPS-Online-Modus können sämtliche Karten sowohl im 2D als auch im 3D-Modus benutzt werden,
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auch sämtliche Overlay-Funktionen stehen zur Verfügung. Die Karten können mit den üblichen
Funktionen gezoomt, verschoben, gedreht und im 3D auch gekippt werden.
Bei aktiviertem Schalter “Position in Karte Zentrieren” wird dabei der Kartenausschnitt immer so
eingestellt, daß die eigene Position im 2D ungefähr in der Mitte und im 3D im unteren, vorderen
Drittel liegt.
Aus Gründen der Fahrsicherheit wird beim Kartenwechsel kein Assistent eingeblendet, die neue Karte
wird also immer im aktuellen Modus geöﬀnet. Ein Modus-Wechsel von 2D nach 3D ist also
währenddessen nicht möglich. Hierzu beenden Sie bitte den GPS-Online-Modus, öﬀnen Sie die
gewünschte Karte im gewünschten Modus und starten Sie den GPS-Online-Modus wieder.
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Multitracking
With QV-Poweruser and the module multitracking you can display and save the positions of various
vehicles, which are sended via funk, GSM, GPRS, satellite or in another way.
Multitracking consists of various functions:
Multitracking-conﬁguration: with this tool you determine, from which source QV should take
the position, where QV should save the tracklogs gespeichert and if and how the map display of
the “sender” should look. In contrast to QV4, where the conﬁguration has been saved as a ﬁle
on the hard disk, in QV6 it is a database-object.
the from QV4 known vehicle table with the list of the receiving vehicles has been integrated in
the conﬁguration.
Multitracking-window: while the multitracking is running, the position data of every received
object will be displayed in the window, which is docked per default at the bottom of the main
window. In the toolbar you will also ﬁnd the most important commands for the controlling.
In the projectmanager you can manage the just received vehicles easily.

Multitracking-conﬁguration
A multitracking-conﬁguration is also a database-object, similar as a route or a track. Therefore it is
saved in a multitracking-table, which you can create in every database with New.
Within a multitracking-table you create with New a new multitracking-conﬁguration, which is
managed in the Xplorer as known from other objects:
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:

First create a source, from which positions should be collected. Click on Add.. and choose the source
of the popumenue:
QV-Tracking-Gateway
Serial Port, for example for NMEA data, but also AIS and APRS over Com
Tcp-Socket, for example for NMEA over the network
GSM SMS, to read SMS from an connected GSM-Modem
Garmin Astro, reads all tracklogs in intervals, treating each of them as individual vehicle/sender
The name of the source can be changed by an easy click after the selection in the list on the right
side. With the name the objects are grouped in the multitracking-window. Please enter in the ﬁeld
below the details of the connection. At the tracking-gateway these are your account-data, which you
have received. For serial connections select at the protocol, which kind of data will be received,
NMEA, AIS or APRS.
You can deﬁne several connections within a conﬁguration, if you like to see for example several
accounts or diﬀerent com-ports at the same time. Therefore create a new connection with Add or
duplicate an existing one.
Notice: If you want to use multitracking in a vehicle, to see the
others´positions and additionally your own position, you only need to create
a conﬁguration to request the other positions. To sse your own position,
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please start Sie zusätzlich den normalen GPS-Online Modus.

On the second side you determine how you like to treat the several vehicles. You can create vehicles
with its sender-ID,name and style in the Xplorer within the multitracking-conﬁguration, after that this
vehicle is “known”.
Here you can determine, how unknown vehicles, whose senderID is not yet recorded, should be
treated. Either they can be ignored or they can be integrated automatically into the conﬁguration. The
third option is for example AIS or APRS-service, whereby many diﬀerent objects can be shown, and
only the actual position in the map is necessary, but without a storage in the database.
Notice: Maximum 5 vehicles can be tracked and saved in parallel. For
more vehicles extension-licences can be purchased. With the options APRS
and AIS as many vehicles as you like can be tracked, that means their
positions in the map can be displayed, but only maximum 5 positions can be
saved in the database.
In the block tracklogs you determine, if, how and where tracklogs should be saved. The tracklog-table
is created in the same database, in which you ﬁnd also the multitracking-conﬁguration.
When you are ready, please save and close the conﬁguration with OK.
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To create vehicles in the table manually, ggo to the Xplorer, click on the multitracking-conﬁguration in
the tree-view to see the vehicles in the list window. With New you can create a new vehicle or
duplicate an existing one.

Multitracking-window
Start the conﬁguration with the start-button from the Xplorer to open the multitracking-window and
begin with the removal of the positions:
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With the toolbar you can stop the track, start again, with refresh you can carry out an immediately
request for new positions, change the conﬁguration set the column display.
The checkbox at the beginning of a line determines, if the map should be scrolled on this position,
when a new position comes in.

QVPOS
Special NMEA-commands recognized by TTQV in GPS-Online Mode.
These commands can be used like any other NMEA-records. They can be send to QV over all available
ports, e.g. seriel, over TCP etc.
$QVPOS
complete Position
e.g. with Sender ID:
$QVPOS,xyz,0,170804,121500,50.55947,7.11563,50.1,180,1234*64
e.g. without Sender ID:
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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$QVPOS,,0,170804,121500,50.55947,7.11563,50,180,1234*64
Field Number, ﬁelds seperated by COMMA:
0) $QVPOS
1) Sender ID String, Name of sender, if present, will be used as Sender_ID in QV
2) Status Number, currently always 0
3) UTC Date ddmmyy
4) UTC Time hhmmss.s
5) Latitude decimal wgs84, south is negative
6) Longitude decimal wgs84, west is negative
7) Speed KM/h
8) Course True course, Degree
9) Altitude Meter
…additional ﬁeld may come in the future
*XX NMEA-Checksum
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Positionen weiterleiten (d)
Sie können im GPS-Online Modus die eigene Position in regelmäßigen Zeitintervallen weiterleiten und
im Multitracking alle eingehenden Meldungen ebenfalls.
Im der Multitracking Konﬁguration fügen Sie also einfach einen Forwarder zusätzlich zu den
Anschlüssen, die die Positionen abholen, ein.
Im GPS-Online wählen Sie einen Forwarder auf der letzten Seite des GPS-Online Assistenten:

Die Forwarder haben folgende Parameter:

Forward to QV-TrackingGateway
Geben Sie nur die Account-Daten ein, die Sie von uns bekommen haben.

Forward to
GpsGate.Com

Geben Sie nur Ihren Benutzernamen und das Passwort Ihres Accounts bei
GpsGate ein. Wenn Sie einen eigenen Gpsgate-Server installiert haben,
müssen Sie dessen Adresse und Port in die Felder “anderer Server”
eingeben.
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Forward to a FTP-server
Wie beim File-Polling geben Sie bitte den Ordner oder die FTP-Adresse mit
o a local folder
Benutzername und Passwort ein.
File mask sollte unverändert ID_yyyyMMdd_hhmmss.txt sein, wenn Sie die
Positionen wieder mit QV abholen möchten. Nur wenn Sie die Positionen mit
GoogleEarth sehen möchten, sollten Sie hier ID.kml reinschreiben, siehe
unten.
My name/ID ist der eigene Name, der in die Meldungen rein geschrieben
werden soll. Dieses Feld ist nur im GPS-Onlne Modus wichtig, wenn Sie
Multitracking-Positionen weiterleiten, sollte das Feld leer sein, dann werden
die Namen/IDs der empfangenen Positionen weitergeleitet.

Anwendungs Beispiele
GoogleEarth
Sie sind in Ihrem Fahrzeug unterwegs, benutzen den GPS-Online-Modus und möchten, daß Ihre
Position in GoogleEarth abrufbar ist.
Sie brauchen eine Internetverbindung im Fahrzeug auf den Rechner, auf dem QV läuft, z.B. per
GSM-Modem, oder Smartphone-Tethering
weiterhin ist “webspace” nötig, der unter einem Ordner-Namen ansprechbar ist. Dies kann ein
ftp-server sein oder ein cloud-dienst wie z.B. dropbox etc.
im GPS-Online Assistenten auf dem Tab 8 aktivieren Sie “Aktuelle Position weiterleiten”, geben
Sie ein Intervall ein, z.B. 60sec und fügen Sie “Forward to a FTP-server o a local folder” ein.
diesen wie folgt konﬁgurieren: wichtig ist File Format KML und File mask ID.kml. Damit
erzeugen Sie alle 60 Sekunden eine immer gleich heißende KML Datei auf dem Server.

Zum Abholen der Positionen richten Sie GoogleEarth wir folgt ein
Starten Sie GoogleEarth und wählen Sie Hinzufügen-Netzwerklink.
Tragen Sie unter Link die Adresse Ihres Servers mit Pfad und Datename ein. Der Dateiname ist
Ihre Eingabe im Feld File mask, wobei ID durch den Namen ersetzt wird, den Sie unter My
name/ID eingegeben haben. Unter Zeitbasierte Aktualisierung wählen Sie unter
Regelmäßig ein passendes Intervall aus:
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Gruppen-Tracking
Eine Gruppe ist mit mehren Fahrzeugen unterwegs. Jeder hat QV im Auto und möchte zusätzlich zu
seiner eigenen auch die Positionen der anderen sehen.
Jeder braucht eine Internetverbindung im Fahrzeug auf den Rechner, auf dem QV läuft, z.B. per
GSM-Modem, oder Smartphone-Tethering
weiterhin ist “webspace” nötig, der unter einem Ordner-Namen ansprechbar ist. Dies kann ein
ftp-server sein oder ein cloud-dienst wie z.B. dropbox etc.
im GPS-Online Assistenten auf dem Tab 8 aktiviert jeder “Aktuelle Position weiterleiten” und
fügt einen “Forward to a FTP-server or a local folder” ein.
diesen wie folgt konﬁgurieren: wichtig ist File Format QvPos und File mask unverändert
lassen. Unter My name/ID einen in der Gruppe eindeutigen Namen eingeben:

Zum Abholen muß jeder:
eine Multitracking-Konﬁguration einrichten mit einem Anschluss “File Polling”, der wie folgt
konﬁguriert wird:
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Wichtig ist hierbei File mask unverändert zu lassen, File format umstellen auf NMEA und Vom
Server löschen ausschalten.
Weitere Anwendungen
Viele weitere Möglichkeiten sind denkbar. Besonders interessant ist auch, daß es kostenlose
Smartphone-Apps gibt, die das Melden der eigenen Position ermöglichen, die also regelmäßig kleine
Dateien mit der eigenen Position auf einem Server erzeugen können. Ein Tracking einer mit
Smartphones ausgerüsteten Gruppe von Zuhause/dem Büro/der Einsatzleitung etc. ist damit
kostengünstig einzurichten.
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X/Y diagram
The X/Y diagram is a graphic tool for analyzing and visualizing tracks and routes. Speed and altitude
can be evaluated in relation to the distance travelled or in relation to time.

At a glance, you can visualize information such as:
Speed proﬁle - Where and when did I reach my maximum and minimum travelling speeds?
Altitude proﬁle - At wihich distances or travel times from the start did I reach which elevation
levels?
How does the cumlative elevation curve look like (ascending / descending)?
For para- and deltagliders or sailplanes: How does the plot of my vertical speeds look like? How
does my elevation plot look like when it is expresses as altitude above ground?
You can also place the cursor with a simple click on every point along the curve and select Show
in x-Plorer to see the corresponding data set. map cursor will be centered at the cooresponding
point along the track in the map winow and vive-vera.
You can also plot various tracks or routes at a time, so you can also compare various
competitors or various rounds of a given course. For the latter it is necessary to devide the
tracklog in seoerate rounds. If you want to plot tracks over time and compare several tracks, it
is obligate to convert the time stamps into time travelled since start using the Track Processor.

Generating a X/Y diagram
To generate a X/Y diagram simply mark the tracks or routes which you want to plot and click the
icon in the X-Plorer symbol bar. The X/Y diagramm will open in a seperate window. You can zoom or
drag-and drop the diagramm within the window wherever you like. For zooming use the webwheel of
you mouse, the zoom will be centerd at the mouse position.
You ﬁnd an example of an altitude proﬁle below:
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Functions
The diagram line is automatically calculated from the data available. Depending on the characteristics
of the datset, various analyses can be performed.

X-Axis
You have three diﬀerent units availabel along the X axis: Point number, distance traveled or time. The
consecutive number and distance can always be extracted from the tracklog while time axis can only
be displayed if the track or route point have a time stamp. Please not the when you plot a curve with
Point number as units along the X-axis, the distance between point will always be the same. However,
in ther real world, this might correspond to completely diﬀernt distances when those are expressed in
kilometers or miles. You an altitude proﬁl may cook pretty “distorted”.

Y-Axis
You have many parameter options which you can assign to the Y-axis: Horizontal and vertical speed,
altitude (usually from GPS), altitude of the surface relief (according to the DEM), altitude above
ground, cumulative elevation curce ascending, and cumulative elevation curve descending.
Of course, speed and altitude values mus also be available in the database (tracklog or route). The
altitude according to the DEM is always interpolated from the raster of the active DEM, so this
function requires a DEM to be installed an the accuracy of the values will vary with the DEM used. For
further information please refer to QV System - Map Datums, Grids and DEMs.
Vertical speed is calculated from altitude and time diﬀerences of consecutive track points. Thus, this
information is only available if data on altitude and time is available in the tracklog or route.
If your tracklog only includes coordinates (including elevation), you will at least be able to generate an
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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altitude proﬁle. If your tracklog includes time stamps but no speed and course information, you can
generate these values using the Track Processor. However, please note that those values do not
represent instantaneous values (as the ones from a GPS) but average values which are calculated
from distance and time diﬀerences between points. This has to be considered when interprating the
results.

The diagram is always plotted according to the style deﬁnition which you have set for the plotted
track or route. The scaling is automatically calibrated according to the window size. However you can
zoom the diagram using your mouse wheel and you can also drag-and drop it to the desired position
within the window.

Mouse function in the diagram
You can read various sets of values from the diagram using the mouse pointer. These are displayed in
the status line at the bottom of the X/Y diagram window:
x=…

y=… Shows the X- and Y- values of the mouse pointer in the units selected.

dx=… dy=… Shows the diﬀerences in X- and Y- values between the cursor
pointer in the units selected.

and the mouse

Functions of the symbol bar at the buttom of the diagram
window
X axis: Point
number
X axis:
Distance

X axis: Time

The numer of the points are plotted along the X-axis, i.e. equal distances between
the points along the track or route.
The distances travelled are plotted along the X-axis. These distances are
automatically calculated from the coordinates. For routes generated by a route
planner (i.e. the QV routing function with NAVTEQ maps) this is the real distance
that the routing module has determined. Inall other cases this is the line-of-sight
distance between consecutive track- or route points.
The time is plotted along the X-axis. For tracklogs downloaded from a GPS unit, this
is the time when you have been at a speciﬁc trackpoint. For tracks or routes
generated by a route planner (i.e. the QV routing function with NAVTEQ maps) it is
the calculated (predicted) time when you will be at this place.

Y axis: Speed
Y axis: Vertical
Speed(climbing /
descending speed)
Y axis: Altitude

Y axis: Altitude DEM

The (horizontal) speed is plotted along the Y-axis. For tracklogs, these
are the speed values as measured by your GPS receiver. Only possible
if speed avlues are available in the plotted track.
The vertical speed is is plotted along the Y-axis. These values are
calculated from altitude changes over a certain time interval. Positive
values reﬂect climbing speeds, negative values reﬂect descending
speeds.
The is is plotted along the Y-axis. For tracklogs this is the GPS-altitude,
for planned tracks or routes this is usually the altitude as extracted
from the DEM.
The altitude from the DEM is plotted along the Y-axis. The values are
interpolated from the elevation raster, so this function is only possible
if DEMs have been installed.
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Altitude diﬀerences between GPS altitude and altitude according to
DEM are plotted along the Y-axis. This approximately corresponds to
the ﬂight altitude above ground. Only available if the tracklog includes
altitudes and a DEM has been installed.
A cumulated altitude curve will be displayed. Ascents and descents
have to be plotted separately.

If this function is enabled, a spline algorith is applied to the curce. This will
“smooth” the curce, so diﬀerences between consecutive points will be levelled.
This icon has a switch function, so clicking again will disable the spline function.
A vertical line (anchor) will be drawn to the X axis at each point. Also, when
plooting a route, the waypoint names will be shown. This icon has a switch
function, so clicking again will disable the plotting of anchor lines.
The x/Y-axis will be hidden. Doing so, you can enlarge the space for the plot.
This icon has a switch function, so clicking again will show the X/Y-axis one
again.

Y axes: start at
0

Will rescale the Y-axis so that it starts at 0.

Line of sight
ON/OFF

Draws the projection of the line of sight from any point of the plot. Points which
are out of (theoretical) sight are below this line, points above this line are within
the ﬁeld of vision. Three option for the calculation are available: straight, earth
curvature and radio wave propagation. This icon has a switch function, so
clicking again will disable the line-of-sight function.

Mouse and keyboard functions in the diagram window
Mouse movements with pressed and
Move the diagram
hold left mouse button
- Set cursor - Select a curve if more than one curve is available
Mouse click
in the diagram. The selected curve is indicated in the status
line.
Mouse Wheel
Zoom in/out
Arrows
Move diagram within the window
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Supported products
QuoVadis 7 supports data exchange with all PDAs and smartphones which can read and write or
import and export geodata in the GPX format.
Furthermore, the following plattforms and software products allow for a direct data exchange using
the proprietary formats of these products:
QVM - QuoVadis Mobile
TwoNav
ape@map
Pathaway
For exchanging geodata, please use the procedures which are described in the chapters Upload of
data to the GPS and Download of data from the GPS or in case of plattforms which do not alllow for a
direct communication, the procedures for data exchange in the GPX format which are described in the
chapters Export and Import.
Concerning platforms which support raster map display, you ﬁnd a description for uploading such
maps from QV to your mobile unit in the chapter Map export, Printing.
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Track statistics
Besides a more detailed analysis, a quick summary statistics of tracks or trainings is of special
interest.
In QV Version 6, a new statistics function has been implemented which you ﬁnd in the X-Plorer symbol
bar between the list and details windows:

When you click the Track statistics
icon, a window will open where you
can choose the parameters which should be included in the statical anaylsis:

Just tickmark the parameters of interest and click the OK button. The selected parameters will then be
added as additional columns in the X-Plorer List window:
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Remark: The columns will be added to all tracks of the current track table. However, the values will
only be calculated for the tracks which have been marked before selecting the Track calculation
function.

It is also woth to note that sorting the datasets of a track or training according to the various
parameters will also give valuable information when interpreting data.
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Track processor
The Track Processor is a powerful tool for post-processing of tracks. Many options for track
modiﬁcations are available, including a simultaneous transformation of multiple tracks:

These are the function-groups which are available, see below for a details explanation of all options:
Editing of Tracks:
Partially deleting of Trackpoints:
Recalculation of Tracks:
The processing can be divided into a few steps:
First of all, you have to specify one or more tracks in the QV X-Plorer which you want to process.
Then click the Track Processor
icon.
Select the desired function from the list on the left in the Track Processor window (see above).
Depending on the selected function, you can deﬁne the relevant parameters to the right of the
window.
Click Start to trigger the data processing.
By clicking Map Preview you can control the eﬀect of the processing in the map window.
If you are not satisﬁed with the result, change the parameters and repeat the processing with
the Start button.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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You can add more trackprocessing to the processed tracks by clicking on < which will copy the
results into the input-list for furthr processing.
If the result satisfying, save the track editing with the Save button either as a New Track or by
overwriting the existing track(s).
If you choose Save as new Track, you can specify a new track name just by doubleclick on the
trackname in the resultlist..

Editing of tracks
Invert Reverses the track in order to change its direction.
After selecting several tracks you can merge them to a single track. You have two
options for deﬁning the order: A) Order according to the date/time stamp of the
Join Tracks
trackpoints B) Order according to the sequence of the track in the input-lsit which can be
reordered by drag & drop.
Splits a track into several segments. Enter the no. of points per track and the no. of
Split
overlapping trackpoints.
Resets the FP variable of all trackpoints to 0, resulting in a single trackline with all points
Close Gaps
connected (no breaks).
This is a powerful function which allows for cutting extended tracks into separate ones.
This is very useful if you want to compare several turns of a race or your jogging
activities. In order to compare these turns with the XY diagram, QV will need each round
as a separate track which must start and end at the same position. You can achieve this
using the track processor and cut the original track at a start or an end line. First of all,
you have to deﬁne a break line manually as a track in the map window. Below you ﬁnd
an example with many rounds where the intersecting trackline has been named

Cut to
segments
at break
lines

“Arrival2”:
Now you have to select the original track
and the intersecting track line in the X-Plorer and start the Track Processor. Then choose
the function Cut to segments at break lines from the Track Processor window. Now
deﬁne the track which should act as break and click the Start button. Now the track
named “5 Laps” will be cut at the intersecting track line deﬁned as “Finish2”. The result
of the track processing will be separate tracks with the individual turns and the
intersections before and after the ﬁrst and last crossing of “Finish2”. If desired these
remaining segments can automatically be deleted by tick-marking Delete segments
beyond the break line.

Partially deleting of trackpoints
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Smooth Track This function is identical to the QV3 function Reduce Trackpoints. You have for
automatically options for smoothing a track: Balancing, Length, Angle or point no.

Delete Points

Smooting If the distance between two neighbouring trackpoints is below the deﬁned
threshold, one will be deleted. Length, Angle These parameters are linked and will be
analyzed simultaneously. If the distance between two points is below the deﬁned
Length threshold and the heading has changed less than the deﬁned Angle
threshold, one point will be deleted. In the example given above, on highways with
view turns only trackpoints every 2 km will remain after processing while on small
winding roads with many turns with a change in direction of more than 16° much
more trackpoints will remain. Fine, medium, rough Selects one from three predeﬁned
proﬁles. However, you can also alter the settings and deﬁne the parameters
according to your needs.
In this menu you can delete trackpoints according to a speciﬁc interval (every X-th
point) or delete individual points from no. X to no. Y.

Recalculate tracks
Length,
After editing of tracks, the total length and duration and also the numbering of the
duration,
trackpoints can be recalculated using this function.
renumber
Normally the Altitude column will contain the measured altitude values from the GPS
receiver. In cases where altitude information is not available you can calculate
altitude values from the DEM (digital elevation model). This requires that you have
Altitude from installed a suitable DEM in your QV system. By default, also existing altitude values
DEMs
will be overwritten. However, by disabling the Overwrite existing altitude values
switch you can also use this function to ﬁll trackpoints where altitude is missing just
due to a bad satellite coverage. In this case only altitude values equal to “0” will be
overwritten.
Using this function, you can edit all altitude values of a given tracks. Two options are
Edit Altitude
available: Multiply - All values will be multiply with the deﬁned coeﬃcient Add (Scale
shift) - a constant factor will be added or subtracted.
With tracks recorded through the GPS Online mode, the Course column will contain
Course from
the heading values as measured by the GPS receiver. Tracks from other origin may
coordinates
contain “0” in the Course column. Using this function the course will be calculated
from the consecutive trackpoints and be stored in the Course column.
With tracks recorded through the GPS Online mode, the Speed column will contain
the speed values as measured by the GPS receiver. Tracks from other origin may
Speed
contain “0” in the Speed column. Using this function speed will be calculated from
the consecutive trackpoint distances and the time interval and be stored in the Speed
column.
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Using this option you can assign a new time scale to the trackpoints. For this purpose
you can enter a starting date and time and the time for all consecutive trackpoints
will be recalculated accordingly.
There are three options for recalculating the
trackpoint times: Set new starting time: In this case the time scale will only be shifted
according to the new starting point. Time diﬀerences between points will not be
changed. Constant Speed: A constant speed is assumed and the trackpoint times will
be recalculated from the starting point and the cumulative time needed to cover the
distances from point to point with the deﬁned speed. From distance and speed:
Speeds between trackpoints are calculated from distance and time intervals and
trackpoint times will be recalculated from the starting time and the cumulative time
needed to cover the distances from point to point with the calculated speeds.
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Color-coded tracks
In QV you can color-code a track according to:
Speed (horizontal or vertical)
Acceleration
Altitude
Slope
Age
Thus, color-coding is a highly valuable tool to analyse your trips.
To do so you can either plot the track(s) ﬁrst and change the style options later on or you make your
Trackcolor deﬁnitions ﬁrst and then click the Show in map

icon.

You can access this function by marking the track(s) of interest in the QV X-Plorer and click the Style
icon.
Choose the Trackcolors tab and you will see the following window:

Several options are available in order to control the plotting style of the track:
Normal

The track will be plotted as solid line with the selected Linestyle options.
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The track line will be color-coded according to the magnitude of the selected
parameter at the given trackpoint, i.e. speed or altitude, etc. When choosing
Alterating, the track will be plotted as dashed line with the selected and
Speed Altitude
background color alternating. Color selection is done in the Linestyle tab. When
Acceleration
selecting the Slope option, the track will be color-coded according to the
Vertical Speed
steepness of the track. Ascending and descending segments are shown in
Alterating Slope
diﬀerent colors. This option requires a DEM with an adequate resolztion. When
Age of Trackpoint selecting Age of Trackpoint, a time interval can be speciﬁed and the track will be
User
color-coded according to the age of the trackpoint. Please note that this option is
only meaningful during online mode and multitracking applications. The setting
User is for user-deﬁned color-coding deﬁnitions, a function which ist still to be
completed.
Through the color bars on the righthand side of the window and the two sliders you can deﬁne the
color range to be used and the colors which correspond to the minimum and maximum values. The
minimum value has to be entered in the From ﬁeld and the maximum value in the To ﬁeld,
respectively. By enabling the min/max Auto function, QV will automatically set the values for
minimum and maximum according to the values in the corresponding X-Plorer column. The
corresponding color spectrum is predeﬁned and reaches from black over blue - cyan - green - yellow orange - red to pink where black codes the minimum and pink the maximum value. When activating
the Smooth gradient function, the colors will fade with a gliding spectrum instaed of using discrete
colors.
Following you ﬁnd some examples using the same track in a 2D map window (the function is also
possible using a 3D window).

Color-coding according to speed including color bar deﬁnition:
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Color-coding according to altitude including color bar deﬁnition:
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Simulation
This function replaces and expands the track and multitrack replay function known from previously
released QV4.
The simulation is time-based, i.e. you may choose a point of view and QV will display the tracks like
they were at that point of view. Literally speaking it is like a time-machine. Moreover you can run the
animation at a freely deﬁnable pace, which will make the courser ﬂow along the track.
Sounds abstract, but may easily be explained using this example:
Display one or more tracks on a map.
Ensure all tracking points contain time-related information.
Right-click on the name of the track or a track point on the map and choose Simulation… from
the context menu.

Simulation-Window
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In the ﬁrst input ﬁeld Date, Time you will see the time of the track point, which you have chosen. The
map will also display an arrow in the color of the track.
You may now “play” with time and enter a diﬀerent time in Date, Time, e.g. one minute later.
Immediately, the arrow will be in position corresponding to this new time.
You have done this before: Pick an arbitrary time in simulation mode and the arrow in the map will
position itself and adjust accordingly.
Feel free to pick any other track point and use Simulation… to go to any other point in time.
Use the Reset function to stop a simulation and return to the current time.

Animation
If you pick Run, the simulation starts with whatever pace you have chosen and the arrow constantly
adjusts based on the current position. Choose Pause to temporarily stop the animation.
If Loop is enabled, the presentation will start from the beginning again once it is completed.
Use the slider to adjust the pace of the animation. The very left position of the slider (Sec) will display
the animation in realtime, i.e. one second in the simulation corresponds to one second in reality.
Moving the slider to the right will increase the speed of the animation. Moving the slider to Min for
example means that one second of the animation is equal to one minute in reality and so on.
The second slider will allow you to forward and rewind at any time, in case you want to display an
interesant part of the animation again. Left-click the slider and adjust accordingly. Unselecting the
slider control will reset the pace of the animation and return to normal pace.
In the bottom part you will see a small table. This table contains a list of all tracks, that are currently
in the time interval. If the checkbox is ticked, the arrow will be centered in the map and the time of
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the simulation will be restricted to the duration of the track. Double-clicking the entry will set the time
back to the start of the track.
Note: If time moves beyond the end of a track, this track is removed from the list. To prevent this
from happening, enabled the checkbox in the table.

Astronomy
If the astronomy module is enabled, the position of the stars will be rendered at the speciﬁc point in
time. This does allow you to see the stars at a particular location and time.
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Google Earth® interface
Important Remark: This is a prelimiary chapter with sections taken from the QV4 manual.
Please note that some of described functions are presently not availabel in QuoVadis 6 !

With QV you can transfer GPS data and map windows to Google Earth®.
First of all, Google Earth® must be installed. It can be obtained free of charge at
http://earth.google.com/.

There are several ways for working with Google Earth® in QV.

1. Using the Google Earth Toolbar

You will ﬁnd four commands in the Google Earth® toolbox which you can also access in the QV main
menu bar under Options - Google Earth:

Centre map cursor
Show map window
Show marks
Zoom GE-view in
QV

Rotates the Google Earth® globe in order to center the QV map cursor and
zoom to the position.
Projects the current QV map window accuarately into the Google Earth®
globe
Projects all QV marks like waypoints, tracks, routes, geocaches or drawings
which are currently displayed in the opened map into Google Earth®.
Zooms the map in QV to the currently visible map extent shown in Google
Earth®.

Remark: QV writes the data to a qv*.kml ﬁle that is subsequently opened by Google Earth®. As this
ﬁle is always named the same, Google Earth® will respond for the second time with the following
query:

Just select Always (don't ask again) and then Google Earth® will just proceed automatically from now
on.

2. Through the Map Export Assistent
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In this case you choose the standard utilities of the map export assistant (see chapter Exporting
maps). However you will have to choose Google Earth® as destination:

All other export steps are identical with the instruction given under Exporting maps. So please refer to
the chapter cited.

If you want to publish exported maps in the Internet, please make sure that you respect the map
manufacturer's copyrights. To do this, You require a written permit from the map copyright holder!

3. Exporting marks and geodata

You can export all routes, tracks and waypoints from QV to Google Earth® . This is done in the QV XPlorer with the normal export functions.
This is done through a standard Data Export see chapter Export of data. However you must select
KML as export format.
Using this option, all style options will be retained.
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Maps from Google Earth
In QuoVadis 6, an import of maps from Google Earth® is no longer possible.
Please use the corresponding online maps Google Maps® and Google Satellite® instead.
The online implementation of these maps oﬀers a much more comfortable work ﬂow and a very
similar map design.
Another advantage is that an installation of additional programs like Google Earth® is no longer
necessary.
Using the Fill cache option, you will be able to use limited map extents also oﬄine.
For further details see chapter Online maps.
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Astronomy

Show in Mapwindow:
Under “Solar System” in the sun, moon set a hook, you can see in the map window, depending on
what time of day the stars were at the current position in the sky. The same is true with the planets.
For example, the whole map is open as a Google Map in 3D, the eﬀect of “stars” have set a hook that
can be seen in this “universe”. Just as it is current with the constellations.
In the “Info”, by which the individual items click on a grid, or even the lettering of the stars appear.
These are of course only a few examples of the possibilities. It is best, even a little bit with the
settings “to play”!
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Links
Management in the X-Plorer
In QuoVadis 6 you can assign additional information to every waypoint, track, trackpoint, route,
geocache and map. Such information can be weblinks, bitmaps or any other document or ﬁle. QV will
store such links in the database, organizes them comfortably and can also print them in maps.

Such links are stored and handled in the X-Plorer details window under the tab Links. There,all
assigned links are listed and illustrated with a symbol or thumbnail in case of photos, the name and
storage location.
You can add additional links by a simple drag-and-drop operation from other applications such as the
WINDOWS Explorer or a webbrowser. Just tear the element from there to the X-Plorer window and
drop it under Links.
Additional information can be found in the drop-down menu Links
Add ﬁle…
Add URL…
Delete… or Del button
Coordinates in exif
information…
Thumbnails of pictures
Bitmaps intern anzeigen
Nur Einträge mit Links
zeigen

:

Select a ﬁle from the harddisk and add it as a link.
Select a webaddress and add it as a link.
Delete the link which is marked in the link table.
Geo-Tagging, writes coordinates and latitute of chosen elements in all
pictures linked to those elements. Uses the external tool ExifTool by
Phil Harvey to include EXIF information in the header of JPG images.
Enable or disable thumbnail previews of pictures.
Enable or disable the QV-internal image previewer. If disabled, the
computer's default program for displayin pictures will be run.
If enabled, only linked elements will be diplayed. Allows you to quickly
remove all unlinked elements.

You can open a link by a simple double-click on the list entry. Thereafter, the link will open the default
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application for this ﬁle. When switching to the URL tab, weblinks can also be displayed directly in the
details window:

Just select the address of your choice from the small menu at the buttom of this window.
In order to assign multiple photos to a track, a special function is available. For more details see
Photos along Tracks.

Map display
In a map, links will be displayed as a symbol or, in cases of photos and bitmaps, as a miniaturized
thumbnail closeby the point to which it is assigned:

You can position the symbol however you like with the Maus (drag-and-drop). However, this requires
that you switch to the Edit

mode.

If you double-click on the symbol in the map, the link will open.
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Please also note that you can modify the size and style of linked symbols through style options. For
more details, please refer to Marks.

Picture viewer

The QV-internal picture viewer normally attaches itself right to the main window. The following
functions are available:
Moving the mouse while clicking the left mouse
Moving the currently display window
button or using the arrow keys
Scrolling the mouse wheel or using the +/- keys Zoom in or zoom out
Opens the standard and previewed application for
Double click
displaying this picture
Button 1
Zoom: 100%
Button 2 or +
Zoom in
Button 3 or Zoom out
Button 4
Display entire picture

Diﬀerences to QV4
If you are importing databases from QV4, the links previously contained in the info ﬁeld will be
automatically converted to the new links structure of QV6 and will no longer be stored in the info ﬁeld.
This means that the links contained in the info ﬁeld of QV6 can be removed.
Moreover the thumbnails generated by QV4 and stored in the folder qv_thumbs are now obsolete. As
QV6 generates thumbnails dynamically if needed, the thumbnails may be deleted.
In the list viw, QV4 marked entries green that contained further information in the info ﬁeld. This
functionality has been removed from QV6. Thus in order to determine which entries have links
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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attached to them, you may display and sort by the column Links to identify those entries having links
attached to them. Hint: Following a hard disk replacement or other sort of database disruption, you
can go to Options - General - Folders to deﬁne the folders in which QV should look for image ﬁles in
case they cannot be found in the folder deﬁned.
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Photos along tracks
With this function, you can realize an automatic assignment of multiple photos along a track. The
photos will be linked with the corresponding trackpoint.
Some requirement must be given:
The photos must be in the JPG format and the so-caled Exif Header must be available in the ﬁle.
In this header all digital cameras store metadata to the photo like date/time and exposure, etc.
You GPS track must include plausible date/time information. For example, some older Garmin
models store such information only in the Active-Log but not in the Saved-Logs.
You must be able to specify an oﬀset between GPS time and the time of your digital camera.
This is how you proceed:
Select the track in the X-Plorer window
Click the camera icon in the details window to start the assistant:

On the ﬁrst page of the assistant click the Select button and mark all photos which should be
assigned. If you click on any entry in the list, you will see a preview of the photo to the right und you
will see details on the Exif header entries in the ﬁeld above. Thus, you can quickly check the photos
and mark whatever those which seem adequate. Using the del button, you can also unmark a photo
which you have already selected.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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In case you can tell for a particular photo exactly the date and time, mark this one and click the
button Set as master-photo. See the next step of the assistant for more details:

On this page you have to specify the time diﬀerence between the camera and the GPS time. If you
have assigned a master photo, please enter the GPS date and time when this photo has been taken in
the corresponding ﬁeld.
Tip: Make a photo of the display of your GPS unit with the status information which also includes the
GPS time. Thus, you have the perfect master photo.
Please also add a maximum temporal oﬀset. All photos where the time diﬀerence to the next
trackpoint is larger than this value will not be displayed. This makes sense to avoid that photos are
linked which have not been taken while you GPS tracklog was active and which might have been
taken at another place.
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Then, please click Start to start the procedure. The software switch Remove all existing links will
deﬁne whether existing links along the track sshould be deleted or not. If the switch is enabled, links
which existed before will be deleted. If disabled, the new photos will be added as links. This is
especially useful if you work with several cameras and/or want to assign your photos in various
sessions.
At the end of the process you will see a status message which speciﬁes how many photos have been
linked. Up to this stage, the design of the original track has not been modiﬁed. So, at this stage you
can still cancel the function wthout consequences. After clicking Done, the links will be added and
stored in the database.
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Roadbook Editor
Please select a topic from the table of content
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Roadbook Editor
The roadbook editor is similar in its function to the previous version of QV2/3/4, but it has been
modernised and expanded very much in its creative possibilities. Die grundsätzliche Arbeitsweise ist
wie bei der Vorgängerversion. Bitte lesen Sie daher zuerst die Doku des RBE2, die Sie als PDF hier
ﬁnden.

Free choice of text style, size and colour in the information ﬁeld
Adding of pictures and textes mixed in the information ﬁeld
Easy selection of own symbols for drawing
Editing the drawings to complement them with many other contents, which are not able to be
modiﬁed with the ﬁxed tools
Easy creating of new roadbooks with kilometerage of existing GPS-tracks
Compact ﬁleformat for an easy transfer of roadbooks completely with all symbols and pictures
and much more
The well known functions of the previous version has been, of course, taken over:
Millimetre precision
WYSIWYG-creation
Automatically creating of roadbooks based on GPS-routes
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The roadbook editor is completely integrated in QV6 and can not be purchased separately as an own
program any more.

Creating new roadbook
Please select roadbook editor from the menue options or
roadbook.

, to start the editor with an empty

Creating roadbook from a route
Please select the preferred route in the QV-Xplorer and then Copy in roadbook from the popup
menue. For every route-WP a new line will be build, the complete kilometers or parts of the kilometers
will be adapted from the route, the symbols of the route-WPs are registered in the drawing and
eventually existing text will be entered in the information ﬁeld.
So it is easy, for example to print a calculated road route fast, appealing and clearly to take away.

Creating roadbook from track
Please select a preferred track in the QV-Xplorer and then Copy in roadbook from the popup menue.
In comparison to routes for tracks it will be created a picture only to those track points, which have a
text in the information ﬁeld. In every case the kilometerage will be identiﬁed with the distances
between the track points. With track records in short intervalls you will get usually the exact distance.
To create a roadbook from a track, follow the steps below:
Edit the track with the edit-function, until it shows exactly the preferred route from the start to
the end.
Follow the track onto a clearly map from the start to the end. At every important point, where
you would like to have an instruction in the roadbook, write down the text, for example “Turn
right to the small path, which goes up to the top of the hill”, into the information ﬁeld of the
track point.
Update the statistic, to calculate a new kilometerage
Select Copy in roadbook from the popup menue in the Xplorer, to create the roadbook
Now you can make a ﬁne tuning, for example entering some drawings or pictures
Saving, printing, ﬁnish
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Settings
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Settings
settings for several functions of the program

Program

General settings: The button “Reset All Settings” QV is back to its original state.
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Assistance program settings: You can also set your own paths. For example, for the “Exif Tool”
which is in the program directory of QuoVadis. (LW:\WINDOWS\QuoVadis\exiftool.exe) A command
can be in the second window, if you want, “overwrite_original” is entered.
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Settings directories: Here is the directory set in the QV should look ﬁrst to linked images, for
example. (LW:\Shared Documents\QV6_Data\IMG) But it can also be entered if the path to the
Waypointsymbols own. (LW:\WINDOWS\QuoVadis6\Supplement\symbols\ or
LW:\WINDOWS\QuoVadis6\Supplement\symbols\CompeGPS\CompeGPS symbols for example)

Map window

Camera Settings: Crosshair - Screen: Hides the crosshair in the middle of the map. Crosshair Mouse: Shows the Crosshair with Mousecurser on Sreen. Mouswheel reverse-zoom: Turn the zoom
using the mouse wheel to.
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Focus settings: With the button “Show Logo” the selected logo will be displayed at a map and
export the map in the map window.
The switch to “Map status bar - Tansparent”, turns the entire status bar transparent so you can see
behind it show through the card.
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Markings settings: Here you can select a diﬀerent “default” set style icon of your choice for
waypoints, Geochache, Routes, Tracks and GPS tracklogs online.

Performance
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Performance: In the value ﬁeld “Database” Global cache in MB “can you get more performance if
you have a well upgraded PC, the default value may increase to 100 MB.
A set hook in the “Allow overlap” can be zoomed in far-out map, lying close to each other waypoints
are visible.
For Netbooks or current desktop PCs you can enter for the “Max frames per …” a higher value
(possibly 30-35) for smoother shifting the card set. The diﬀerent “texture ﬁlter” change the face of
the map in the map window.
All other choices are for the standard users to please keep so!
For all “sliders” is the small D, the values back from standard.
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Units
Coordinates and measured parameters can be expressed in various units. Worldwide, many diﬀernt
units have bee established, and allthough international conventions are existing, people use the units
they are familiar with. The same holds true for coordinate systems, map datums and map grids.
Therfore, it is necessary to be able to switch or transform coordinates and parameters into various
units. You can access this window where all units are summarized through the Units
Standard symbol bar.

icon from the

A window will open with 3 tabs: Coordiantes, Units and Grid:

Coordinates
Under the Coordinates tab, you select all parameters which refer to coordinates systems:
On the lefthand side you select if you want to specify Angular Coordinates in degrees, minutes,
seconds and decimal seconds (line on top) or
Degrees, minutes and decimal minutes (second line) or
Degrees and decimal degrees (third line)
Below you can choose whether you want to use the Internation format notiﬁcation or wether you want
to use S (South) and W (West) as default preﬁxes. - Otherwise N (North) and E (East) are the defaults.
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In the ﬁeld Map Datum you must specify to which Map Datum the coordinates refer to. The default
setting is WGS 84 which evolves more and more to a kind of international standard.
Please note that coordinates without specifying the Map Datum are missleading and not exactly
deﬁned! Using the wrong Map Datum may result in an oﬀset of several miles! Dangerous situations
can be the consequence and you might get lost or at least will not ﬁnd the position you wanted! So
always make sure to care for the map datum when enetering or forwarding coordinates!
On the righthand side of the coordinates tab window you ﬁnd several Linear Coordinate Systems like
UTM, MGRS or the French Grid IGN and also all National Coordinates Systems in a pull-down menu. If
you need to work with such National Coordinate Reference Systems, tickmark the option National
Metric Grids and choose from the list below. If you should not ﬁnd the appropriate one in the list, you
can add a new deﬁnition. For further details see chapter QV System - Map Datums, Grids and DEMs.
Remark: As National Coordinate Reference Systems usually imply a speciﬁc Map Datum, the Map
Datum ﬁeld is disabled in order to avoid using such a National Metric Grid with an inadequate Map
Datum.

Masseinheiten
The Units tab refers to all dimensions of measured values:

Here you can deﬁne the units of you choice for:
Distances (Meters, Kilometers / English Miles / Seamiles)
Aread (m² / ar / ha / km²)
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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Altitudes and depths (Meter / Feet)
Under this tab you also have to specify if course readings and bearings should be refered to
Geographic or Magnetic North.

Grid
Finally, the Grid tab refers to the parameters of a Grid which you might wish to use as an overlay on
your map:

This might be especially helpfull when printing maps. The options are:
Automatic - In this case QV will generate adequate subdivision increments automatically.
User - In this case you can deﬁne the increments manually. It is possible to specify diﬀerent
increments for longitudes and lattitudes.
On the lefthand side you can also select the color of the gridlines and wether you want them in bold
style.
At the buttom of the window you will ﬁnd an option to apply the settings to all QV windows. This is the
default setting.
Important Remark: Please note that the grid will be created in the coordinate system which you have
deﬁned in the Coordinates tab!
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Data transfer between PCs
Transferring data between diﬀerent QV PC platforms is so easy that QV even does not need a speciﬁc
function for this task:
Just copy the relevant QU5 database to any transfer medium (CD, DVD, memory stick, external hard
disk, mail-attachment, etc.) and save it at the other PC into the QV Data directory. Usually, this is
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\QuoVadis 6_Data\qu5\
You will ﬁnd the relevant database if you select the directory in the QV X-Plorer or from the map
window by choosing X-Plorer from the pop-up menu after a right-click with your mouse at any spot of
the map. On the list window on the upper right of the X-Plorer you will see all elements of this
database listed with ﬁle size and the path.

After restarting QV at the PC to which the data have been transferred, the databasse will
automatically appear in the directory tree of the X-Plorer window. The data will be transferred
completely; however, if the database is referring to linked tables, you might have to assign the
correct paths manually if this PC uses another directory structure.
You will ﬁnd further information under Copying of Maps in the chapter X-Plorer Window.

If you are going to exchange data with another PC frequently (for example between your stationary
PC and your notebook) we recommend to use separate databases for your maps and GPS data. This
will save you from the need of correcting your map paths frequently because map tables will normally
not change while waypoints, routes and track tables do change frequently. If you follow this
recommendation you will only have to copy the databases containing your GPS data.
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Export
Allthough QV can upload geodata to many GPS units directly (see chapter GPS), there are several
cases where an export of geodata like waypoints, tracks, routes, etc. in a universal format is required.
This can be the case if you want to provide geodata for other software plattforms or for an upload to
an Internet platform or as an e-mail attachment.

QV supports a data export in many formats. These include: GPX, LOC, Compe, KML/KMZ, TomTom,
Garmin-GPI

Over the years many diﬀerent formats have evolved. However, only the GPX format has established
as a universal one.

Therefore we describe here the export of track in the GPX format as an example which is frequently
used for internetGPS data exchange platforms.
However, exports in other formats are done in the same way.

To perform the export, please proceed as follows:
Mark the geodata to be exported in the X-Plorer and klick the Export
icon. A Data Export
Assistant will open. In the ﬁrst window of this assitant you have to select the export ﬁle format
of your choice and to deﬁne a ﬁle name including directory path. Click Continue to skip to the
next windows of the assistant which is reserved for future options and currently not used. Click
Continue to proceed:
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In the third window of the assistant you can activate additional options to be performed after
the data export like opening your ﬁle manager (i.e. Windows Explorer) or starting an external
program. Then start the export by clicking Finish (You can also start the export directly from the
ﬁrst or second assistant window if you do not want to change anything on pages 2 or 3).
Thereafter a progress bar will visualize the status of the export. When the export is done, all
relevant information is summarized in the last assistant window:
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You will now ﬁnd the ﬁle in the deﬁned export directory and open it with another software,
upload it to an internet GPS platform or use it as mail attachment.
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Import
Through the internet, other GPS programs, and other sources there are many oppertunities to acquire
geodata which you want to import to QV.
The download of GPS receivers is another option which is covered in the GPS chapter.
QV can handle various import formats. These include: GPX, Compe, Garmin-TCX, KML/KMZ, TomTom,
LOC, CSV and GeoJPG.
However, the GPX format has established as the universal format for an exchange of geodata. This
format can also pack various geodata categories (waypoint, routes, tracks, geocaches) into one ﬁle.
Basically, you can perform such an import in three diﬀerent ways:
By clicking on the import
icon in the X-Plorer
Through the main menu bar by selecting New > Import
just drag&drop a ﬁle into the desired destination table in the xplorer
In any cases the Data Import Assitant will open. Please proceed as follows

File selection

In the ﬁrst window of the assitant you have to specify the ﬁle format and the ﬁle. You can choose
among eight diﬀerent formats. You can also leave the fault Automatic under File type and QV will
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identify most ﬁle formats automatically. By clicking Continue you skip to the next window of the
import assistent.

Filetype

There you can specify which data categories should be impoted. You can select several at a time.
Click Continue to proceed.

Destination table
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In the third assitant window you can deﬁne where the imported data should be stored in the QV XPlorer. You can leave the default (in this case QV-Data\My Data\Tracks) or choose to store the data in
the actually marked X-Plorer table. You alos have the option to choose a database and a table
manually. In case you import several data categories (waypoints, routes, tracks, etc.) at a time, the
only available option is New Database. In this case the default name is New Database_YYYY-MM-DD
vor, where YYYY represents the actual year, MM the month and DD the day. Click Continue to skip to
the next window of the import assitant. There you can activate additional options to be performed
after the import has ﬁnished. You can choose if you want the imported data to be listed in the X-Plorer
and/or if they should directly be visualized in a map. Finally you start the Import by clicking Finish.

Finish
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The data import will start and the process is visualized through a progress bar. When the data import
is ﬁnished, all relevant data are summarized in the last window of the import assistant.

Import CSV
When you have selected CSV-data for the import, you have to make some other settings. For this
procedure the following dialoque opens:
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All changes at the settings will be shown in the preview. The goal is to put the relevant data into two
separate columns, which can be assigned to the databank ﬁelds during the import.
Loading…

Loads saved qifx-ﬁle with all settings
Saves all settings in a qifx-ﬁle, which can be loaded later, when this ﬁle or a
Saving…
similar ﬁle should be imported again
Description
With this function you can enter a description for this qifx-ﬁle
Select a character set, in which the ﬁle to be imported has been created.
Character set
Especially for german special characters or easteuropean names often a adaption
is necessary, when you see in the preview “strange” characters or many ?.
The data ﬁelds in a csv-ﬁle are always separated by a special symbol, mostly a
comma, semikolon or tab. Here you have to choose the right symbol. When the
Field separator
coloumns in the preview makes sense, the symbol is the right one. Beside the
symbols in the dropdown-list you can enter every symbol you like into the enterﬁeld.
Often names are “” included in a CSV-ﬁle, which you do not like to import. The
Text separator
here chosen symbol will be ﬁltered by QV during the import. Also here you can
enter an own symbol, when the preferred one is not in the list.
Whole line in
Copies during the import process the complete original line into the information
information ﬁeld ﬁeld of the appropriate WPs or TRPs.
Import from line x With this function you can skip headlines of the ﬁle
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Classiﬁcation of columns to database ﬁels:

This is a very important part of the action. After you have replaced the columns with the right ﬁeld
separator, please click on the column header of a column and select an appropriate database ﬁeld.
You can select some ﬁelds several times, for example all columns, which you have linked to Info,
have to be written into the information-ﬁeld. You can also link Name several times, then the WPname will be created by these columns. Please classify ﬁelds, which are not necessary, with None.
Classiﬁcation of coordinates
Coordinates can be described by many diﬀerent ways, QV oﬀers you some options:
Latitude This coloumn contains the latitude-value in degree.
Longitude This coloumn contains the longitude-value in degree.
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If the values are not available in the degree-decimal, for example 46.5, but for example in degree
minutes 46°30', then you must indicate coordinates-others….
With this you can characterize a coloumn, which contains only the hemissphere, that means
N or S
With this you can characterize a coloumn, die nur die Hemissphere enthält, that means E
Lon-EW
oder W
Lat-NS

This is necessary, when the degree and the hemissphere are in separated coloumns.
Northing_meter
Eating_meter
UTM zone

If the coordinates are available in UTM, Gauss-Krüger or in another meters-grid, then
select this for the height-value.
If the coordinates are available in UTM, Gauss-Krüger or in another meters-grid, then
select this for the right-value.
If the coordinates are available in UTM, this is the UTM-zone.

In every case you have to indicate the appropriate coordinate system for UTM or meters grid under
coordinates-others….
With test you can check previously, if the settings are correct and QV can extract meaningful data.
The ﬁrst ﬁve lines will be read from the ﬁle and changed according to your settimg in WPs or track
points. The result will be displayed, with name and with in wgs84 transformed coordinate:

In this case everything seems to be ok, the WP-name and the correct longitude and latitude are
recognized.
In this case no correct longitude and latitude can be recognized:

You should proove the column assignment and also the coordinate-units.
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If everything is OK, you can save the settings for the next time with Save and start the import with
OK.
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Supported data formats
The following data formats are supported:
Import Export Version Remarks
File extension2)
Automatic
.* unknown extension
+
user Deﬁned
GPS Exchange format (GPX) .gpx
+
+
as of 1.0 XML format
CompeGPS - tracks
.trk
+
+
as of 4.04 TXT format
CompeGPS - waypoint
.wpt
+
+
as of 1.2 TXT format
CompeGPS - route
.rte
+
+
TXT format
GarminTCX - trainings
.tcx
+
Google Earth
.kml
+
+
as of 1.0 XML format
Google Earth
.kmz
+
+
as of 1.0 XML format
TomTom - POIs
.ov2
+
+
2.0
TomTom - itinerary
.itn
+
+
Geocache
.loc
+
+
Name

GeoJpg3)
EXCEL table
NMEA
PCX5 (Garmin)
PCX5 (Garmin)
PCX5 (Garmin)

.jpg

+

.csv
.nmea
.trk
.wpt
.rte

+
+
+
+
+

SHP (GIS data)4)

.shp .shx .dbf

+

ERTF_GPS

5)

DXF 7)

+
v2.09
v2.09
v2.09
+

as of 1.2 simple C

.csv

+

For vehicle tracking 6)

.dxf

+

CAD data exchange

2)

Please note: applies to the ﬁle extensions, as well as for other ﬁles that the content determines the
data format - you can choose any size and the information in this column are the ﬁle extensions that
are usually be taken.
3)
, 4) , 5) , 7)
Only QuoVadis 6 Poweruser
6)

Special format for GSM, GPS, SMS tracking. This is e.g. at the “Dakar Desert Rally” used. ERTF
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FAQ
Please select a topic from the table of content .
Additionally you may check our website if you might ﬁnd help in the corresponding chapter:
http://www.quovadis-gps.com/en/knowledge-base/frequently-asked-questions/
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Compressing databases
In QuoVadis 6 databases will be compressed with the following steps:
- Please open QuoVadis 6 Xplorer
- put the cursor in the tree view on the list or a database, for example “My Data”
- click in the Icon button of the QV-Xplorer onto the left Icon “white container, database….)
- select “compressing”

… with this function the database “My-Data” will be compressed. Please repeat this for other lists or
databases if necessary. With the compressing a ﬁle with the same name will be created in the list
“QV6_Data\qu6”,which has the ending*.qv5db.bak. This can be created newly by deleting the ending
.bak , when there is a mistake in the original DB, or when a table/DB has to be read newly. (For that
function QV has to be closed and started again!)
[VIDKOMPRIMIEREN]
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Printing in the scale
On the one hand it is genious in its function, on the other hand it is not so easy to understand, how
QV6 realizes the scale-orientated printing. Therefore I have a outlined a short workﬂow, which, when
you follow it exactly, helps you to understand very well, how you can handle that!
Maybe this steps will help you to understand:
- open one of your maps
- zoom on 100% and adjust the window so, that the left edge above
of the map window shows also the left edge above of your print-out.
- then: ﬁle, print, goal “Printer”, 300dpi, “continue”
- now please select the option “this view”, the screen becomes a little
darker, because a window in the size of the screen will be drawed
which includes the chosen print-out-ﬁeld.
- now let the “Print” dialogue open and zoom with the scroll-wheel,
with the keyboard or the icons in the QV-menue widely out of the map
- if not selected, place a check mark on “true-scale printing”,
and on “Map section extending on paper size”
- then click on “Create page”, unti now the two last
entered options will be applied and you can see, that the window
changes accordingly like the print-out-size of the selected scale.
When you determine a scale and order, that the papersize of the printer (A4?) should “be ﬁlled” with
the map, then you have determined the section in QV-window explicitly. The in this map section
entered options will be applied only, when you click explicitly on the option “Creating page”!
I hope, this “little exercise” will help you!
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Entering coordinates
In QV4 we were informed sometimes, thta it is not comfortable to enter new coordinates, because we
have tried to work in structured requests with separated ﬁelds for example with
degrees/minutes/seconds. It was diﬃcult for many users, “to write continiously”, not good for fast
requests. Now we are going a new way in QuoVadis 6. Without time waste because of symbols like °,
'. “, you can now write continiously. The problem is, that it is completely diﬀerent as before and you
have to know why. This reminds me (for old QV4 hands) the story with “how can I switch from N to S
or O to W”? In fact this is ingeniously and trivial … if you know how.
As an example we choose the ﬁelds for coordinate entering for the calibration. I like to mention, that
the ﬁelds “operates” also some more other enter variations as you ﬁnd here, but I only show you here
the easiest version! Such an entering ﬁeld for the calibration needs always one point, that means a
value pair of longitude and latitude, for example (DDDMMSS.S):
N50° 20' 20.2” / O9° 30' 40.4“
that means:
50 degrees north, 20 minutes, 20 comma 2 seconds / 9 degrees east, 30 minutes, 40
comma 4 seconds
If you like to enter this into such a ﬁeld for a coordinate point, then it is the most easy way to write
the following:
50 20 20.2 9 30 40.4
Did you recognized the ﬁgures in comparison to he example above? We have to add, that you can
show the value for the southern hemisphere, which is located west of 0°N, when you select a ”-“ or
you can select the appropriate letter, that means, for example:
for
S50° 20' 20.2” / W9° 30' 40.4“
you enter
S50 20 20.2 W9 30 40.4
or also
-50 20 20.2 -9 30 40.4
As you have entered the point on the map or the ready calibration is saving, the enter will be changed
into a “beautiful” notation, with the use of °, ' ”. Examples for this you will ﬁnd below.
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The example above refers to the version DDMMSS, the same principal applies also to the other
versions DDMMM and DDDDD.
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General
General questions to installation, upgrades and the program.
Who are the makers of QuoVadis?
The program QuoVadis 6, shortly QV6, is the continuation of the successful program of Dipl.-Ing.
Thomas Flemming. The idea to QuoVadis came to his mind somewhere in Libyen during the
measuring coordinates from a map and the transfer into the Garmin 75 in the morning. Since this
morning the program was developed continiously and also the user desires were taken into account.
Which program editions exist and what are the diﬀerences?
QV6 has three diﬀerent program editions with diﬀerent ranges of function:
Freeware
Standard
Poweruser
For the diﬀerences and a comparison of all program editions please look atProduktfamilie.
Where can I download the program and do exist a test version?
You can download the program at the website QuoVadis Software GmbH. The programm “QuoVadisPoweruser” is unlocked for 25 days without limitations. After the expiry of 25 days you can use the
program in the Freeware-version, with a limited range of functions, but you can naturally upgrade to
the standard or Poweruser version (look at [QVSHOP]).
My virus scanner deletes the installation ﬁle. Can somebody help me?
Suggestions and solutions to this problem you can ﬁnd here announcements in [QVFORUM].
What is the diﬀerence between the release and the developer version?
The Release version is the stable version and was tested adequately and shows no known serious
bugs. This version is recommendet for the use to everyone.
The Developer version contains the latest features and Bugﬁxes. But it can contain maybe great
bugs. This version is only recommendet to users, who like to play with the latest features and know,
that it is a risk. We suggest, to perform a complete backup of all QV6 databases (*.qv5db), when you
use this version. A fast opportunity for the backup is for example in QV6 the Quick Backup.
I am a beginner. Which page helps me to do the ﬁrst steps?
Please look at the chapter The ﬁrst steps in QV. For fundamental concepts and some examples please
follow the link QV6 für Neueinsteiger. You will ﬁnd a lot of information in the documentation, but if you
do not ﬁnd a solution or you do not understand something, then the [QVFORUM] is a good plattform.
Which GPS-units are supported by QuoVadis?
You can use GPS-units, which support the NMEA-protocol or which are connected over the USBconnection, to receive or download data from GPS. You can ﬁnd an overview in the chapter GPSGeräte, taking account that it can not reﬂect always the current status because of the wide range of
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diﬀerent units. If your unit is not listed, you can try it on your own with the demo version2) or you can
ask in the [QVFORUM].
Where can I get support?
You will be supported in the [QVFORUM], here in the wiki or directly at the website [QVHOME]
Which indications are important for support?
That you can get the right answer to your question, please enter the following information in the
forum [QVFORUM]:
Which version 3) of QuoVadis4) do you use?5)
Windows version (XP, Vista, Windows 7)
Is the program running in a virtual engine? Which product (z.B. VirtualBox, VMWare) and which
version? Which Hostbetriebssystem?
Can you reproduce the mistake? Which steps have you done?
Please give some example data, if possible.6)
Please send data only after our order in the forum (with a link to the forum message) to [QVEMAIL].
How can I ﬁnd help for a special theme in the wiki?
The easiest way is “Schlagwort Suche” here in the wiki. Therefore on every page you can ﬁnd above
on the left side a Eingabemaske and beside a button with “Searching”. Please enter only the word,
which you are searching for and the wiki will list the corresponding articels, which contains the
entered word .
I have found a mistake in the documentation. Where can I public this?
Please send a link to the page and a short description to [QVEMAIL], so that the mistake can be
deleted. Thank you very much for your support!

Upgrades
I like to upgrade from an older version to the latest version. Which opportunities have I?
Upgrade from TTQV3/4 to QV6: QV6 uses a completely diﬀerent code as TTQV3/4 and is
based (since TTQV5) on a complete new developement. That means, that QV6 functions without
mistakes beside an existing installation of TTQV3/4. Please install QV6, an existing installation
will not be inﬂuenced.
Upgrade from TTQV5 to QV6: QV6 is a development of TTQV5. The installation of QV6
functions like an update for TTQV5. Please start the setup of QV6. The installation routine
recognizes an existing TTQV5 and adapts and integrates all necessary data of TTQV5. Before
the installation of QV6 the program in QV6 setup(not the data!) TTQV5 will be deinstalled.
Upgrade the existing licence code: Owner of a licence code of an older TTQV version have
diﬀerent opportunities to purchase a latest licence for QV6 in [QVSHOP]. An existing TTQV5
licence can be used also for QV6 without limitations.
Can I transfer my data from the previous version?
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Naturally you can transfer the data. Depending on the previous version, there exist some little
diﬀerences:
Data transfer from TTQV5: During the installation of QV6 all data bases from TTQV5 will be
adapted automatically and are usually available. Databases with the ending *.qv5db, which
were saved manually, are available in QV6 again, when they are copied into the data list of QV6
in the ﬁle qu5, also “…/TTQV6_Data/qu5/”. The saving location of the QV6-data list has been
selected by the user during the installation or correspondends to the data list of TTQV5.
Data transfer from TTQV3/4: During the ﬁrst installation of QV6 the installation routine
searches after an existing TTQV3/4 installation and oﬀers an import of the data to you.
Alternatively you have the opportunity in the program overview of QV6, to import the data
bases from the older version. Therefore click in [QVX] on the data base - symbol (white
container) and select the option “TTQV3/4 import data…”. Please follow then the assistant.

Before an import/a data transfer from
TTQV3/4 we recommend, to compress
these data bases!
Can I use all maps from an older version further more?
You can use all maps from TTQV5 further more until some special cases.
By the usage of maps of TTQV4 you will have the following limitations: All maps, which uses the
geogrid-viewer and the geogrid-mapformat of the company EADS, can not be imported in QV6 any
more, but they are available for customers of TTQV4 further more because of BestandsschutzRegelung by the data transfer from TTQV4. This refers to all public Top10/25/50/200 maps of
Germany and the Austrian FlyMap (bis V4).
More over that the french IGN-Bayo maps with the ending *byo and the maps of Switzerland with the
ending *.axf can not be used any more in QV6.
Can I use the TTQV5-bonus maps further more?
Yes, but you can not install the bonus maps, if TTQV5 has been deleted.
The TTQV5-bonus maps depend on TTQV5 because of the licence and can only be installed, if TTQV5
has been installed. When you like to use these maps further more with QV6, please take care, that
they has been installed before the installation of QV6, then they will be adapted automatically. An
installation after TTQV5 has been deleted, is not possible.
The ODB and the SRTM30 are contained in the delivery range of QV6, when you have ordered QV on
DVD, but it can be downloaded, too. The world atlas 4Mio is not included in the delivery range of QV6,
but you can purchase additionally an extendet world atlas in 4 und 2Mio, when you order QV .
Notice: When you have already installed the bonus-data on your ﬁrst-pc, you can it copy easily on
your second-pc and import it there in QV6.

Work with QuoVadis
The functions of QuoVadis does not solve one of my problems. What can I do?
QuoVadis is currently in a developing process. We realize very often many ideas of the users. Please
do not hesitate, to ask your questions in [QVFORUM] of QuoVadis.
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Business clients have also the opportunity to get individual developments of necessary functions. We
create an OEM-version, which is perfectly adaptable to your desires. Please ask us with a personal
request per [QVEMAIL]. In the past we have worked successfully together with many diﬀerent
companies, for example with companies from the emergencies, research and developement.
The program has been stopped because of an error. Where can I announce the error and how can I
solve it?
If you have problems with QV6, you should take a look into the paragraph “Easy repair of QuoVadis 6”
in the artikel QuoVadis 6 will nicht laufen. If you can not solve the problem with this support,then
please contact us in the [QVFORUM].
What is the diﬀerence between a route, a track and a waypoint?
A route is a group of waypoints, which has been created in a special way. A route is a
navigation method, which you can plan by the deﬁnition of several waypoints. Please use a
route, if you can not get from one location to another location directly. In this case we call it
airline-routing.
A track is a chain of points, which are ordered by time. Each point contains usually information
about the coordinates, time and date (and in the most cases also the height).
A waypoint is a point, which refers to a geographic position (longitude- and latitude)7). A
waypoint will be deﬁned by coordinates, which will be read by the GPS navigation unit.
I have GPS-data and want to use them in QuoVadis. How can I import them?
Please use the import-function of [QVX]: The button “Import” opens the assistant, which will lead you
through the process. A detailed description ﬁnd you here: Import von GPS-Daten
How can I change GPS-data with other users?
When the other user has also QV6 or TTQV5, then you can give him the database. You can ﬁnd it in
the QuoVadis data list, in the ﬁle “qu5”. Please transfer the *.qu5db ﬁle. For more information please
look at: Datenübertragung zwischen verschiedenen PCs
If the other user has no QuoVadis, you will ﬁnd in [QV6] many export formats: Click in [QVX] on the
button “Export” (Diskettensymbol with a red Pfeil to the right). A detailed explanation of the export
dialogue can you ﬁnd in the chapter Export von Daten
The format of my GPS-data is not listed at the supported data formats. Can I import the data anyway
in the program?
QV6 oﬀers also the import of user-deﬁned GPS-data formats. Please look at the table in the par
“Unterstützte Datenformate”. Here you see on the high priority the ﬁeld “Automatic”.
If your data can not be imported, you can download the freeware program GPS-Babel and try, to
convert the GPS-ﬁle in one of by [QV6] supported import format. After that you can import the ﬁle in
the program. If it does not work, you can ask [QVFORUM] for more help.
How can I enter coordinates correctly?
A description of the correct enter of the coordinates ﬁnd you in this chapter Koordinateneingabe.
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QV-Xplorer
I have deleted a waypoint unitentionally. Can I ich das rückgängig machen and den Wegpunkt
wiederherstellen?
For this you have diﬀerent methods. When you have deleted a waypoint by the QV-Xplorer Icon
“Delete”

and the waypoint is not visible anymore in the QV-Xplorer, please click on the small Pfeil

beside the Deleting-X
. Mark the ﬁrst point “Show deleted objects”. Your waypoint will be
displayed with the notice [DELETED]. Mark it and click again on the small Pfeil and select “Rückgängig
löschen”. Then the waypoint is recreate.
Naturally it can also be, that you have deleted a waypoint “endgültig”. Then you will have the only
opportunity, if it was not too long time, to get the information from your saving of the own systembackup or the .qv5db.bak ﬁle (is generated from QV at every compressing). Stop QV6 and name the
database with the deleted waypoint “Muster.qv5db” in for example “MusterORIGINAL.qv5db”, delete
“Muster.qv5db.bak” the ending “.bak” and start QV6. In QV-Xplorer you can ﬁnd your database with
the deleted waypoint “MusterORIGINAL” and the saved database “Muster”, from which you can copy
the unintentionally deleted waypoint back again in the “MusterORIGINAL”.
How can I delete data from the database ﬁnally?
When you delete data in QuoVadis, then they will be marked at ﬁrst only as “deleted” markiert. They
are not displayed anymore, but physically the deleted data still exist. Really deleted are the data only,
if you compress the databaseDatenbank komprimieren. A similar mechanism do you have in Windows
7, when you activate the data backup for your hard disk. You can restore the deleted data on the hard
disk with an activated data backup.
How can I compress the size of the databases?
In QuoVadis 6 databases can be compressed as the following:
open QV-Xplorer
put the cursor in the tree view on the list, for example „QV-Data“
click in the icon bar of the QV-Xplorer on the icon on the left („white container“, database…)
select „compressing“
All databases im the list „QV-Data“ will be compressed. Repeat this process for other lists, if
necessary. You can compress also a single database (select this and make the same process).
How can I import a map?
You have three options to import new maps to QV6:
1. Installation by setup routine: Maps of QV6 are delivered normally with a setup routine, which is
responsible for the whole installation and enters the maps directly in the map table.
2. Installation by the button “Import of new maps CD/DVD automatically…”: This way of
installation is suitable, if you have to install many maps together. The import of CDs or DVDs is
not the only adventage. Look n the opening assistant for the right list heraus and follow the
assistant.
3. Installation by right mouseclick in the maptable: Hereby you can import one or more “normal”
maps together or additionally “special” maps, like online-maps or maps of ecwp or wms server.
Therefore click with the right mouse button on an existing map table and select the option
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“New”. Select in the opening assistant the right map type for you and follow the assistant.
A detailed instruction and explanation of all options ﬁnd you at: Neue Karte importieren

Maps
General
I need a map for my next travel planning. Where can I look for a suitable map?
You can look at [QVSHOP], if there are maps for your destination. In every case it may be worthy, to
ask at the [QVFORUM], because you can get there additional tips of available or other map material.
What is the diﬀerence between a raster- and a vectormap?
A raster map is similar to a conventional graphic, for example like fotos of digital camera. Each pixel
is now allocated to a color value and all pixels together are the map graﬁc. Vector maps are maps,
which were for example used in the classic “Navis” or in QV6 for example in the Navtech Navi or the
QV-Telogis-Navteq maps. Therefore the vectors have special information, for example a point, from
which a line goes to a special destination, represents a road sector. Adventages of vector maps have
typically a smaller ﬁle size in comparison to a raster map and are crystal clear in every zoom level. In
comparison to vector maps raster maps have typically a larger ﬁle size, but have mostly a more
beautyful map picture or - at least at topographical maps - about a higher information density and/or
more information.
More informationen to the theme you can ﬁnd here: Einführung ins Thema Karten
How can I print in a scale?
It is genious in its function, but it is not very easy to understand, how QV6 realizes printing on scale.
Therefore the next steps show you, how you can print on scale, if you follow them exactly! Please
follow the next steps (helps you to understand):
Open a map
Zoom to 100% and adjust the window so, that the left edge above of the map window shows
also the left edge above of the print-out.
Then click » ﬁle» print » goal „Printer“, 300dpi, Weiter
Now please select the option „this view“ - the screen becomes a little darker, because a window
in the size of the screen will be drawed, which includes the chosen print-out-ﬁeld.
Now let the “Print” dialogue open and zoom with the scroll-wheel, with the keyboard or the
icons in the QV-menue widely out of the map.
If not selected, place a check mark on “true-scale printing” and on “Map section extending on
paper size”
Then click on “Create page”, unti now the two last entered options will be applied and you can
see, that the window
changes accordingly like the print-out-size of the selected scale. When you determine a scale and
order, that the papersize of the printer (A4?) should “be ﬁlled” with the map, then you have
determined the section in QV-window explicitly. The in this map section entered options will be
applied only, when you click explicitly on the option “Creating page”!
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I like to install QuoVadis on a new pc. Must I unlock all maps again?
That depends on, if you like to install QuoVadis on a new pc or if you like to install QuoVadis for
example after a new Windows installation again on the same pc. On a completely new pc all maps
need to be unlocked again.
If QuoVadis was running on this pc previously, you can avoid the unlocking process, when you copy
the ﬁle lp_QuoVadis 6b.lic from a backup to the ﬁle “lic” in the QuoVadis data list.
A more detailed description you will ﬁnd in the section “backup of the licence data” in the Chapter
Aktivierung.
The zoom function in the map with the +/- key does not function. What can be the reasons?
Please hold the key longer pressed on the button, to zoom in the map. You can determine the zoom
speed in the settings.

Raster maps
Which maps can I use in QuoVadis?
In General you can use all oﬀered maps on the hompage or in the [QVSHOP] in QuoVadis, unless, it is
pointed out directly (and very clear) some contrary points.
Es lassen sich weiterhin alle Karten, die mit TTQV oder QuoVadis als kompatibel gekennzeichnet sind,
auch mit QV6 verwenden. Des weiteren kann man alle digitalisierten Karten, welche in einem freien,
gängigen Graﬁkformat vorliegen in QV6 importieren und kalibrieren.
An overview of a detailed list with all supported maps you ﬁnd here: Karten Einführung8)
I have a paper map. How can I use this in QuoVadis?
To use the paper map in QuoVadis, it has to be digitalized, that means it has to be scanned. You can
scan it at home with a normal scanner or you decide to ask a professional service, who are able to
scan the map normally in one whole peace.9) QuoVadis has also an own scanner service for maps.
Please ask us concerning the actual conditions and the process per e-mail: [QVEMAIL]. After the
digitalization importiert the map to QV6 and kalibriert it after that in the program.
What should I pay attention to during the calibration?
A detailed guideline ﬁnd you here: Karte kalibrieren

Vector maps
Which vector maps can I use in QuoVadis?
In QuoVadis you can use diﬀerent vector maps. In general two maps can be distinguished: vector
maps, which are suitable for road routing or road navigation (Routing, Navi) or vector maps, which
can be only displayed on a screen.
Vector maps with routing or Navi function:
1. Navteq Vector data 2009q4, for example the Navteq Navi Europe totally 2010,
2. new QV-Telogis vector data from the year 2012, for example the QV-Map Telogis 2012 Germany
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Truck
Vector maps, which can be displayed in Quo Vadis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Garmin maps in the classic *.img Format (but not NT maps)
GIS-maps in the format Shp, Dwg and Dxf
OSM-raw data
Google Earth kml ﬁles
and much more: Chapter “Supported formats” in the link GIS-Dateien

I already have a vector map of another programm. Can I use this also in QuoVadis?
This is not possible. The licence guidelines of the provider of the map data do not allow this. You can
use the commercial vector maps only with the product, for which it was produced and purchased.

Online-maps
I can not ﬁnd the online-maps anymore. How can I add this again to a new map table?
Create a new map table or take an established map table in [QVX] and click with the right
mousebutton. Select in the context menue Neu –> Online-Karten… and the maps will be created in
the map table.

Routing
What is the diﬀerence between a normal route and a routing-route?
A normal (or classic) route is a chain of waypoints, which you create manually, transfer it to your GPSunit and then you should be able to drive the route without any problems. For a routing-route the way
is created automatically from a data base (vector map, Google routing). Therefore it is enough, to set
the start and the goal (sometimes some stopovers) and the way will be calculated by the routingengine automatically.
Which maps do I need to create a routing-route?
In QV6 are three map basics, with which you can create a routing_route:
1. Google routing (in all versions of QV6 available), for the usage a internet connection is
necessary
2. Navteq vector data 2009q4, for example the Navteq Navi Europe totally 2010 - need to be
purchased and installed separately and can be used without internet
3. new QV-Telogis vector maps, for example the QV-Map Telogis 2012 Germany Truck - need to be
purchased and installed separately, can be used without internet
An overview about the new QuoVadis Telogis vector data, including the coverage and the availability,
ﬁnd you here [QVSHOP].
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Various
Questions, which are not related to one or another category.
I can not ﬁnd my question in the list. What can I do?
Ask your question in the support forum: [QVFORUM]
2)

When you give us a response, we can extend the Wiki, because we do not have all units for own tests
available.
3)

You ﬁnd them in the menue ? (= Help) in the menue point “Over …”
4)

or in early versions: TTQV
5)

If it is not the actual version, please try to ﬁnd out, if the problem exists also after the last updates of
your program version or if the problem has been resolved now.
6)

These can be attached to the forum message until a special ﬁle size.
7)

In most cases it refers also to a height information
8)

Please notice, that the list has, in some cases, not always the latest update.
9)

It saves time and is mostly more detailed, because a scanner can maybe distort the graﬁk at the
edges.
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Solving Problems
Please select a topic from the table of content
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DEMs don't work
There are DEMs (digital elevation models) installed in QuoVadis 7 but you can't see altitude data
below the cursor or at new created tracks, 3D doesn't work:
Eventually the DEM entries in the QuoVadis 7 data bank are incorrect which could have happened
when your elevation models were adopted from an older QV sofware. Or the DEM was imported
incorrect with an older version of QuoVadis 7 and the current version can't read these entries.
In this case delete the DEM from the QV-Xplorer, restart QuoVadis 7 and reimport the DEM.
The best way for QuoVadis 7 to work with elevation models is with the ﬁle types *.gmg
(Globalmapper) and *.qv5db. Here you can ﬁnd diﬀerent adequate DEMs for free downloading and
usage with QuoVadis 7:
http://bb.quovadis-gps.com/43568-hoehendaten-von-div-touratech-kartenprodukten-im-gmg-format.h
tml
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No map visible
You have installed maps in QuoVadis 7 and selected them in QV-Xplorer for viewing. But there is no
map visible on screen, the screen appears just white:
Press “F4”(entire map) on your keyboard to make certain, that you do not look at a portion of you
mapﬁle that carries no map details.
If this does not help, you may have installed no proper gaphics-card driver in your Windows:
Your Windows may run with a “generic” driver, ie a driver, the operating system installs as a
workaround if the Windows setup has incorporated no speciﬁc driver. These Generic drivers are not
suﬃcient to display maps in QuoVadis 7. You then need to download and install the correct graphics
card driver from the website of your graphics card manufacturer or the maker of your PC. You can
determine that there is no proper driver installed for your Windows by checking Windows “control
panel / System / Device Manager”. In the section “VGA-Card”, if you see an entry like “default VGA” or
“generic VGA” or “standard VGA ”, i. e. an entry without any hardware or manufacturer speciﬁc
wording, then you need to search for and install the proper VGA driver.
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QuoVadis 7 doesn't run
QouVadis 6 is a very complex software package which includes, apart from the the requirements of
the internal system environment, many external modules in one. This leads to the problem that,
depending on the computer on which QuoVadis 7 is installed, in individual cases corrections or an
installation of additional runtime modules might be necessary. This is because a Windows computer
equals only in very few cases another revering to the installation and practically every complex
software implicates system wide changes in MS-Windows. The fact that QuoVadis 7 is updated
constantly and that an update installed on an older foundation can lead to error messages is another
source for obstacles. These problems are relatively easy to solve thanks to the absolute separation of
software and user data under QuoVadis 7. In the following I want to list the easy possibility of error
recovery…

Basic notice:
In the case of a standard installation of QuoVadis 7 plus bonus-DVD the QuoVadis 7 data can be found
in 3 diﬀerent folders on your hard disk. Unfortunately there are diﬀerences in naming between
WindowsXP and Windows7(Vista). In addition to that the names under Windows7 are displayed
diﬀerently depending on the ﬁle explorer (MS-Explorer, TotalCommander).
Tip: Under Windows7 you get the actual data path by clicking in the address bar of the MS-explorer on
the right hand side of the folder names.
QuoVadis 7 folder under WindowsXP:
C:\program ﬁles\QuoVadis7 (program folder)
C:\documents and settings\all users\documents\qv7_data
(data folder, data banks, license administration, QuoVadis 7 system data)
C:\documents and settings\all users\documents\QV_Maps (standard folder for maps)
QuoVadis 7 folder under Windows7:
C:\program ﬁles\QuoVadis7 (program folder Windows 7-32)
C:\program ﬁles(x86)\QuoVadis7 (program folder Windows 7-64)
C:\users\public\documents\qv7_data (data folder, data banks, license administration, QuoVadis 7
system data)
C:\users\public\documents\QV_Maps (standard folder for maps)

Where to ﬁnd the qv7.ini
This data contains user settings of QV6 and especially in term of updates it can happen that you begin
with a new qv7.ini. If you delete this ﬁle, it will be recreated with the default settings at the start of
QV6.
Under WindowsXP the qv7.ini ﬁle can be found in this folder:
C:\documents and settings\all users\documents\qv7_data\
Under Windows7 the qv7.ini ﬁle can be found in this folder:
C:\users\public\documents\qv7_data\
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How to reset QuoVadis 7
There are two ways to reset QuoVadis 7. In “Options”, “Settings…”, “Program” you will ﬁnd a button
that says “Reset all settings to dafault…”. If QuoVadis doesn't start at all, you can also delete the
qv7.ini ﬁle (see above). Both ways work without any data loss and have the eﬀect that all QuoVadis 7
settings are reset to the original state.

System requirements:
QuoVadis 7 depends on the case that you use a Windows system software that is up to date at all
points regardless to which Windows system software you use (XP, Vista, 7). It can absolutely happen
that QuoVadis 7 starts and works in parts normally but bucks when you try to open a new window or
use the mapdisplay. If that happens you should check the actuality of the necessary system ﬁles.
More information here:
http://wiki.quovadis-gps.com/doku.php?id=de:10_install:a_setup

Often very easy...
QuoVadis 7 ans Windows 8.1
QuoVadis 7 does not run on Windows8.1: Install the latest QuoVadis 7 Update. This will delete a ﬁle
“wininet.dll” from QuoVadis software folder. This ﬁle causes the problem with Windows 8.1 .

Backup data banks and license ﬁle
Before every attempt to repair you should backup the QuoVadis data banks and the license ﬁle. One
way to do this is the integrated backup function in QuoVadis 7 under “File”, “Quick Backup - Exit”. The
manual way is to shut down QuoVadis 7 and copy the content of the following folders to a save place
outside of the computer:
(license ﬁle)
Windows XP: C:\documents and settings\all users\documents\qv7_data\_lic
Windows 7: C:\users\public\documents\qv7_data\_lic
(data banks)
Windows XP: C:\documents and settings\all users\documents\qv7_data\qu5
Windows 7: C:\users\public\documents\qv7_data\qu5
To recover the data just copy them back into the exact same folder from where you saved them. To
recover automatically saved data you ﬁrst have to unpack the backup ﬁle with an unpack software
(e.g. http://www.7-zip.org or http://www.peazip.org as a freeware) and then copy it back into the right
folder.
If the reason to repair is e.g. an error message referring to data banks (or one data bank), it might be
enough to only remove this data bank out of the data banks folder.
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Easy repair of QuoVadis 7
If QuoVadis 7 starts with an error message or if opening maps causes an error message, the following
method should always be the ﬁrst thing to try. A possible reason for these problems can be that the
step made by an QuoVadis update is to big. Then it is advantageous or even nesessary to use the
current complete setup instead. This method works in most cases when QuoVadis 7 dosn't start.
- reboot computer
- delete qv7.ini ﬁle with the MS-Explorer, the ﬁle can be found in the QuoVadis 7 data folder (see
above)
- (optional) delete the QuoVadis 7 program folder (only this one!)
If all named steps don’t help:
- download the current complete setup
- additionally download the latest QuoVadis 7 update (“?”, “Check for new update…”), shut down
QuoVadis 7 and install the update.
A deinstallation of QuoVadis 7 is not necessary for this method. After the installation it is reasonable
to start QuoVadis 7 and let “Compress” go over the data banks to check for damages.

Reinstallation on the trip
In this case it is important to backup the license ﬁle before the reinstallation (see above “backup data
banks and license ﬁle”) because a reactivation of the maps without internet access can be very
diﬃcult. We recommend to backup the license ﬁle and all data banks before the trip on an external
memory medium after all maps and QuoVadis 7 are activated. You can do this at any time but you
should be aware that it takes a lot of work. We only recommend to do this if you are requested by the
QV-Support or if “Easy repair of QuoVadis 7” doesn't solve the problem. The de- and
reinstallation of the complete QuoVadis 7 software must take place on the same computer, in the
same folder, under the same Windows installation so that you can use the same license ﬁle.
- deinstall QuoVadis 7 in control panel, software
- reboot computer
- delete the QuoVadis 7 program folder and the data folder (backup before)
- install the available QuoVadis complete setup (if possible download at Homepage
)
- launch QuoVadis 7, does it start correctly?
- shut down QuoVadis 7, recover the license ﬁle with the backup, launch QuoVadis 7 again, does it
start correctly?
- shut down QuoVadis 7, recover the QuoVadis 7 data banks with the backup, launch QuoVadis 7
again, does it start correctly?

Reinstallation of QuoVadis 7
Warning: You can do a reinstallation at any time but you should be aware that it takes a lot of work
and we only recommend it if you are requested by the QV-Support. The de- and reinstallation of the
complete QuoVadis 7 software on the same computer, in the same folder, under the same Windows
installation needs a reactivation of the software and all maps. You can avoid this step to some extent
by connecting the reinstallation with a backup as explained in “backup data banks and license ﬁle”.
The activation server doesn't count this kind of a reinstallation (same computer, same folder, same
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Windows installation) as an activation:
- deinstall QuoVadis 7 in control panel, software
- reboot computer
- delete the 3 QuoVadis folders, if still existent, with the MS-Explorer (see above “Basic notice”)
- download the current QuoVadis 7 complete setup (Homepage
)
- start QuoVadis 7 and download the latest update with the integrated update function “?”, “check for
new update…”, then shut down QuoVadis 7 and install the update
- start QuoVadis 7

My TIF ﬁles cause problems
If opening tif ﬁles doesn't work or if QuoVadis 7 often bucks when opening tif ﬁles, it is possible that
the relevant libs weren’t actualized at an update. You can solve this problem with the following steps:
- reboot computer
- delete qv7.ini ﬁle with the MS-Explorer, it can be found in the QuoVadis 7 data folder (see above)
- download the current QuoVadis 7 complete setup (Homepage
)
- delete the QuoVadis 7 program folder which usually can be found in
C:\program ﬁles\QuoVadis7 (WindowsXP, Windows 7-32)
or C:\program ﬁles (x86)\QuoVadis7 (Windows 7-64)
- install the complete setup
- download the latest update with the integrated update function “?”, “Check for new update…”, then
shut down QuoVadis 7 and install the update
For this procedure a deinstallation of QuoVadis 7 isn't necessary. After the installation it is reasonable
to start QuoVadis 7 and let “Compress” go over the data banks to check for damages. Eventually it is
necessary to import the tif ﬁle again into QuoVadis 7.

Black screen when loading a map
The correct drivers for your graphic card have to be installed on your computer. Windows often
installs a “standard VGA driver”(name can be similar) if the correct driver isn't available at the ﬁrst
Windows installation. These drivers are not suﬃcient for QuoVadis 7! In this case regularly maps can't
be loaded, “black screen”.

Problems with anti virus software
Unfortunately there are anti virus programs that reliably prohibit the start of QuoVadis, even
sometimes not until the second try to start QuoVadis.
THREATFIRE
The deinstallation of this software is unfortunately the only possibility. Attemps to get in contact with
the support of this software weren't successful.
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F-SECURE
The settings of F-Secure can be changed after a recommendation of the support so that QuoVadis 7
can start. We recommend to execute the step “Easy repair of QuoVadis 7”after you changed the FSecure settings. The answer of F-Secure to this topic was:
The technical consultant advised the following: Select „DeepGuard“ at “settings”, “computer”. Keep
„DeepGuard“ activated but deactivate “advance process control”. F-Secure is of the opinion that the
anti virus safety isn't aﬀected by this. The important thing is that it says “your computer ist
protected” in green letters on the entry page.
Thanks a lot to Mr. Dr. Balzer for this information!
Trend-Micro
We only have unspeciﬁc report from this case. If you have problems with starting QuoVadis 7 and use
a Trend-Micrso product, you could deinstall the av software and execute the step “Easy reparation of
QuoVadis 7”to check wheather that's the problem.
Kaspersky Internet Security 2012
…is here for a reason but it might also be representative for other av software with an integrated
ﬁrewall that can cause these kind of problems. The ﬁrewalls can block the port on which QuoVadis 7
communicates with the Valtentina data banks. This leads e.g. to:
- unusable data banks
- error messages when compressing
- error messages when shutting down QuoVadis 7
- error messages when starting QuoVadis 7
To ﬁnd out if that's the problem you can disconnect your computer from the internet (for safety),
deinstall the av software, reboot the computer and try to start QuoVadis 7 again. If the error is gone
and you are able to compress the data banks, the av software was the problem. You can also solve
the problem by adding exceptional rules to the ﬁrewall but this changes depending on the av
software. Referring to KIS 2012 the solution was:
“settings and software control > QuoVadis 7 / rules, for the sofrware / exeptions > don't analyze
opening ﬁles, don't control program activity and activitys of subprograms”, activate this setting!
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World map - world atlas doesn't work
The world map from the QuoVadis-DVD (or the download) is installed but doesn't open or QuoVadis 7
crashes when trying to open. In this case we recomment to reinstall this map.

Reinstalling the world map
- delete the entry for the world atlas in the QV-Xplorer, it is regulary located in the data bank “world
atlas” but please check!
- then crompress the QuoVadis 7 data banks, cursor on “QV-Data”, icon “database…”, “copress”
- then options, settings program, “recover all settings”, QuoVadis 7 will now be shut dwon
- now just run the setup for the world atlas again!
- start QuoVadis 7
Notice: A previous deinstallation of the world map through Windows control panel/system/program is
not necessary.
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History
18 years QV…….

Neue Funktionen in QV 7
07.12.2013 (7.0.1.29)
- neu: Kartenexport für QuoVadis Mobile
25.11.2013 (7.0.1.28)
- neu: Filter im Andere Karte-Assi.
- neu: aktualisierte Tatuk- und Ecw-Lib
- neu: Schalter “Open with Tatuk” im map-style
07.11.2013 (7.0.1.27 Release)
- neu: User Webtile-Maps auf für lokal gespeicherte Tiles
05.08.2013 (7.0.1.12)
- neu: Im PM werden Elemente grau dargestellt, die Aufgrund einer Sichtbarkeits-Regel im aktuellen
Zoom nicht sichtbar sind
04.08.2013 (7.0.1.11)
- neu: Schalter “Landcontur” im PM bei Garmin-maps
01.07.2013 (7.0.1.5)
- neu: Zur nächsten/vorherigen Station springen im Navi
14.06.2013 (7.0.1.0)
- Release QV7

Neue Funktionen in QV 6
19.12.2012 (6.0.9.9)
- neu: GoogleMaps “Bike”
10.11.2012 (6.0.9.5)
- neu: Export nach DXF
23.10.2012 (6.0.9.2)
- neu: Monitor abgedunkelt im GPS-Online Menü
- neu: Drucken des aktuellen Kartenausschnittes (screenshot) für Easyroutes
29.09.2012 (6.0.9.0) (cf52)
- neu: export für ERTF GPS-Raid Tool, simples csv-ﬁle mit WPs
- neu: Trackprozessor Zeiten aus vorhandener Geschwindigkeit berechnen
19.08.2012 (6.0.8.6)
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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- neu: Entfernung/Course in Routenlinien
15.08.2012 (6.0.8.5)
- neu: Google-Suche in Strg-P
08.08.2012 (6.0.8.4)
- neu: GPS-Online Navi: einfaches einfügen von Zwischenzielen
11.07.2012 (6.0.8.0)
- neu: Anordnung Liste-Details opt. nebeneinander
- neu: Orthogonale Hilfslinien beim Kalibrieren unkalibrierter Karten
02.07.2012 (6.0.7.5)
- neu: Telogisrouting: Zwischenstationen optimieren (nur PU)
- neu: Garmin Astro im Multitracking (nur PU)
22.06.2012 (6.0.7.3)
- neu: Jpeg2000 (nur PU)
26.05.2012 (6.0.6.2)
- neu: Button Pick im Stil Vektorkarten, um bei Garmin-Karten einfach ein Mapobject zu identiﬁzieren
zum Ändern
19.05.2012 (6.0.6.0)
- neu: Anpassung für EasyRoutes 2
29.04.2012 (6.0.4.4)
- neu: Schalter “WP und TR-Tabellen als einfachen Anzeige-Layer laden” im “Assi-In Karte anzeigen”
zur schnellen Anzeige großer WP- und Track-Tabellen
13.04.2012 (6.0.4.0)
- neu: Datentyp DateTimeOLE im Csv-Import
06.04.2012 (6.0.3.8)
- neu: Scroll-oﬀset bei Sim und Gps-Online einstellbar in Settings-Map-Scroll
- neu: DB-Shortcut “Online-maps”
- neu: neue Online-Karten maps.stamen.com 01.04.2012 (6.0.3.5)
- neu: Möglichkeit ein oﬀset-x einzugeben beim SHP-Import
23.03.2012 (6.0.3.3)
- neu: AKB ähnlich wie in QV4, einblenden zum Editieren im PM/intern
20.02.2012 (6.0.2.4)
- neu: GPS-Online: drei separate Trip-counter (Trip, Nav und Pos separat ein/ausblendbar)
- neu: Trackfarben-Modus “Rückenwind”
- neu: bei IMG-Karten kann die Detaillierung der Karten-Anzeige angepasst werden:
Stil-Vektorkarte-Allgemein-Allg. Faktor Layerzoom:
1=default; >1=mehr Details, langsamer; <1=weinger Details, schneller
Im Projektmanager können die Layer POI, Polylinie, Polygon einzeln geschaltet werden
16.01.2012 (6.0.1.7)
- neu: 3D-Optionen Überﬂutung
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- neu: Import qu2-dbs
01.01.2012 (6.0.1.0)
- Release QV6

Neue Funktionen in QV 5
19.09.2011 (5.0.7.27)
- neu: Markierungen aus Karten nach GE exportieren
17.09.2011 (5.0.7.26)
- neu: GPS-Online: Manuelles Karte verschieben schaltet Mapcenter für eine einstellbare Zeit aus
02.09.2011 (5.0.7.23)
- neu: Trackprozessor Höhe
12.08.2011 (5.0.7.19)
- neu: Schalter “Format Metergitter”in Einheiten
- neu: Export WPs nach NMEA-$GPWPL
- neu: Export Tracks nach NMEA-$GPRMC
20.07.2011 (5.0.7.9)
- neu: GPS-Online-Options: Speedcircle
- neu: GPS-Online-Options: Andock-Fenster wegblenden oder oﬀenlassen beim Start vom
Touchscreen-Modus
- neu: GPS-Online: Anzeige von Pos/Nav im Kartenfenster aus dem Touchscreen-Modus auch im
normalen Modus zuschaltbar
14.07.2011 (5.0.7.7)
- neu: SHP Im/Export als Track und WP
- neu: MT-APRS
01.07.2011 (5.0.7.0)
- neu: speichert GPX-Satcount am Trackpunkt
- neu: erste Beta vom Bitmap-Export für Magellan eXplorist
24.06.2011 (5.0.6.23)
- neu: erste Beta vom Multitracking, zunächst nur Tracking-Gateway
11.06.2011 (5.0.6.21)
- neu: erste Beta vom Roadbook-Editor
06.06.2011 (5.0.6.20)
- neue Programmsprachen: Ital. und Franz.
- neue Onlinemap hikebike
18.05.2011 (5.0.6.15)
- neu: Zeichnungen, Gis-Dateien 07.05.2011 (5.0.6.10)
- neu: “Autostart Projekt” in Einstellungen-Allgemein
03.05.2011 (5.0.6.9)
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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- neu: für Navteq: Allg. Faktor Layerwechsel und Linienbreite in Stil-Vectormap
26.04.2011 (5.0.6.6)
- neu: “Stil, Trackprozessor, Statistik” auch im Popup im Baumfenster bei Routen und Tracks
- neu: Karten-Import auch mit TFW-Worldﬁles
25.04.2011 (5.0.6.5)
- neu: Schalter “Garmin: nur Active Log” beim Trackdownload
- neu: “Stil” auch im Popup im Baumfenster bei Routen und Tracks
21.04.2011 (5.0.6.4)
- neu: PCX5 Track-Import
15.04.2011 (5.0.6.1)
- neu: “Umbenennen” in der Edit-Toolbar
13.04.2011 (5.0.6.0)
- neu: Quick Backup beim Programmende, sichert alle qv5dbs in ein Zip
- neu: Fläche in Trackstatistik
29.03.2011 (5.0.5.29)
- neu: Schalter “Ins Infofeld schreiben” in Track-Statistik
22.03.2011 (5.0.5.27)
- neu: Anpassung für Swissmap-QBR
16.03.2011 (5.0.5.23)
- neu: Druckqualität beim Karte drucken in dpi einstellbar
- neu: Sportiva+ TRK als Trainings importieren
- neu: Zeiten im Routen-Prozessor
14.03.2011 (5.0.5.22)
- neu: (pu) Fenster - Größe ändern
- neu: Routen-Prozessor im Detailbereich (mit Route umdrehen, verbinden und teilen)
- neu: IMG senden ins Garmin und Wiki.
21.02.2011 (5.0.5.11)
- neu: Senden/Empfangen mit TomTom
17.02.2011 (5.0.5.8)
- neu: Option letzte Karte/Projekt öﬀnen beim Start
10.02.2011 (5.0.5.6)
- neu: Onlinekarte www.wanderreitkarte.de mit Zugangsticket
28.01.2011 (5.0.5.4)
- neu: Schalter “Garmin: nur Active Logs speichern” im Empfangen-Assistenten
- neu: Option “Kein Symbol” im Style für WPs
- neu: Automatisch Nummerieren
27.01.2011 (5.0.5.3)
- neu: Schalter “Garmin: Tracks im Active-Log speichern” im Senden-Assistenten
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11.01.2011 (5.0.4.6)
- neu: Suchpfade für Links im settings-program-ﬁles
- neue Onlinemaps: OpenCycleMap
18.12.2010 (5.0.3.12)
- neu: Hauptmenü - Fenster - Kartenfenster anordnen
16.12.2010 (5.0.3.11)
- neu: Duplizieren und verschieben im Deteilbereich
13.12.2010 (5.0.3.9)
- neu: Spalte Land in WP-Tabellen
- neu: nmea-import
09.12.2010 (5.0.3.7)
- neu: Anpassung für IGN-France
23.11.2010 (5.0.3.4)
- neu: TRP-Filter nach FP
07.11.2010 (5.0.2.5)
- neu: Autoupdates: dev- oder release-version auswählbar
25.10.2010 (5.0.2.0)
- neue vmi.dll für Kümmerly+Frei Karten
20.10.2010 (5.0.1.22)
- neu: Zeichenreihenfolge GarminCustomMaps
16.10.2010 (5.0.1.20)
- neu: QV-Cursor in GE anzeigen und GE-Ansicht in QV einstellen
29.09.2010 (5.0.1.11)
- neu: Dem-Import auch über Kartenimport-assistent möglich
- neu: db_shortcuts in standard toolbar
25.09.2010 (5.0.1.7)
- neu: Button im Xplorer “In Karte zeigen direkt, ohne Assistent”, siehe auch Wiki
24.09.2010 (5.0.1.6)
- neu: Schalter “Unicode in Karte” in Einstellungen-Allgemein
18.09.2010 (5.0.1.1)
- Release QV5

New functions in QV 4
Vector maps:
- Garmin IMG map format: read, write, send to GPS - DXF ﬁles can be imported as a map (Davinci,
emf) and will be calibrated automatically in the lat/lon - SHPs can be opened as a map - new QVM
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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vector format which can combine various SHPs in one ﬁle including attributes - all vector maps can be
used as overlays and be projected on any raster map, even several at a time
Raster maps:
- can now also process Bayo edition 3 maps - neuw tiled raster format QTL
mapservers are implemented

- ECWP ﬁles from

AutoNEW: - Route planning with the new options “Street route” and “Altitude proﬁle” - Track panning
with the new option “Altitude proﬁle”

Multi XY diagram: multiple tracks or routes can be plotted, automatic recalculation if tracks or routes
are modiﬁed.
Much more functions can now be handled per drag and drop.
Track processor for a ﬂexible and comfortable editing of tracks
GPS online mode:
- Touchscreen mode for GPS-Online - Deﬁne new destination as vectror projection from distance and
bearing (Cap, Dist). - Dynanamic routing with optional voice guidance / turn-by-turn navigation
(NAVTEQ Navi maps required)

GPS: - “Auto Detect GPS” will automatically search and identify GPS units from Garmin, Magellan or
NMEA compatible devices on all COM and USB ports - GPS name check deﬁnitions can be edited and
will be stored for each GPS model

X-Plorer: - Many spreadsheet ﬁeld im the X-Plorer list display can now be edited as in a Excel
spreadsheet - X-Plorer Pop-up menu option “open with ﬁle manager” for all ﬁles and folders - X-Plorer
Pop-up menu option “open with …” for all maps; will open the default application for this ﬁle type - XPlorer listen display of columns: new pop-up menu which allows to move or surpress the display of
colums, sorting of colums by simple mouse-click - Info ﬁeld now also for tables and databases.

Multitracking Pro/PU: - SMS conﬁguration: implements sending and receiving of SMS through a local
GSM modem, e.g. in order to conﬁgure a Microtracker or a Webtracker - Port TCP: New swith “Listen
Port HTTP” which will provide a mini-webserver at the deﬁned port which will handle http messages
and will ﬁlter the position messages, for example position uploads from a SANAV webtrac4.

Multi-Trackreplay in order to compare simultaneously recorded tracks, e.g. to compare tracks of
various competitors of a race.
Implementation of freely conﬁgurable event-action deﬁnitions, seperate for all deﬁned
vehicles/persons/assets.
and much more

New functions in QV 3
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Completely new programming of the code, new compiler with a signiﬁcantly improved performance.
Simpliﬁed, modernised screen with new, removable and dockable toolboxes and windows.
Up to three map windows can be opened at the same time in the full version. For example, a route
can be worked out precisely on a detailed map while in another window the whole route remains
visible in the overview map. In online mode, you will see your position at the same time in diﬀerent
maps.
New layer manager to retain an overview of all open maps with all the markings included quite easily.
Levels can be shown and hidden.
The improved AutoNEW function makes it easy to create and change routes, even at the same time in
several map windows. Elastic band when creating and changing points, precise entry of new points by
direct entry of either coordinates or distance and direction or distance in X/Y direction.
New EasyNEW function: A new route, a new track or new waypoints can be created immediately
without the need to select a database and table ﬁrst. These are saved automatically in “My Data”.
Drawings now with a 2 level hierarchy. Just as waypoints can be grouped into routes, now drawing
elements (i.e. rectangles, circles etc.) can be grouped into drawings.
Printing on several pages can be done easily. The section can be speciﬁed easily by simply moving
the area to be printed directly on the map. Create pages to be printed directly from the map with the
pop-up menu. Fill a whole page true to scale; print true to scale over several pages.
External links to ﬁles or Internet addresses are now shown on the map with the markings. Thus these
links can be opened directly from the map simply by clicking on them. A miniature view is created for
photos. Digital photos can automatically be allocated to a track using a time comparison.
GPS online mode completely new: instruments that can be set freely, function that can be placed as
you like and route navigation with display of direction/ distance to the destination.
Multitracking using NMEA. Using a conﬁgurable station ID position signals can be allocated to the
relevant vehicle and displayed separately. In the full version 2 vehicles can be tracked. licence
extensions can be purchased for additional vehicles.
“Active map extent”
Garmin data transfer with later GPS units now up to 12 times faster because of the higher transfer
rate.
IGC track logs can be imported using Import in X-Plorer. Overlays too (only poly lines) both as a track
and also as a drawing.
Full support for Lowrance USR ﬁles via Import/Export in X-Plorer.
X added to XY diagram, jumps to the corresponding place in X-plorer.
New Special functions button in X-Plorer combines all functions that can otherwise only be reached
via a pop up menu, such as digital camera support etc.
All pop up menus standardised. New: Color to quickly change the color of a marking directly on the
map.
https://quovadis-gps.com/anleitungen/quovadis-7/
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All the diﬀerent settings combined centrally in a new settings window.
Markings window completely revised in the same style. With multiple selections in X-Plorer only the
changed settings will be applied. Background color for each element can now be set separately.. Also
trackpoints can now have their own color.
Tracks: New database ﬁelds: Track date, duration and time zone
trackpoints now with clear numbering even when re-sorted in X-Plorer.
Edit tracks: The Color selection window pop up menu assigns another color to the selected
trackpoints. The Copy window selection pop up menu copies the window selection. This can then be
added to another track in X-Plorer. Thus an easy graphic combination of partial tracks into a new
track.
Track reduction expanded:
Maximum number of trackpoints can be selected. Can be called up from X-Plorer using the Special
functions menu. Save a calculated road route as a track. Can immediately be reduced automatically
to a maximum number of points.
Drawing elements can then be copied in X-Plorer and added to tracks.
Extension of the GPS name check: New Compare name and coordinates button checks for real
duplicates. (as before): Finds WP's that have the same name but diﬀerent co-ordinates: Only ﬁnds
WP's that have the same name AND the same coordinates. Mark-X: Selects all WP's found in X-Plorer
for easy further processing (e.g. delete, copy etc.).
Navtech map can be overlaid on any grid map: Open the grid map as usual then right click on the
Navtech map in the X-Plorer and select Show (Overlay) from the pop up menu.
Routing: List of the last waypoints used in the routing window. The 10 last used WP's, ODB entries or
addresses from the vector data search are listed here. trackpoints, map points and route WP's are not
saved.
QV Internet Update Check added as a new item to the ? menu so that you can easily look up whether
there are any new updates.

New functions in QV 2.51
A new interface in QV in order to send easily maps including its calibration from QV to PathAway.
A new interface in QV to transmit waypoints, routes and tracks between PathAway and QV.
A new multipage function. With this function several pages along the route can be printed out
automatically
at any scale.
The German version of PathAway, a GPS navigation software for PDA with Palm-OS version 3 or
higher.
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In addition, PathAway can load waypoints, routes and tracks from Garmin® GPS devices. With this
new
feature it is possible to collect track data as many as you like. During your journey just save your data
on a
small Palm PDA with PathAway.
In addition to the well known vector maps of Teleinfo, we now included in our program vector maps of
the
company Navtech. These maps are available one by one or in a set together with the Palm navigation
software Digi-Map 2002 from Harald Körtge.
There is a new interface in QV for the creation of routes and maps for Digi-Map 2002 on the basis of
Navtech
vector maps, and to send these directly to a Palm device. Furthermore, tracks stored in a Palm by
Digi-Map
2002 can be loaded and saved in QV.

New functions in QV 2.5
The Teleinfo vector map, Teleatlas, street names in Europe.
Street routing, calculating the fastest, best or shortest route using start and destination point
information.
Intermediate stops are possible with automatic distance optimisation.
Results as a traditional route description, as a GPS route of the important stations or as a GPS track
with the
exact road sequence for uploading into a GPS or also as a Roadbook.
Uploading the route into the GPS or printing out into a Roadbook for simple navigation.
Search for post codes, towns, city parts, street names and sometimes even house numbers with the
Teleinfo
CDs throughout Europe.
Rapid calculation of a route from the current position to the destination in online mode.
Night mode, dimmed screen for journeys with a laptop at night.
Information on track and waypoint altitudes is now managed in the database.
Information on altitudes can also be obtained from DEMs (Digital Elevation Models).
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Currently the USGS Globe 30 Program DEMs and the Top50v3 CD DEMs are supported.
XY diagram: new tool for graphical evaluation and representation of tracks and routes.
Speed, altitude from the GPS or altitude from the DEM can be recorded and checked depending on
the
distance or the journey time.
3D diagram: new tool for showing altitude information. Tracks and routes are drawn threedimensionally and
can be shown with a 3D model of the region from the DEMs. You can “ﬂy” through this imaginary
world using
the keyboard arrows.
External links to QV X-Plorer: File names, directory names, web links and e-mail addresses can be
allocated
WPs, tracks, routes and maps. The link or links then appear underlined in blue in the info ﬁeld and can
be
opened by clicking on them.
Long routes and tracks can now be divided up automatically.
Before uploading data into the GPS the name can be checked to avoid overwriting ﬁles with the same
names.
Support for MLR GPS units
Reads Lizardtech SIC maps.
Simpliﬁed calibration by importing Word ﬁles.
Most windows can now be maximised.
Track replay has been linked with the XY and 3D diagrams.
New setup program.
And many small improvements in detail and bugs ﬁxed (as always)

New functions in QV 2.0
If you know QuoVadis 1.62, here are some changes and new functions.
The name has changed from QuoVadis to QuoVadis
Complete revision of surfaces, symbols and menu bars
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Completely new database and with QV X-Plorer a standard, simple to learn tool for managing all data.
Link
from map.mdb to the maps in the directory is no longer there. The old WP, route and track windows
are no
longer there.
Maps opened simply from CD ROMs with X-Plorer.
Simple organization of data with drag and drop or copy and paste
Improved print out of any lists
Database that can be used on a network
Powerful search functions
Supports GPS receivers by Magellan, Lowrance and Eagle
Supports NMEA equipment
Various national grids installed (Gauss_Krüger for example), or many of your own grids and data can
also be
compiled
Calculates the magnetic declination at any point
Diﬀerent mouse pointers can be selected in the map window:
right angle crosshairs, GPS north, magnetic north, map grids and magnifying glass.
Considerably quicker image appearance with many markings on the map. Number of visible markings
almost
unlimited.
New drawing functions to create lines, circles, areas, freehand lines, labeling on the map with area
calculation
Road book editor for automatic conversion of a route into a printable road book with map clips.
Imports routes from route planners by Map & Guide and Marco Polo.
Opens ECW-Images
And lots more!

New functions in QV 1.6
New look with new toolbar and status bar.
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Calibration is in conformity with projection, if parameters of map are known. This new version
contains more
than 60 diﬀerent map projections.
GPS online mode is completely revised, supports the Garmin PVT protocol.
Uniform input / output box for coordinates.
New function: Search point in all maps. The point you are looking for can be entered in all coordinate
systems supported by QV.
New function: You can identify the country below the mouse pointer. The name of country is
displayed.
all projection types QV supports.
North arrow can be projected on the map.
If you press and hold the left mouse button, the map within the map window can be scrolled in real
time by moving the mouse.
Support of NOAA(BSB) maps. These maps are already calibrated and can be directly opened from CD.
NOTE: This function is BETA in this version. Not all types of NOAA(BSB) maps can be opened at this
time.
Please check our homepage for updates.

New functions in QV 1.52
Demo version now with all functions for 25 days.
This version of QV is a real 32bit program. For this reason, there is no version for Windows 3.11
anymore,
although QV 1.51 for Windows 3.11 still is on this CD (\16\SPRACHE\SETUP.EXE). But, we do not
develop
further this version.
Unfortunately, the Geographic Names Database cannot be used anymore with Windows 3.11.
Maps can now be saved in JPEG or GIF format. This saves memory on hard disc, but increases the time
for loading
since the computer will internally always works with a 256 colors BMP format.
QV can be started with the following parameters:
ODB opens the Geographic Names Database during program start
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ONLINE immediately opens the Garmin Online Mode
“File“ immediately opens the map “File”.

New functions in QV 1.51
The slider in map window moves the map within the map window in real time (with zoom 1:1 only).
In route and track window you can now mark several entries from the list by holding CTRL or SHIFT
key
while clicking with mouse.
SHOW, PRINT, DELETE and SEND/EXPORT then process all marked routes and tracks.
With the function Reduce Track trackpoints can be deleted, if requested.
You can show trackpoints by any character via Options - Marks or Style in pop-up menu.
Saving of track in database is now 90% faster, showing track is 30% faster.
Program can be operated in English or German (Options – Settings - General).
Clearer cross hair in the map window.
In the ﬁeld Point in Main Window you can now enter the point which shall be displayed on the map. It
is even
possible with the overview map.
When calibrating even tenth seconds can be entered.
When calibrating UTM maps you do not need to enter the zone letter anymore.
With File – Export Calibration you can save the map calibration in a text ﬁle. This map can then be
copied
together with this ﬁle to another directory or to another computer without loosing the calibration.
During
calibration this ﬁle is created automatically.
In the three database windows WP, route and track you can create a text ﬁle with the marked data by
clicking the right mouse button on Send / Export. This text ﬁle can then be imported to another
computer.
And many further little improvements and corrections.
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New functions in QV 1.5
The main feature of the new QV 1.5 is that now you can work with several maps and that various
functions
are integrated into the right mouse button.
The new function OVERVIEW shows you on a simple overview map all maps you have on your hard
disk in
form of a rectangle true to scale You can open it by double click.
We supply overview maps of the whole world, Europe, Africa, ,Asia, Australia, North and South
America.
Own overview maps can be deﬁned easily.
The overview map can remain open in the background, but also be closed.
With the new function AUTOMAP always the current map is opened, whether you travel in Online
mode or
when you reached the map border and need the neighboring map or if you press SHOW and the
current map
does not contain this point. Also the function MARK OF FILE will ﬁnd the right map itself.
With the right mouse button you can now open a pop-up menu at any point you like, see a list of all
maps
which contain this point and neighbouring maps. Thus, you can open the corresponding map
immediately and
change between two maps of the same region.
Waypoint, route and track marks also have pop-up menus. With the right mouse button you can save
waypoints, routes and tracks, append them to the active route, delete marks or data or you can open
the
database.
If you change maps, the marks of waypoints, routes and tracks remain in the same directory and will
be
automatically calculated and drawn new. Thus, the maps can be compared.
Routes may cover several maps.
You always see all maps and waypoints/routes in the current directory. As option, the function
AutoMAP and
the Map Overview can also work with all maps from the hard disk.
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In the window UTM Calculator, the datum/ellipsoid list can be extended by other entries. So, also
exotic
UTM maps can be used.
The marks of routes and tracks can be moved by mouse. Up to today, this was only possible with
waypoint
marks.
Totally new is the track window, which - similar to the route and waypoint window - makes an
administration
of your tracks possible.
The function “Maintain Database“ is extended by a map import function. Now, you can copy
calibrated maps
from one directory into another, without losing the calibration.
New function: EXTERNAL DATABASE with about 5.000.000 places and coordinates of the whole world
with direct access to maps of the single countries.
Furthermore, you can also calibrate maps with Swiss Grid.
The calibration is much simpliﬁed by relief lines. QV can now foresee the position of next point in map
and
moves the map section correspondingly.
The list of map reference systems (datum/ellipsoid) had been extended to in total 145. Now, all map
reference systems of Garmin and even some others are available.
Reception of Garmin data is now done via a new central window.
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Keyboard layout
You can ﬁnd this list also in the program in the menue ?-Keyboard layout.

Mouse wheel in the map window
- Mouse wheel: Zoom to Cursor/center of the window, depending on the setting “Zoom centers
cursor”
- Mouse wheel + Strg: Zoom to cursor
- Mouse wheel + Shift: Zoom to mouse pointer
- Mouse wheel + Shift + Strg: acceleration/braking (Space: stop)

Mouse in the map window
- Free movement with keeping the left mouse button pressed: shifting of the map - Left/rightmovement of the mouse with keeping the right mouse button pressed: turning around the center of
the window - Move up and down with keeping the right mouse button pressed(only 3D): tip at the
center of the window

Push buttons in the map window
- arrow left/right/up/down: moves the map
- arrow left/right + Shift: turns the map around the center - arrow left/right + Strg (only 3D): turns into
the view direction - arrow left/right + Shift + Strg (only 3D): turns the horizon, tilt
- arrow up/down + Shift (only 3D): tip around the center of the window - arrow up/down + Strg (only
3D): view direction up/down - arrow up/down + Shift+Strg: acceleration/braking - 1: zoom 100% the
cursor/center of the window
- 2: nearer to cursor/center of the window
- 3: further away from the cursor/center of the window - 4: zoom whole map Plus/minus/PgDown/PgUp: 2D: zoom to cursor/center of the window, 3D: height down/up Plus/minus/PgDown/PgUp + Strg: zoom to cursor
- Plus/minus/PgDown/PgUp + Shift: zoom to cursor/center of the window - U, only 3D: as GE,
centering, look down perpendicularly - R, only 3D: as GE, centering, look down perpendicularly and
position to nord - R + Shift: Reset, basic screen - Q: new creating - N: turns map to the north - Strg-N
(only 3D): turns the horizon horizontally.
- C: centering the map cursor in the middle of the map - Strg + I: opens the map with the next higher
size of the scale (“map zoom in”) - Strg + O: opens map with the next-smaller scale (“map zoom out”)
- Shift + Strg + I: opens the map with the largest scale - Shift + Strg + O: opens the map with the
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smallest scale

Key control in GPS-online-mode
- Leertaste: In the GPS-online mode the centering function of the actual position switches - P: centers
the actual position - Strg + H new calculation of the actual route
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